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Hobart Tommie March, 1964. 
• (Sad.) 
Prefect* 
In parapsychology more than In other fields of 
inquiry, it has been customary by some of the most 
significant contributors to present their writing in the firet 
person. when I restrict this custom to this preface, it 
Is certainty not in disrespect to authors like Wkirell 
and Rhine but in recognition of the formal aspects of 
this thesis. 
However, avoiding the first person doe%) not mean 
detachment from the issues Involved and my edeiration 
for clear detached writing ranks hit; for OrIdgmeWs 
contributions (1959) to less controversial fields In 
which he wrote in the first person, probably with the 
deliberate intention of demonstrating to the reader 
that the human recorder of experiments is part of the 
experimental setup which he describes. 
It may therefore be appropriate to list here In 
the wily I see it certain aspects of my personal bleu 
when 1 retched some understanding shout probability 
statements, I tried, and I believe I succeeded, in 
incorporating probability into ISY senora outlook on life. 
I tried to replace certainties bV probabilities which 
change in megnitude as relevant information becomes 
available, without losing skin of the necessity to 
casks decisions on the bests of probabilities* 
My first introduction to the field of parepsYchotogy 
come *hoot through e highly successful and open minded 
gitefeseor of physics and head of a university department 
end I have found In this man and in other scientists 
mho ware not directly connected with parepaycholoff 
more inspiration than in some parapsychologists of 
high Standing* 
Sueb experiences lad to a high probability 
estimation es to the value of attracting interested 
although to some extent sceptical scientists to the 
field, at least se long as there is neftreekthrouoW 
In the contra/ of PasePeYahologloil *vont** 
Most of these scientist* were orientated *long 
the line of physical monism* But they did not 
?awellow babies for breakfast (P0.12)* 
Five years ego my prdbability estimations of 
dualism end physical monism were about 04 each but 
11 Page references which ***underlined refer to 
this thesi!, 
Ito 
since then I began to appreciate to some extent the 
enormous ammint of ehenge that has taken place in 
basic scientific concepts during the last 60 years 
or so, and this change is still continuing. 
It eeems to no that the kind of physical monism 
that was recognised cm years ego is now so far removed 
from 'our present day knowledge of the physical world 
that the kind ef different events on which dualism 
and monism wore based 60 years ago have the smme 
order of difference as the kind of events on the basis 
Of shich . meniem developed during the last 60 years. 
The sort of thing I am trying to point out here 
was also discussed by Stevens and Rhine (Stevens, 1960) 
end I find avself much more in agreement with Stevens 
then with Rhine. 
It seems to me rather doubtful whether it to useful 
to speak of physicalism today, because it is more often 
than not mistaken for or associated with, the physicalism 
of 60 years op and it seems equality or more . doubtful 
whether dualism can be seen as 8 real alternative to • 
present day physicalism. 
A kind of duality has been supported In physics 
In connection with the principle of complementaritV 
(iv) 
but there are some doubts as to how far this support 
IS justified (Lanai 1959)4 
. My Own experiences suggest that any advantages 
which can be gained by emphasising what appears to me 
only espossibility - dualism on the basis of pare,- 
psychology are In the 'Ong run small, camper* to 
the disadvantage Of losing scientists who Might 
Otherwise be interested in participating in research 
and discussion. 
At the same time I believe I can see that research 
in the field of parapsychology may at times have Only 
survived because Of support from &chars with a dualistic 
outlook based on religious or other beliefs. 
' In my personal ettiMation, progress In pare. 
pythologital research has been . painfUIly slow. If my 
view Is acceptable and. if it is not considered unduly 
pessimistic to expect more years of herd labour with 
little Prospect of 4 real breakthrough ahead, then the 
participation of Mere. qualified scientists is an utgmat 
matter indeed, Compared to the highly sample* bast 
of present 'day physics I.do hot consider that withdrawing 
statements aboUt the nenphytiaality Of parapsychological 
events would be a kind of cowardly act in order to be 
more acceptable to the fashion showd of our time. 
(v) 
There'is no need to accept any fors of physicalism as 
more than another possibility. But to advertise 
parspaychological events as non-phYeicel with a Treat 
amount of conviction sews to ea an emotional reaction 
to the scientific fashions of the be inning of this 
century. 
Parapsychaogists should be specialists in their 
field but what special technical knowledge is necessary 
can be acquired by any competent scientist with psych* 
ological . training and yet what makes o succesefOl 
parapsychologist is still a rather mysterious and 
untrainable quality. 	As long as we do not knoa 
anything more precise about this it seems to me highly 
undesirable to form a kind of exclusive club and to 
reject anybody who did not reach the 0.01 level of 
significapee. I have some doubts whether the total 
evidence justifies any such divisions, but having 
entered this field myself without any previous 
spontaneous experiences, I find it hard to believe 
that the hind of parapsychological events (unless all 
my results were due to Type 1 or other errors) which 
recorded* should be restricted to the peculieritice 
of my personality* 
(v1) 
Some other personal considerations which have a 
bearing on this thesis may also be included here, 
when I commenced iirk for this thesis by planning 
end carrying out experiment* in the field of pore. 
PeYchologY I had no personal contact in Australia 
with other workers in this fields I had met Dr. Pratt, 
who was until recently Deputy Director of the 
Parapsychology Laboratory, Duke University, some years 
earlier in Germany, but apart from this sink) 
discussion during one afternoon I have had no opPertunitY 
to speak with other paYohologists, A.L. 
Professor McAuley, who was head of the Physics 
Department of the Taamanian University and to whan I 
have referred earlier, had retired for health reasons 
and had withdrawn from all University activities, 
After working for 0 to 12 months I began to 
feel the stress of isolation and began to look for 
any possibility to work with parapsychologists overseas'. 
It seems to me now that this sets a necessary step whidh 
I had to take although my departure to the USA 
interrupted in a sense some of the experimental research 
which I had carried out in Tasmania. 
I had planned to repeat certain wects of my 
(vii) 
work in the Parapsychology Laboratory, Duke UniversitY, 
LISA but . I found more technical difficulties there than 
I had anticipated, i mould -like to mention hire that 
Dr, Pratt had questioned prior ta My arrival there 
whether it was advisable to repeat certain experiments 
In a new satiation and ha had Pointed to the difficulties 
in setting up apporatusdesigned for a different voltages 
It was therefore on my own. responsibility that 
tried to continue with some aspects of the repetitions 
but after having worked in a comparatively small 
psychology department in one of the smallest univereities 
I did net e*pect the technical difficulties in,obteinim 
teas and apparatus with which I became confronted.. 
As a result of those and alto because of long delivery 
times for some necessary small items it was for semis 
months uncertain whether I would be able to recenstroct 
the Pit 'apparatus which I had used in Tasmania within 
a reasonable time. 
I use eventually able to reconstruct the Main 
section of the apparatus and to demonstrate to the 
members of the Duke Laboratory, however the Operibental 
sessions were of doubtful value because without e really 
satisfactory base for mounting the apparatus, the 
automatic distribution tended to drift away from the 
50/50 distribution which was set up Wrier to the 
experimental sessions and which had remained more or . 
leis unchanged during 'the earlier Tasmanian experiments. 
The sort of difficulties described here are well 
known to anyone actively engaged in research involving 
apparatus. 	Nevertheless it is hoped that these more 
personal remarks will be of same help In providing the 
reader with some backgro dun information to the 
experimental reports presented here. 
I would like to use this oppertunity to express 
my eratItude for his most stimulating influence on 
of earlier work, to Professor McAuley, who as head of 
the Physics Department of the University of Tasmania, 
introduced me to the problem of Parapsychology. 
I appreciated very much the patience, tolerance 
and encouragement which itteceived from ProfessorCardno, 
Head of the Psychology Department, University of Tasmania, 
who supported my application to carry out research in 
parapsychology for this PhD. thesis. My work wee 
further assisted by the laboratory facilities and 
equipment of his department. 
I would like to thank D. Rhine and Dr. Pratt 
who recemmended a research fellowship from the Parapsychology 
Laboratory, Duke Univeraity, which together with 
a post graduate research fellowship from the Puke 
University enabled me and my family to stay for Bi 
months at Duke. Dr. Rhine and Dr. Pratt provided a , 
most valuable link with the - from the `I'smanlan point 
Of view outside world of parapsychology. 
Mr. Hasofer, lecturer in Mathematics, University 
of Tasmania, was most helpful in suggesting the tests 
for randomness and In checking the necessary calculations' 
I was fortunate to be able to discuss perapsychologtool 
• questions-with Dr. Tenni', Dr. Freeman, Mr. Saleh, Mr. Roll, 
Mr. COx and Dr. Kewley at Duke,with.Dr. Csis and Dr. Dean 
In Wew York 'and With Professor Bender and Professor Tenhadff 
In Europe. I was also fortunate to meet Professor 
Thouless when he visited Australia. 
Dr. Tenny's.arrangements which enabled ma to 
participate in EEC work and parapsychological tests at 
the Veterans' Hospital, Durham, N.C. are also gratefully 
acknowledged. 
I =aid like to thank .Mrs. Langworthy for her 
careful and patient check through a large proportion 
of the original data and summaries and for typing this 
thesis. 
Last but not least my sincere thanks go to all those 
students who participated in research. 
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Parapsychology 
A critical and experimental study with special reference to 
-psychokinesis and to problems of methodology and Interpretation 
of results. 
Introduction 
Parapsychology may be defined as a "Grenzgebler or fringe 
area of psychology dealing with events that are associated with, 
or are part of, beheviour and Which do net fall within the 
scope of contemporary general psychology. 
This definition is by no means a satisfactory one and some 
attempts will be made later to clarify parapsychological terse 
(Pp. 91-93 ). However, as it stands, this definition does not 
2 
introduce the problem f non-physicality. 	Rhine's arguments 
2. Although Thouless and Wiesner (1948) did not introduce 
'psi as physical or non-physical, this term has been initially 
avoided here because it is associated in the aulaasjazugyshglog 
Glossary (1963) with non-physical. (this was not the case in 1950). 
Other terms which are used here without further definitionc correspond 
to the terms as defined in the Glossary. However, the older 
definitions in the Glossaries (e.g. 1950) are sometimes preferred to 
more recent ones (1963) but the differences are not sufficiently large 
to warrant a detailed discussion here. But note, for instance, the 
difference in the definitions of ESP and Pb as printed in 1950 i3fld raw. 
for the non•physicality of parapsychological processes 
(1957, p.247) will also be discussed in some detail. 
The majority of experiments carried out in this field 
during the last 20 years or so did not follow any longterm 
master plan but were Of en exploratory or short term nature. 
This seems to be characteristic of'what might be called the 
pioneering stage. Both Murphy (1958) and Rhine (1962) came to 
the conclusion that long term planning may noW be a desirable 
step towards further progress. The increased number of research 
institutions and the more generous financial support which has 
been forthcoming recently (earaesvcholcaelL., 1962 ho. 61; 1963, 
Nos. 64 8466), add reality to such proposals. 
This thesis represents a very modest attempt that has been 
made to carry put experiments along the lines of an overall plan. 
thila it cannot be possibly claimed that a certain approach 
to parapsychology has been fully explored experimentally, it is 
hoped that the work presented here may help to draw some tentative 
conclusions and to identify within a limited area, problems which 
have not been dealt with so far. 
The approach has been to combine a number of factors which 
ere believed to be favourable towards parapsychological results 
and to work, generally speaking, towards the goal of less 
unstable test conditions. 
To this end experimental conditions' were considered and tested 
in which the subjects were not aware of the problematic aspects 
of the experiments, and the reinforcement of correct responses was 
attempted by introducing electric .shocks as "negative'stimli 
and by the projection of slides as "positive stimuli. "Correctr 
and possibly parapsychologicel responses resulted automatically In 
the presentation of positive stimuli and incorrect responses In 
negative stimuli. In some exesriments the complete set-up 
including the scoring of responses, was automatic.. 
One apparatus produced automatically, a distribution which 
was found to be random within the limits of randomnesS tests. 
A basis of comparison was thus provided, not so much In response 
to some probably unjustified criticism (Circlet', 1962), but in 
order to include the possibility of detecting less definite 
parapsychological processes, e.g. if such processes are present 
but operate in the wrong direction (e.g. Carington, 1940a, 1940b ; 3 Reeves & Rhine, 1943 Bindrim s 1947 Cadoret & Pratt, PAD) 
3. References will be headed /e.g. if those quoted represent 
a large number of possible references. The referencesoctually 
selected are those which seem representative and which were 
available to the author. If the original publications were not 
available or could not be obtained within a reasonable margin of 
cost and inter-library loan service, references to later reviews 
or discussions are made. 
then it may still be possible to detect differences 
between parapsychological processes and random processes 
if random processes can be provided for comparison* 
In undisguised tests subjects also used their favourite 
pieces of music as targets in a GESP experiment* This was 
an attempt to stabilize the test situation by providing the 
subjects with individual targets of personal interest. 
• Techniques in measuring physiological variables during 
parapsychological tests were also investigated* 
The approach described here should be regarded as a 
possible one rather than as Sin desirable one* Little 
consideration has been given to personality differences 
•which could provide another major line of epproach which 
has been explored for eon* time elsewhere (e•g• Stuart at al*, 
190 g Schmidler, 1949 g Humphrey, 1950, but it is argued 
that one ought to try and see whether, under sufficiently 
strong stimulus conditions, a parapsychological response can 
be elicited irrespective of the personality factors of the 
subjects and of the experimenter* , 
It seems however that the psychological variables introduced ' 
test conditions 
were not as strong as one might like to see them t-un'dei because 
volunteer students cannot be expected to endure &ever° electric 
shocks, yet a mild shock may not serve as a negative stimulus, and 
5 
It is difficult to sgreeon any positive stimuli* Nevertheltss 
the results suggest that even this sort of approach cabs 
successfully employed old that further work should be carried cut* 
In Choosing this particular line of approach in the 
experimental investigations the ;other woe aware that obtaining 
significant test results in s particular setting does not 
eeeeeearilY WNW* each help for the field Of enquiry* 
Murphes critical evaluation Of contemporary experiments 
(1966) his relevance to the experiments present's' hors* 
However to lorry out research not only in an unorthodox field 
but also in a somewhat unorthodox manner within the field seemed 
too tmbitious,allowing for the limitations Of time end malteriol* 
Kahn's analysis (1962) of hittericti events which lead to 
breakthrough /* scientific reentreh is a reminder that the ' 
preblees one attempts -to solve are Often not the problems which 
are relevant to the field, but also that en extraordinary 
mind is needed to reformist. the Oracle' prehloMt0 
RePorts bout potaffitychologics1 work In Russia (gyal, 1961a, 
1961b Pratt, 1962) are diffitult to analyse but it appears that 
the tort of interest and discussion that goes On there among 
menV Oreeineft eoleatIstt is the kind of thing that it muted 
in the Witt* And if this it correct then there teas* to be 
at present one real probles in parapsychology that can be • 
identified with sem confidence, that is, the leek of 
interest and participation in research and diacuselon by scientists 
in the West. 
It seems to this author that the Western parapsychologists 
ere not without blame for this state of affairs and seem 
theoretical considerations question the assumptions and 
interpretations of evidence which may have brought about this 
situation* 
On the experimental side it is hoped that the sort Of approach 
developed here may lead one day to e kind of 'test kit' which 
could be handed out to interested scientists and which contains 
test material but also tape recorded instructions, perhaps some 
special Motion pictures end sound records to create the correct 
a 
emotional atmosphere, perhaps personality test on the basis 
of which parepaychological results can be extracted in more 
concentrated form, and automatic scoring devices. All this 
should enable the scientist to remain sufficiently dissociated 
with the experiment to exclude him as a variable In the test 
situation*. 
It is not Certain whether even a partial solution to this 
problem can be achieved by the experimenter's dissociation 
from the subjectfs test situation. West and Fisk (west, 1956) 
dbtained results which suggest that a rather remote connection 
(unknown to the subjetts) can still influence the oUtccoe of 
parapsychological events. Yet without denying the difficulties 
and complexities of this problem it Seems reasonable at least to 
attempt to remOve the experimenter from the subjeet'a parse 
psychological 'field'. 
The tests may also be disguised **minimize the conmcieus or 
unto/4,01°0s effects *Stich subjects May have On the perapsycholOgical 
_events because of the controversial nature of the experiments. 
• 	 Hoerfor the work here can be regarded as a positive 
tontril04401 towards the solution of this problem shell be left 
unanswered but it seems to this author that the investigations 
which were attempted are the kind of steps which among others 
ought to be taken at this stage. 
In discussing basic problems in methodology in connection 
with this parapsychological work, it is hoped that some of the 
problematic aspects of parapsychology will be somewhat clarified, 
but it is ale* hoped that the clarification of problems in a 
fringe area of psychology has some bearing on the, methodological 
basis of general contemporary psychology. 
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Close to 200 years sop Messer reported similar results 
zint hypnotised subjects (Goldsmith, 1934 0 Zweig, 1936)4 
Perhaps this completion of a historical loop appears at first 
sight amusing if it were not for the soMewhat sobering thought 
that it took a very long time to investigate by comparatively 
simple means, alleged events, which at least since the disCovery 
of electric activities In the living brain could remain In 
the framework of orthodox scientific thought.' 
It is possible to argue at great length against the 
dependence of scientific research on the changing fashions 
end beliefs. It shall here only be summed up by one example 
given by III B. Cohen (1952, p.507). 
"We may note a curious historicel phenomenon with regard to 
"scientific respectability" in our attitude towards ancient 
and mediaeval atomists and alchemists. Practically every 
book on science, or even the history of ecience, hails the 
atomists (such as Democritus or Lucretius) as precursors of 
our present science, even though modern Physics demonstrates 
that their notions were primitive and unlike our . twe0 But 
the alchemists, whose notions have been shon by omdern 
chemistry and physics to be in some degree "correct," are not 
characterized, as respectabIee precursors. • (For instance, 
Charles A. Browne wrote an essay on "Error in chemistry" 
(The story of human error, ed. by Joseph Jastrow, Na., 
Appleton-Century Company, 1936) In which he praised the 
* 	
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to penetrate to the more essential features of his discovery 
by emphasizing a certain interpretation which was not a 
necessary OM. 
This should not be understood as a submiesion of foots to 
fashions but as an attempt to check one's own interpretations 
more carefully when they are made In 8 new border area. 
However the history of parapsychology did not stert with - 
Mesmer but can be traced back to time immemorial. it is a 
matter of personal choice to conjecture just %hot sort of 
magical practices may have had a , parapsychological element. 
The Oracle at Delphi may have predicted the future mainly 
on the basis of facts known at the time of enquiry but at 
least the possibility that some of the more remarkable announcements 
may have been duo to parapsychological factors cannot be ruled out* 
At any rate Li kind of hypnotic state was more than 2000 years ago 
apparently considered helpful in the attempt to predict the future 
(Hyslop, 1906), 
Various phenomena In connection with some religious miracles 
may be interpreted in parapsychological terms., This is adifficult 
task because no reliable evidence exists for similar phenomena 
under controlled conditions unless one is prepared to accept for 
Instance the accounts of levitation of the medium, Home (Myers, 
. 19030 p. 581) or Smythiee impressive report (1951) of a phenomena 
0110 may or may not be called levitation.:. 
If It should be found after a dotal 
on the basis of ecientifie knowledge avai lable. 
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are not acceptable as scientific facts but they may be of 
sufficient importance to change the background probabilities 
against which new experimental findings areludged. 
The problem of non.phavicalitv will be discussed from the 
experimental point of view (pa 7/0 but it may be of some interest 
to consider the historicol events which lead to this problem 
and in particular to see where psychology stands now. 
The historical develoament of the mind-body question need 
not be repeated here (Murphy, 1946) but it may be worthwhile 
to try to see why the kind of dualism developed in the Western 
world of thought and why this dualLim beceMe se important. 
In the last analysie it is impossible to say whether 
differences between the Western and Eastern civilizations are 
based on accidental or random developments or on more systematic 
influences from the environment or from special characteristics 
of the peoples sotto:nod. 
The early advances In technology and science in the west may 
be regarded as accidental but the preference for analysis is 
perhaps e characteristic weakness and strength of Western thought. 
Analysis may have brought about the particular rapier arguments 
for dualism but some of the meaning is added through the Western 
assumption of one body, one soul and/Or one mind. It is only in 
recent years that the ideas of less clearly definable limits 
which merge into with ether have become more respectable If still 
not acceptable. 
14 
In psychology Xing (1959) has probably contributed most to 
blurr the boundaries botemen single individuals but his 
writing is reflected to e small extentin the world of physicists like 
Ileisenberg (1955), Jordan (1955)0 and Margenau (1957). 
Nevertheless the majority of modern psychologists avoid 
any reference to the mind-body question. If this is seen 
as a . reflection of the presen0Zeitgeist .. the general interest 
in perceptual probleMs which have become a central theme in 
psychology may also be seen as an unconscious compensation 
for, or sublimation of, the awkwardbody,mind queotion. 
After all perception seems to ineitide . elements which 
are irreducibly psychological. •Sherringten,(1951 pp. 248, 249) 
_motes 
"A star which we perceive. The energY7echeme deals with 
it, describes the passing of radiation thence into the eye, 
the little light-image of It formed at the bottom of the 
eye, the ensuing photo-chemical action In the retina, the 
trains of action,-potentials travelling along the nerve 
to the brain, the further electrical disturbance in the 
brain, the action-poteetials streaming thence to the , 
of 
muscles of eye-balls and the pupil, the contraction of them 
sharpening the light-image and placing the seeing part of the 
retina under ito. 
15 
The seeing'? That Is where the energyeschems forsakes us. 
It tells us nothing of any 'seeing'. Much, but not that. 
A tiny patch of a particular radiant energy disturbing the 
surface of the body in a region specially reactive to its 
it connects that patch with an energy...path entering the evei 
then with one carrying brainward from it, a shower of 
repetitive electric potentials. It locates these in, 
a certain region of the . bealn, which it therefore indicates 
. as concerned with hat occurs In us through the eye. It also 
accounts to us for ell the nenoeuvring of the eye-bells 
as they catch the.photoeteage and sharpen it and piece the 
eye centrally under it, so too for our turning of the heed 
to help the eyes, 
But as to our peeieethe star it says nothing*" 
The difficulty of thinking through the process of perception 
may at least be partly based on traditional semantic processes. 
Even it psychologists do not often mention mend as a separate 
entity in their text books it may be fair to assume that many 
still think as if they had individual minds somehow separate 
from their bodies. Yet the private perceptual worlds of 
individuals have sufficient similarity with each other to exclude 
the necessity of assuming separate minds. 
There Is little doubt that a good deal of perception is of a 
mechanistic nature and it is only when the sequence of impulses 
which originate from the sense organs and which can be traced 
to specific centres in the brain start to convey a picture which 
we gm that conscious experiences begin which one traditionally 
reserves for higher animals And not for machines. 
But If for a psychologist the study of behaviour (and the 
processes leading to it) is the primary task, then the 'perception* 
by a machine may lead to 'machine behaviour' which to difficult to 
distinguish from behaviour of an organism* 
Although human behaviour le usually more complex and above 
all more flexible, comparatively complex operations are carried 
out automatically and are supervised by machines. The following 
example may illustrate thiss 
In e machine set-up a fuse blows out end the resulting breakdown 
of one circuit is transmitted to the control machine which may 
then be able to switch to an alternative circuit or restart the 
(automatic) fuse again after removing some overload. 
Does the control machine =anything? In terms of behaviour 
the control unit received messages which were analysed correctly 
and which resulted in appropriate behaviour. If probability 
devices ere built into the machine then it may be impossible to 
predict whether for instance the original blow out of the fuse will 
be followed by restartIllg the fuse or by the use of en alternate 
circuit. 
So it till be difficult to reject 'machine perception' on the 
un 
ground of humah/peedic$aidlitY! 
17 
Perhaps alt this 6110141116 behaVicur can OW be eccOunted for 
in • hustsn being bY rifler nvechenimis %%Ma dO nOt **pith) any 
tenstiOult *aspen's** SUt if it is ogreed that not ell Mean 
behralour is bated on teflon* end if it is egresd that a psrtiOlar 
kind -of machine behaVieur eon Still be accounted for in terms of 
reflex Michartilesii at the buten level then it may be possible to 
design mere ceOplot **Chine behaviour iCb gees beyond the Wien 
categorY0 , 
Is the hesitation in speaking of the cOntrol unit (of the machine) 
se being conscious of s blOwaout Notified, or is it based on trod. 
Mend thin1Unc0 
It Is diffteOlt to find e full logical justification for this 
hesitation it it Is agreed that'eansciousnass is net necessarily 
root*totod to human beings (Sherrington, 10010 p4 220)4 . In any 
Order Of Iowa 'to higher animals it is difficult tO see' *ere 
consciousness Starts, yet U sufficiently simple organisms are 
comildered tti have sate kind Of Conscious*** then .machine 
constsioUsnsso is not such an unreasonable Wm. 
So poichapa the question is merely one of colV1esitil4 
,Any Utterances that the keen being slaws Stet he knows and 
whet he do.* not knows, does not provide a Otter distinction either* 
Do the dolphins or higher apes stelae? 	If that(' •ja a#:440 dOubto 
then that* is little hositanoY in answering this **Stift in the 
negative for sonwokst, lower animals. EVen if it is only agreed 
/ 8 
that the last events in the process of seeing a stimulus are 
machine-like up to say, a cati then the arguments for special 
differences at the human level are weakened,: 
Obviously there is some gap between human beings and other 
higher animals. Perhaps the width of this gap Is over emphasised 
in the West through religious traditions but even if it is as wide 
as some may argue (Buytendijk, vase) some of the behaviour of 
retarded human beings may be compared with Machine behaviour 
is it certain that none of the perception of Such human . 
examples can be compared with machine perception? 
If such comparisons are possible then one might proceed at 
the human level in small steps towards the normal human being and 
ask again at what point does a principal difference for the 
last stages of perception come in? 
The above discussion is not aimed at making more acceptable 
the Viom that human perception is of the same kind as machine 
perceptioni But it may be argued that it Is very difficult to 
single out any clear border between human end machine perception' 
It may be precisely because machine behaviour has approximated 
human behaviour to an uncomfortable degree) that those who desire 
a clear distinction for religious or traditional or other reason 
go to ouch lehgth to'relect monism* 	Mayleis opening remarks in 
Men and Materialism (1951) are amusing but also reflect those aopects 
of the 'Zeitgeist' which reject monism on other than logical grounds 
19 
IRhat . it a materialist? In a popUlat view I suppose 
materialist is a pretty unpleasant person who 90Mas 
*babies for breakfast: This is a view I do not agree with: 
I am a materialist and I haven't gobbled any babies, yet: 
Nor he materialism anything to do with SOviet Ceetainismo 
It to true thetComtuniste prefer e crude style of materialism, 
but this has small similarity with the deeper materialism 
of the Western World:" 
It seems then* that as monistic interpretations explain en 
increasing area of events, the emotional reactions to these 
explanations increase else) end find expression In an urgent 
desire to demonstrate 'something else' which transcends monlem 
and which is Usually regarded to be on a higher and superior level: 
It seems.howeveri that the emotional reactions are largely 
unnecessary and based on .e misunderstanding or on an outdated 
ifietsf of materiel monisO4 
The material world as understood today has changed an enormous 
amount from the accepted view at 'the end of the last century. 
Conant - trete 1951 (1961 ed: p:27) "Thera is no doubt about it 
somewhere about 1900 science took a tglejibuomaggsted turn:" 
• The complexity Of material structure is so much more intriate 
end one might almost figV Wstericsio (Oppenheimer, 1953) that there 
is now perhaps no need to feel disturbed about a material human being 
in the my one might MVO been . distutIved about a crude automaton., 
these events fit 
parepsycholeigical events, it is difficult to decide whether  
as It really is may easily be a far nastier place than it would  
In isolation only._  
then the case for the non.physicality of parapsychological 
structure is complete, Indeed parapsychological events may .  
been accepted as physical sixty years ago if they had been known 
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material structure Is present • that is, in the nervous system 
21 
start a rhythmic change of potentials which con be measured by 
EEG may indirectly point towards such new fields of energy* 
Vesillevis suggestion seems challenging enough without any 
expression of belief as to the non-physicality or otherwise of 
Parapsychological events, 
However on a more general level it 16 probably fair to 
argue that the less the observed events fit into an accepted 
framework of knowledge o the more general knowledge is likely 
to be gained from understanding these events, Electrical and 
radiation phenomena can be taken as an example there isolated 
kinds of events were known long before the Whole phenomena VZTO 
understood at least to the extent that they fit now Into an 
acceptable framework and can be manipulated to produce spectacular 
results, , 
Particularly in the case of electrical phenomena this proutt$ 
took a considerable time and it is perhaps a somewhat sober in 
thought to imagine some painstaking research by say, a Greek 
205000 years -ego, trying to understand why a piece of amber rubbed 
with e cloth will attract and pick up small particles, Perheps 
parapsychology is not in 43 much better position now end it is 
only because of the acceleration In scientific research during 
the lest 300 years or so that one can be more.hopeful, 
To return to the difficulty of judging how meaningful 
historical reports are as a background to contemporary P8rilMch°140Y 
22 
it may be of interest to ;milder for conpartsOn One other area 
of invest,igetion* Reverts about unidentified flying *Waste 
(UFOs) have led to official investigations by varlet* ittWertgarantat 
to SSW beliefs, specific delusion*, and to e vast toraber of 
spetnilationie 
Historical records have also been reinterpreted to support 
specific speculetions* Jesup', (1955) attespt in this direction 
Was net Satisfactory One because refs:emelt were not oleos 
given and gone referred to periodicals vidijoh wee not generally known 
for their scientific status* HeVertheless .without Checking 
the precise' details, which does not too necessery 1'0 the purpose 
of this discussion, one can see that Jew* was able to find a 
certain *mount of support for hie claims by searching through 
historiael Mortis* 
;Rostov used historical taateriel to Support two kinds of 
eitiot on *Itch hie belief in visits end contacts fool ewe to 
based* 
l* Report* of unidentified flying  objects vddch on presented 
Way are of a kind !Oiler to those remded at various 
time In history* 
20 - Certain encient steno construction* boot known among these 
the agrPttan "maids a comet be setkfectorily ettpl•lO•d 
in tent of present day knowledge about moving MOW stone* 
work* Consequently sage intelligence frets space 'Swot have 
played 0 pit in it. • 
23 
The support for the first claim is of limited value even if 
the historical records are clearly acceptable* If human 
observers see lights in the sky now and if these lights are net 
connected with intelligence from outer space* then it must be 
expected that similar lights were seen previously* The only 
improvement is introduced by excluding misperceptions from 
reflecting planes or .other eirborn equipment of our age* But 
explanations based on birds * hallucinations * spot tl in the eyes 
and other physiological and psychological oddities* ere not 
strongly effected by pointing to similar expairences described 
in historical records* 
On first sight the historical approach may appear to be free 
from the bias which must be expected in our contemporary communities 
that are under the influeeceof mass cemmunications* But in present 
day samples such bias can be assessed to some extent if reports 
are studied through official agencies (Ruppelt * 1950* Obviously 
this is very difficult * if not impossible * for historical samples 
although it is possible to argue that MWS attention was focussed 
on the heavens more strongly during some periods In history than 
others , 
Jessup's second claim Is of more relevance 0 his belief in 
intelligence from space. In his second claim it is easy to agree 
with etatements that stones of such and such a eize andl4ight, 
have been transported* shaped and positioned In such thd .uch e weVe 
24 
because it con Still be chatked: It becomes then a question 
of probability estimation whether one prefers the orthodox 
explanation or whether one prefers help from. outer speCe: 
Of course archeological evidence supporting the OrthodOX 
explanations should be taken into account‘ 
Lot it be assumed a only for the bake of this distussiO0 
that the observations of unidentified flying Objects now and in 
the historical past hsVO nothing to do with Intelligente from 
Outer spaceo It is hoped that this assUmption is justified as 
an tactual example, because most of the other fields Of pseud* 
science listed by Gardner (1957) ere, or could be, supported by 
similar historical material as Wes used In the field of unidentified 
flying objects:_ 
Henedi even If there ore reasons why this field should be 
taken serious/0y, than most likely one could select another field 
(e0g, from Gardner's.piblication) thiCh appears utterly abaUrd 
yet for which historical support has or could -be feun4, 
Now Dodd's:L(1946) presentation of historical evidence from the 
antiquity, which may Support parapsychologh lavartainil a much 
more scholarly presentation than Jessup' s, but then a good Scholar 
Could make a good cote for the historical evidence of UFOs; . 
It seems to this author that it is difficult to find a 
difference in principle between the sort Of historical eVidence that 
could be preSented for UFOs on the One handbfPd for parapsychology 
on the other.. 
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When it was stated earlier that historical evidence con be 
used in an estimation of background probabilities, then a further 
qualifying procedure seems desirable. One should look at another 
controversial field of enquiry (e.g. VO) which from one's own 
subjective considerations Is likely to be wrong, and see whether 
the historical evidence is different in principle. If not, it 
provides e kind of check on one's awn use of historical materiel In 
estimating the background probabilities for parapsychology. 
The arguments presented here would suggest that historical 
materials must be viewed with much caution If it is to be used 
in support of a controversial field of enquiry. 
There are many fields which were controversial but which 
can now be classified as scientifically acceptable, which were 
also supported by historical records. An interesting note of 
such historical support was provided by Kellogg (1961) when he 
discussed records from the enttquity, of rare and unusual 
behaviour of porpoises, which ere now acceptable._ 
MurPhY (1956) euggeated that the history of science should 
be studiedt and in particular that perio& When breakthroughs 
occurred, should be analysed, Kahn (1932) offered a limited amount 
of evidence that breakthroughs are linked with the ability to re-
formulate problems and that brilliant reformulations may have 
advanced research by generations. 
It seems to this author that the spectacular leaps ahead 
occurred when a field wee in the initial stages of Investigation 
26 
Olth only a few active research workers* Progreso is mote 
continuous and sometime° °court eimultaneously when the field 
Is better defined and when active research increases* 
Parapsychology appears to be in a stage of development when 
0 spectacular leap ahead to potable end certainly desirable. 
Yet, no one can 'give a precise fortula for a breakthrough* Kohn 
wrote (polls) °Spdly enough for these inclined to practical 
solutions° more Investigators or research money willnot of 
itself cure this condition, but paradoxically, serve only to 
exaggerate it*" 
This is Correct If 'More investigators' follow similar 
attempts as have been caviled out previously. 
However, only a small frattion_ef a broad close of scientiste 
have shown any interest or inclination to de research so for* 
It seems reasonable to dosume that if 'parapsychological reseerch 
.could be developed Ott a aufficianW wide and diverse scientific 
baste that a wider range of problems will be ° formulated which ' 
shoUld eventually lead - not necessarily In a spectacular leap 
but perhaps by small °tope 4. to the same lovel of understanding 
as a breakthrough might accemplish now* • 
Increasing and divertifying the research basis is less ambitious 
then refermUlating problems in a completely new way, but if the slow 
progress in the past is taken into account the probability teems 
.higher that.** same geol will eventually be reecho& 
1 7 
Part! 
Problems in Parapsychology 
The twang of parapsychology and methodological problems 
Considering the inadequate definition of parapsychology 
gluon elltlier (p,,) it somas desirable to introduce the 
**atlas Of stet Psrapaychotogy is, as one of the basic problems 
in this field. 
Calling asarapsychology tango woo of PsYSholOOY lows* , 
what below to this area and whist does not belong to it 
socunshat unspecified.. However the border between parapeychology 
old moults:slog, *horst(' perhaps be loft flexible and while whet 
Is now called parepsYclsoloOY Is likely to mato« In  fotares a 
division within psychology which has its own special problems 
and techniqrses. this write' hopes that the fringe character 
will gradually (or perhaps suddenly) disappear« 
At poser* one has to search for disoriminat‘g oharaztOristico 
between fringe areas and the main body of peychology as well as 
for discristnoting chsracterlotics •Mattoon the tango area of 
PssaPoYahology and other fringe area* which are not part of 
PariPsYchology« 
How« for instance. should some 410011 be esoluded which ore 
6 
discussed by Gardner (Mt« cosloselY Nee fringe activities 
desorthod are, at toast superficially, more closely related to 
he Fort:sans. 	42 a Lysenkoists« pe 140.j Organomy. p«250 a 
Diartaticss p« 263« 
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other accepted fields such as hietory, physics, biology etc. 
• than to psychology. But Oven then it would be possible to 
• .consider their psychological aspects, and there ore others which 
cannot be So easily identified with non.;psychoiogiCal fields 
•but AlCh should not be included Under parapsychology either. 
To ovoid all these difficulties It might-be possible 
simply to list the kind of events which are i'ncluded in the 
diva of parapsYchology. Such a list pill at least be valuable 
• as a first introductien to this field. - Rhine d Pratt (1957) 
provided such on introduction perhaps roith:special emphasis 
on some parapsychological events, while-MurphR1960 and Tyrell 
• (1961) provided perhaps more balancedir if . less condente4accounts. 
There ieot leasteame-dleagreement-(e4. nelstenhelme & 
• . Miller (ds.),Ciba Foundation. sy9posiumAinentroseesory.perception, 
Pra6) es te:the relative importance :of di.fferent parapsychological 
events, if 	labout.00Pvent at suchy(Tyrel4 1946),# 
- .:,Another possibility is to consider the- methods which: are used 
in paropsychological. research. ',This approach-wilt no doubt 
,lptroduce new.problemslOt it to likelyAhat a dettil.s4discuacion 
of APPOlic methodological difficulties 411 holO :rotherthan 
' jtinder in this attempt to define parapsychological events., 
•. Om will be mcessory to Consider Some methodel.091cal.abpects 
in bothtpsychology andporapsychology. On the surface it appears 
y that there is not much difference. Indeed because of controversies 
and in 4der to:  exclude counter hypotheses the methOglogical 
29 
standard In parePsYsh0109Y is high (Ra Pie McConnell, 1956, obi) 0 
Eysenck* 1961)• mistakes which &occur end oven mistakes 
which could have occurred under odd circumstances, ore likely to 
create more attention in parapsycholooy because there is s ready 
opposition waiting for an muse to debunk the whole field 
(e4. Kennedy, 19260 1962 e Sheffield 8 Kaufman, 1962 Prank** 
1961 a Hansel, 1961a, 1961b). But If the question of notlyduleGY 
to reconsidered in a state of °dIsemletice which Boring 
suggested in 1929 for dealing with controversies, then some 
agreement nay be reached about principal differences angor 
different.; of degree. 
There is a etrong tendency 4009 smo contemporary PorelPYchel. 
oeists0 to emphatiee the Otatistical Maio of parepsychologYe 
(*hins a Pratt, 1957), But if their book Is scrutinised , 
carefully, it becomes evident that the authors do not wish to 
Plate the evidence for perspaythology an a stetistioel baste only* 
Murphy (19610 p.99) does not consider statistical evidence 80 
a nknockodown proof* either. 	The continental European 
perapoVehc400ists0 in particular Bonder end Tenhaeff, have pieced 
mere emphasis on detailed psytholooltel investigation of single 
sub./eats* end the ifeittialgSabLel 
dusbaslalaatis edited bY Bender has Published two articles 
(Tornio?, 1960 a nerthmann, t96l) deeming whet could POOLy 
be tailed the limitations of stotiatical evidente 
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This doubt *gat statistics' evidence must not be 
Seen as s desire to abandon statistital procedures* At 
least there is no wideness of this in 	the authors quoted 
Owe* But to return to the question of definition *ad 
ideottflootton of Parapeveholom statistical prvcedures 
should not be soon as en absolute parent.* for the existence 
of ParaPsYchology but rather Is a useful technique to 
evaluate expel' teats for their probable parapsychological 
content* 
• Statistical analysis is seen by these 'feeding pars. 
psychologists not as a tool to distinguish between psalm* 
chologicel end tiOrkoperspsychologicel events in protwiplos 
but as a useful selection pmedure* 
G Min (Mb) snood that the seele for Pit SA "nOt proven" 
and it appease that there is no statistical "proof .fOr 
PoractricholOttY*- 
‘ The ixeisent writer objects . to the term. *prove° in experimantel 
**Ports of standard psychological experinents as carried cot bY 
first year pteyehology eitudente* Meow)it On be erweell that 
Wen in well eetsblished plytho4togi001 experiment** etotitetitel 
retults CO not etWiede proof Of the difference beoen* SO*. 
•01% experimental end- a control group* 'but only a crobsbility 
estimation which may .be expressed in a 000 or loss confident 
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rejection of the nt4I hypothesis and in more or Ins 
support (depending also on ether possible counter hypothip 
sass) of the march hypothesis to be tested* 
Girden (l962, 1952b) was satisfied with this 
•PProsch espertatatel psychology then the only 
Justification for finding fault with this approach in 
•parepsychology would lie in pointing towards differences 
between experinentel psychology and  parapsychology which 
make en essential difference in the statistical *valuation* 
'Ms; boviaVer, Girden did not shows, 
• It sill be organ that such differences exists mat 
as principal differenses, but rather as differences in 
degree or magnitude* 
Bridpan (1950 argued against the acceptance of a 
parapsychologissl hypothesis it it is only based on a deviation 
tam chance and not on regularities which will here be called 
higher order regularities* Regularities may be said to exist 
•when manipulated changes of an independent variable(s) suit to 
•repeated observable changes of depintdent vartable(s), 
perapaycheicgical eacpwriments which do not introduc te thsnOes 
of an independent variable should not show higher cordet regularities 
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it remains to be seen how for this can be sold of decline e•fects* 
The problem seems to be to find o dividing lino betwMon the 
two classes of experiments* those that do and theme that do not 
Show higher order. rogularitleao 	The extreme cases canto Placed 
into the two classes fairly easily, but there mein experiments 
for which thin classification Is doubtful and it somos at 1000 
that some parapsychologleal experiments ere among thesO• 
Perhaps it is sufficient to show that some PeroPslobotoglool 
experiments clearly belong to the oleos of experiments 
shaming higher order regularities. 	Soot's variation of 
the rate of calling (80e1 1 . Bateman, 1950 and the consequent 
Chingos In the WMAAt of displacement, ahow an amount of higher 
order regularity which would satisfy most scientists, 
" However, there still exists t• 	The Seal 
roguieritiee may he meaningful, (i•es not due tOohonOovariatiotth 
but not PorePsYchological In nature, 14,04, they may he asphalted 
by psychological PrOMSO4 which belong to the main bOtti of 
psychology. 	Hansel (Dood, 1962) made such suggestions also 
in oenneotion with otherley experiments (Honed, 1961os 19611414- 
which are heavers generally considered to be unsatisfactory 
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explenatione of the statistically highly significant reaulte 
(Rhine S'Prat4 l061$ Pratt $00o4ruff, 1964 .Broad, 190)* 	- 
the second prOblem is that since the Seal result* cannot**, 
repeated etuil4 the higher order regularity of 4 finite number 
of results Could In principle still be due to chance* 	If 
tsgUlatitY is used mare broadly than suggested above, thia 
tans coUld deearlbe an agreatint between torget0 and Calla as in 
the See/ experlmentee init this la, so to speck, a first order 
or to order Of regulerity* 	the higher order rogOlaritlt (Os 
suggested ObOVO) 4001; in when additional changes OtitUT 4104 
correapend to changes. introduced into the experiment* 
It could be argued that even the decline effect is a 
r galarity in this 00000* The number of triels at the sequential 
psalm of Wale is thcindependent VerIebloo . end the amount of 
parapsychologital response* the dependent variable if only US' 
values of the dependent voriablelloel Meat half and second half 
of total result) steconsideredi then it . la, without further 
numaticel exemplification, obvieue that such deOline effects 
must be espec ted oteasiOnally to Occur bythenat* 	It peer* 
*Wally Clear that if consistent higher order regularities can 
be found CVO 0 13*40* nuMber of values of the dependetAveriable, 
than this will increasethe probability mandiderably that 044h 
a regularity Is not due to Chaste, bUt there Seems ta..be no 
point baboon the twO *value 0840 and 4 *1101te OW*? Of values 
Oadotehare one could tfiey that her the prebabliitY stOissent 
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of certainty, 
. 	Bridgman (1056) was Correct in drawing attention to the 
problem of regularity, but he was not Correct when he compered 
a parapsychelogical process with the event s seeing a car miter 
plate When the prebability of seeing that particular number Plate 
is very mail. 
Even without higher regularities the standard J IESP test 
is similar to predicting that a'large number'ef particular number 
plates . (e,go from a particular state in the USA) will be seen 
during the passing of a fixed and previously apecifiedo-nmber of 
cars, and then seeing a larger number than would be expected by 
chance, where the prebability that such large number occurs 
is small. 
Nevertheless this example makes:it perhaps clear that it 
may be more meaningful to have results with a high order Of 
regularity Oven If they could have occurred by chance with a. 
probability °teal', 0 0 0001, than to have results with a low 
order of regularity even If p Is very small in comparison., 
.SuccessfUl repetitions will of course Increase the probability 
of non-chance and if carried out by different groups of experimenter/4 
will increase even more the subjective orpersOnal probability 
(Savage, 1954) estimates (of non.,chance) of the Oedema of .such 
reports, but again there is no sharp dividing line between the 
perhaps inaufficiant:tumber;of repetition*, (say - two),' and perhaps 'a 
J 5 
sufficient number of repetitions* (say 200).!: in a sense 
Soal's experiment consisted of a large number of repetitions. 
The result of this argument may be summarised as follows* 
'The prebability of nonathence results increases with the amount 
of regularity* and the subjective or personal probability patimi. 
ation may oven increase at a much faster rate, but there is no 
point (except by arbitrary definitiOn) that could be tingled out 
at which a probability statement would have to be accepted as 
certainly non-chance. 
It is likely that agreement exiets that in some areas of 
, psychology experiments can be found which show less regularity 
than for instance Seal's exPertments* Subception or subliminal 
perception experiments'may be 'suitable as examples (Eriksen* 19564 
1986b 1 J. Y0 McConnallo CutlerAMctetl, 1953):* 
On the other hand it may also be taken as agreed upon that 
some psychological experiments have * through succesefulrepetition* 
reached a degfee of regularity which cannot be matched in pare - 
psychological experimentation* Thiso however, would not discriminate 
7* "Amount" refers to the number of changes introduced 
(independent variable) and measured (dependent variable) as well 
as the amount of agreement between these two changes* 
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between psychological and parapsychological experiments, but 
would put parapsychological results on a par with other 
psychological results which hove not been repeated often enough, 
or where repetitions resulted In considerable disagreement. 
The latter kind of results occur when the experimental 
conditions cannot be sufficiently specified. Before considering 
this it may be worth while, to see whether statistical analysis 
can be of any further assistance in this attempt to clarify 
parapsychology. 
A statistical analysis has been considered in recent4rears 
(Savage, 1954) where the acceptance of a research hypothesis 
Is not only based on the probability at which the null hypothesis 
is rejected, and on the assumption that all other counter- 
hypotheses can be reasonably ruled out, but also on the consequences 
of accepting or rejecting the research hypothesis. The 
consequences can be of various kinds. 
In a sense rostance towards the acceptance of parapsychological 
hypotheses may be based more on a consideration of the consequences 
of acceptence rather than on the probability that the null 
hypothesis is correct or that a non•perapsychological counter 
hypothesis exists. 
These considerations cannot be ignored because one may 
expect egreasent as to the calculated probability for the null 
hypothesis to be correct, but one cannot expect agreement at 
what probability the null hypothesis should be rejected (apart from 
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certain conventional agreements which could be arbitrarily 
rejected for parapsychological experiments), and one can expect 
even less agreement on the probability that other codnter. 
hypotheses (e.g. fraud)' exist. But such considerations will 
remain subjective. 
It may however be possible to point, at least in principles 
towards a more aystematic . appreciation of the consequences. 
This can be done by examining past experiments in psychology and 
parapsychology and estimating as carefully as possible how often 
type I and type II errors were probably committed and how often 
these errors were actually detected later. 
Since the probability of committing typo I errors is directly 
based on' the probability at which the null hypothesis is rejected, 
it could be expected that in every hundred experiments in which 
the null hypotheses were rejected at approximately' the 1 per cent 
level of confidence, there to on an overage one type I error., 
Wider similar circumstances the probability of comitting 
type errors will again be quite similar in psychological and 
parapsychological experiments but this may not be the case for 
detecting type I errors. 
The remainder - of the argument has to be speculative by 
necessity but it does not seem unreasonable to assume that the 
probability of detecting type I errors In a parapsychological 
experiment Is lower than in psychological experiments. Detecting 
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a type I error in parapsychology means after all finding some 
good reasons why the results of an experiment which were 	, 
previously interpreted to be of parapsychological nature, Should 
be interpreted as being due to chance. 
PrObably ell serious parapSythologists ore aware that the 
rebUlt of a Significance test supporting a parapsychological 
hypothesis is only a prebability statement, but there seeps to be 
no way of deciding that one particular experiment gave 'Schein. 
signifikanzen' (significant chance results) rather than another. 
It has been argued (Rhine -a Pratt 1951 ; Rhine, 1962) that some 
experimenters do not have the ability (in Urals of unspecified 
personality characteristics, i.e. distinct from tethnical knoa. 
how of procedure etc.) to carry out successfUl parapsychological 
experiments and that the ability to do so may fluctuate or be 
lost altogether. 
One could perhaps assume that an 'experimenter who was 
unsuctessful in 20 eXpertments end successful in ono, based his 
success On a typo I error. 
It may be argued that in comparison more definite reasons 
may be found in the field of psychology to suspect the occurrence 
of Type I errors occasionally Ors4 one .may further speculate 
that type I errors may actually be found more often in psychology 
than in parapsychology although even in psychology the detection 
is likely to be limited to a small percentage of the actual number 
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psychology. This however would also Increase (even If not 
to the same extent) the probability of committing type II errors* 
Because of this, non*statiatical considerations euch as harmful 
effects through application or publication (if type I errors occur) 
i.e. wrong diagnosis from psychological tests and wrong channelling 
of effort in either psychological or parapsychological research, 
must be contrasted with, and weighed against, other harmful 
research effects such as abandoning on important line of investigation 
(possibly because no further finances were available after 
official results were labelled "non.significant!) or nonepublication 
of important mune if type II errors occurs 
Guilford (1956, p4 216), Seal & Bateman (1954, pi* 42), and 
Bender (1960), have argued for higher significance levels in 
parapsychology, and parapsychological experiments which were 
introduced as "key" experiments (Seal, 1954 g Mangan, 199; 
Broad, 1952) usually had very high probabilities at which the 
null hypotheses sore rejected. On the other hand, very , high 
eecheinsignifikanten • hove also been found when lists of numbers 
evre examined which are believed to be random numbers (Orem, 1954 
Werthmann, 1961). 
It may be argued that an analysis of the occurrence of type I 
and type II errors in psychology and parapsychology may lead to 
quantifiable differences between the two fields., The meaning of 
such differences, i.e. the recomeended interpretation of results, 
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must however, also be based on non-statistical considerations. 
This statistical discussion has so far shown no principal 
differences between parapsychological and psychological experiments. 
A probable difference of degree was noticed between the amount of 
regularity and a possible difference of degree in the detection of 
type I and type II errors was suggested. 
It may also be argued that inmost psychological experiments 
the ratio of known to unknown variables Is more favoureblethen 
In parapsychological experiments. It Is possible to suggest 
further, that statistical procedures have only been tested 
successfully under the more favourable. 	and that no 
a priori justification exists to apply the some statistical 
procedure with equal validity expectations to the less favourable 
conditions. Tornier (1960, 1963) formulated this more precisely 
by saying that in the case of the favourable ratio the effect 
to be demonstrated and identified on the basis of significant 
tests will show up "fast" compared with possible effects which 
may be' in' a random number table. Empirical experiments have 
shown that under these "fast" conditions, significantests are 
justified but this becomes increasingly doubtful as the effect being 
measured "slows down". In a parapsychological test situation 
Tornier (1963) would argue that it only a small Proportion of 
responses suggest parapsychological results, that this is a 
more doubtful situation for statistical analysis compared to one 
where the proportion is higher. 
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It is perhaps possible to find clear differences Of this Sort 
between tome psychological esperitents and parapsycholgical 
experthents in general, but one May also find psychological 
experiMentt where the known to unknown ratio it similar to 
the perepSyChologiCei situation« (P• 22)4 
Statielical analysis dote not seem to lead to a unique 
Identification of parapsychological eVents., But once the 
limitation of statistics/ applications are aPPretiated the 
quantitative method th parapsychology will be seen at 0 highly 
desirable One and not as fundatehtelly different from methods 
used In psychology : To define parapsychology as a fringe 
area of psychology Seems supported by these Considerations. 
It was argued Initially (pi 3) that a clear distinction 
between the fieldOf psychology end the field of parapsychology 
cannot be easily established. Discussing statistical procedures 
has not lead to such a cleat distinttiON but Once it is 
understood to what degree methods In expertmental . psychology 
are essentially suitable for parapsychOlOgy research, the 
methodological seereach may be used 4.0 disc:101state batsmen 
parapsychology and Other fringe activities; as for Instance, 
discussed by Gardner (1,957)«, Dianeties (Chapter 22) could 
be ruled out because perapsycholegical and psycholOgiCal 
methodology to not suitable. 
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PeraPsYchological eothodelogy is sufficiently clear to allow 
serious opponents to pinpoint specific statements with which than' 
disagree and allows the supporters of earaelycholo9Y to rofiV to such 
specific criticism.. (Hansel, 196100 1961b ; Rhine & Pratt, 1961, 
Prett &Woodruff, 1961). 
Hew fat disagreement can be resolved Is partly a measure of how 
ecientlfic (if at all) Per0PsYcho1oW can be said to be. 	There seems 
to be some disagreement about the meaning of l'ecientiflOced because 
of this, disagreement among parepsychologiste, as to whether pareenYeho1 4 
ogled hypotheses may be celled *dentine. Rhine & Pratt (1951) 
clearly Introduce parapsychology Is 4) science, while Murphre (1961, 
114) statement seems much ware conservative. 
9Psychical research, or perapsychologY. consist* 41 Observations 
**corded in a form which ins at order• and intalligibilitY, but which 
cannot by any stretch of the imagination be subsumed under the 11440000 
of today., 
The difference MO be less reel than it appears. Rhine & Pratt are 
mainly concerned .with methods (which they postulate should be scientific) 
while laurehy's remarks are possibly based on the difficulties of rsPlis 0 
etion in parapsychology. 
Neverthelesa a discussion of the scientific aspects of parapeychol. 
cm, may help to clarify the subject natter further. 
McGuigan (1960) defined science as '4110 application of scientific; 
method to meaningful problems' (p. 3). Scientific method 
cannot be defined easily, if at all, in e Short sentence, 
nevertheless It can be described quite adequately by giving principle 
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examples of the kind of experimental procedures whiCh mike up 
scientific method. This amounts to en operational definition 
of the Method which unfortunately le rather lengthy. Scientific • 
method through principal exampled hata not Only been described 
adequately In psychology (mcGuigan. 1960 'Scriven, 1961) but 
else in PersPoVobelogY (Soal & Bateman,• 1954 Rhine a Pratt, 1957 $ 
TYrrell, 1961 $ Murphy, 1961). But there to still the meaning 
of "meaningful vrOblemr left. Wagon argued that meaningful 
prOblems can be expressed in hypotheses whose propositions can 
be determined. to have degrees Of prebabillty« if such 
probabilities cannot be established at present but may be 
established In future (e.g. afire inventing some suitable . 
testing apparatus), then the problem has only Potential meaning. 
• It seems than that this definition would group single 
parepsiehological experiments into the class of scientific 
experiments, at least in as far ae ono IS satisfied with probability 
estimatior6 In parapsychology. 	But tne situation is more 
difficult with respect to the total area of parapsychology or 
with respect to branches such as ESP, PK, etc. 	It would be 
exceedingly difficult to find a degree of probability in any 
of these branches and consequently fOr parapsychology as a whole, 
and Rhino (1956) has argued previously (in connection with the 
Price Controversy) that no. crucial test (which would determine 
such o degree of probability) can be suggested at present. ' 
However, if the situation is coMpared with psychology, the . 
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difference is less favourable for psychology than one might 
hope. Many clinical and psychoanalytical techniques have only 
limited use of scientific method and have certainly no crucial 
experiments, but even such a rigorous approach as Hull's (1952) 
can lead to conditions for which a degree of probability cannot 
be determined as was indirectly pointed out by Broadbent (1956, 149). 
Of course not all scientiets would classify mythology as a 
science (Sullivan, 1949 Hoyle, 1957) and most would agree 
that not all psychological work is scientific. 
Scientific method then seems to be useful and desirable 
in parapsychology but there is till some doubt how far 
parapsychology can be called a science, but it Is also doubtful 
whether psychology can be said to be entirely scientific. 
But If a probability can be found for a single experiment as 
to its parapsychological content then it ought to be possible to 
estimate a probability for the total number of experiments In 
the tOtal field or in any particular section. 	In a limited way 
this was dons in the early stages of organised quantitative 
research (Rhine, et al, 19404. 
This leads to one of the current practical problems in 
parapsychology. Rhine (1956, 1959) has argued that no crucial 
experiments for the parapsychological hypothesis can be set up 
but also that each experiment must be considered a unique effort 
to show evidence of parapsychological events. Or in other words, 
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no two experiments are really the same. Most psychologists 
would agree with this but some might argue that an event can 
only be demonstrated if the experimental situation can be 
sufficiently specified such that changes from one experiment to 
the next will not influence the results to be demonstrated in a 
significant degree._ Such repetitions have been demonstrated in 	• 
parapsychology (e.g. Soal & Bateman, 1954 van Busechbach, 1956) 
and discussed (e.g. Woistenholme & Millar (Eds.) 1956 murPhY, 
1958, 1962). 
Nevertheless there Is also a good deal of evidence for 
drastic changes without sufficient knowledge to explain than 
in any satisfactory way (Eisenbud et el, 1960, p4,228 Nktnthy, WNW., 
The historical events leading to Soars and Thouless' discovery 
of parapsychological results, and Pratt's example and remakits 
(1942, p. 136) "Even experiments made on the assumption that ESP 
Is impossible have in some instances produced evidence to the 
contrary:" suggest that it may be equally difficult to 'set tip 
psychological conditions under which subjects will show no 
parapsychological evidence. 	This has not been tested sufficiently. , 
If psychological conditions can be found under which no para-
psychological results occur - although this is equally difficult 
to demonstrate • then this could be of interest for research 
In this field. 
On the other hand Schmeldler's (1945, 1949) andikamOMmves 
(1949, 1950) experiments seem to suggest that there are soma 
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means by which the amount of parapsychological output can be predicted, 
and consequently it does net seem impossible, in principle, to set 
up experiments which turn cut chance results and nothing eitiO• Rhine 
(lM, 1.9S9) would say that such testa are not parapsychological 
tests in the first place and that those results de not in any Way 
offset other results which are ,supposed to be parepsychologisel in nature. 
While there ere same ways which improve the likelihood of obtain. 
ine Poraceicheiogical results (e.g. Schmeidler's sheep, eost methods 
other personality measurements, end/or working with children), Rhin* 
cannot epecify, a set of conditions (including any experiment he likes 
to choose) which will definitely Provi4*-hitt with Parapsychological 
results. Because of this it b not really possible to et* thot In 
the experiments Otero significant results were atained, the right 
parapsychological conditions existed and In the experiments where 
no significant results were obtained, conditions existed Wnioh 
were unfaveursble to the dasonetration of parapsychological events. 
The possibility of an accumulation of type I errors cannot be 
ruled out unless either single earepernhelogical experiments ere 
evaluated on the baste of other nen.significant experiments (carried 
out by anybody) or if experimental conditions can be specified to each 
an extent that *they experintents con be clearly distinguished on 
the baste of such specifkations. 
Gardner (1957) argued against parspsychalegical results 
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by assuming an accumulation of type I errors and by referring to 
the use of several possible and independent hypotheses whichare 
tested simultaneously, and where any one can demonstrate 
parapsychological events. For example, correct targets may not 
reach a significant deviation from chance in a PK experiment, 
but a significant decline effect may be taken to demonstrate 
parapsychological events (R. A. McConnell, Snowden, II Powell, 1955). 
' However the procedure for dealing with alternative hypotheses 
is fairly simple and has been followed In parapsychorbsical 
experimentation 	If two hypotheses are tested simultaneously 
*Isms each one may demonstrate parapsychological events alone, 
then if only one is significant, this significance must be twice 
as high as If only one parapsychological hypothesis Is tested. 
If one is hostile to parapsychology it Is possible to 
speculate that the simultaneous hypotheses have Introduced 
increased poseibility of self.deception, but there is no doubt 
that the problem of alternative hypothesis testing is recognised 
and adequately solved if necessary (Rhine 0. Pratt, 195714. 171)4 
Rhine (1959) discussed what he gelled the pooling fallacy. 
In presenting the view of those writers who adhere to this fallacy 
Rhine said (p. 39) "The implication Is that no unit of work 
relying on statistics, no getter how Independently condUcted or 
how well designed, can be considered entirely by itself on 
its own marits.n 
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It seems that parapsychologists agree with this view when 
'unit of work' in the quotation Is replaced by 'whole field of say 
PK In parapsycholcIr (p. .12). 
The quotation es it stands seems to this author logically 
correct. How far-the consequences, that is taking into 
account all other experiments In the statistical analysis, should 
be followed, is a question of practical convenience. It does 
not follow as Rhine seems to argue, that because such a demand is 
Impracticable, that it is also a fallscya 	• 
"How could a research worker ever know Aare he stood 
until all reports were in/ And how could ungiblialume 
work be rounded up? Probably no.one would theist on 
carrying pooling au far, but this absurd extreme only 
, serves to point out the fallacy that runs through the whole 
idea of compulsory pooling." (Rhine, p.39). 
Rhine was quite correct %%Who pointed out in the same 
publication that if the demand for pooling is accepted then in 
other fields of experimentation, e.g. experimental psychology, 
pooling would also have to be introduced. 
This remeWhat frightening etructure of logicel consequences 
can be brought down to a level of practical convenience if the 
following questions are askeds 
I. Hammy similar experiments are likely to be carried 
out which are published strictly in accordance Ath the 
statistical significance of results/ (i.e. publieition 
50 
if significance Is teethed, no publication if no 
• significance is reached).. 
20-Has an Independent variable been tested over a wide range 
or In other words has a high order of regularity. been 
establishedi_ 
Pooling is of little practical necessity in most experimental 
fields because the numbers given as answers to question I are 
usually low and to question 2 usually high coMeared to prow 
peychelogy., It is because of this kind of difference between the 
two fields of enquiry that pooling may be 0 preblem An parapsychology 
stile generally it is not a problem In Other experimental fields. 
However if conditions exist in any experimental field which 
malow, a high figure (for question one) and a low. tiger° (for 
question two) likelwend particularly if the inVeatigated events 
cannot be repeated On demand, the problem of pooling should be 
taken seriously or In other words, the question should he Onsidered 
whether etatietically significant rosette should be expected 
type / 
. to have occurred by chance because Of an accumulation of f!td 
errors.- 
The problem of accumulating type I errors Se not eaally 
solved. This con perhaps be Illustrated by using some simple. 
theoretical examples. 
lo- If 10 Independent persons each have a different eystem • 
and if they each 'Select a number (according to theft 
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test conditions and non-parapsychologital conditions can be 
specified. If the probability is high that any one of the ten 
will pUblith the results If succeesful, but not If unsuttessful, 
en secuMulation of typo I errors Is possible 
Of cairn it is oleo possible, and on subjective estimation 
even probable, that at least a. late* number of the kind of 
experiments whith only superficially reeetble parepsychologicel . 
experiments 	Sheffield, Kaufmann* 1952) and which Rhine 
wants to have excluded are in fact substantiolly different.- 
But the difficulty is that on the one hand at present no diecrim* 
mating specifications Can be given, and en the other hand 
Parapsychologists reject few (if any) positive results as probable 
type I errors, or as due to other counter ..hypotheses *Wen When 
these results ware arrived at under conditions which could have 
led to their possible exclusion from the field of parapsychology, 
if the null bypothesie had 0 be accepted.. Yet among hostile, 
and careless experimentation which Is perhaps not so likely to 
demonstrate ParaPsYcholeettal eVents, some type I error* must 
be expected. 
The argument against excluding any insignificant results works 
both ways. Both Murphy (1961) and Tyrrell (1961) mentioned 
significant resulti which were not published because the 
eXporimenters were hostile to parapsychology and expected 
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Unfortunately this example is somewhat over simplified 
because it assumes that all first round winners are known and 
that infect only one winner emerged from this first round* 
If N lotteries are envisaged which together offer ni nuMbers 
to be selected with p s 0:01 to win, then (efter all numbers have 
been selected), it must be expected that 041 x n persons will win 
by chance (if one person 10 restricted to one number)* 
If Only one person is selected to win again, then his 
probability to win again is independent of other participants 
but if a . winner in the second round Is predicted only on the . 
basis of having won previously, and if the.nueber of such 
Previous winners who enter the second round is not known, 
then It Is still possible that a particular double win may 
occur within a probability which Is realty too /ergo to reject 
the null hypothesis* Yet If the number of first round winners 
entering the second round Is either unknown or ignored, the null 
hypothesis is likely to be rejected by the Investigator* 
Nevertheless it seems clear that the danger of accumulating 
type I errors Is reduced substantially with only One successful 
repetition* 
The first example seems to Indicate that there Is muss 
Clammy of on accumulation of type I errors if parapsychological 
test conditions cannot be sufficiently Specified* Attempts to 
specify such conditions should perhaps be made In spite of the 
55 
danger that such 'speeificatione nay lead . to 3fl UMUCCes9fUl 
demonstration experimentiRhine, 1956).: 
The example also shoot that at least oft repetition of an 
xperiment Is highly desirable as this %Quid decrease the 
possibility of typal errors contiderably• 
this discussion is also relevant to ox rtflnts in 
psycholoW, particularly if external criterie vdtich support the 
statistical findings are fairlY Unreliable. 	The oeCond example 
(plv.,10 does not add much to this argument but it may he used 
to illustrate the possibility of unintentional selfiddeeption in 
psychology a$ well as parapsychology. The practical consequences  
of rejecting certain experiments as aan-ParaPsYchaloOldal 
experiments In statistical evaluatiOns, are probably not important 
in the sense that the overall Otto* of parapsyehOlogisel 
evidence is not likely to change Much (Whittlesay, Greenwooda 1959,. 
R. 135)* Thie is pertly due to the very high significance of 
eome test results (eog, Pratt &Woodruff, 1939 Seal &Wateman. 1954 1 
Rhine & Pratt, 1934) and to the actual repetition (even if limited' 
In number) of some experiments (04, -Pugilism, 1959)0'W else 
duo to the probability that among the totality of unpublished 
results, significant results (uhethem due to type I error or 
not is of no ImPortence in thisCanneoticm) wilt be fotoldl 
. Perhaps Mean be said that experlmehtaVannditiena can 
be specified eomeWhet better than has been suggested so far. 
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57 
probably fair to say that there Is as yet no definite way of 
selecting single successful or unsuccessful subjects, end that 
there Is as yet no way of knowing whether subjects who are 
irtlally succesaful will stay that tIOWf and fee what length of 
time. Because of this it seams highly doubtful whether any 
set of definite criteria exist which con discriminate beimeen 
those experimenters who have the ability" to condtet para. 
psychological eiperimente and those who do not have this ability. 
(As on  po 38 ability refers to unspecified personality character-
istics and not to technical know*how.” 
. The problem of repeatability in parapsychology is generally 
retognised. Murphy (1961) linked it with the term scientific 
and suggested that experiments can Weaned scientific only 
If they can be repeated again and again. 
Rhine (1959) argued that In some recognised branches of 
'science e.g. geology, repeatability to generally impossible* 
But even in physics some events cannot be repeated on command 
(R.*. McConnell, 1947). 
Schmeidler (1959) spoke against the direct repetitionfof 
experiments since they are not likely to lead to new trowledgo 
This is quite correct. On the other hand even,* limited repetition 
helps to minimize the poisible occurrence ofli&pe 1 errors. (p.. ,  
A practical suggestion may be to define some aspects Of repetition 
more precisely Isee also Wolstenhoise 	1956, pp. 390.49). 
58 
Ctiviously snout repetition is impossible enywoy and the question 
is what should be accepted es an attempt to repeat an experiment and 
mbot should be regarded as e nem and different experiment, * 
04 the basis of the discussion on the pooling problem (c94442.110 
Item be said that this danger of accumulating type I errors could 
be equally high if only o few experiments are (by themeelve$) 
significant out of a loge number of experiments Alth are intentionellY 
differOnt eempared with a lane MAO of exeerimsats'whish are as • 
eimilar as pcs$0104 
• Unde 8 ststiStically insignificant experiment tends to increase 
the pessihtlitV of Tee. I errors tar e different significance 
exparisento tee in wee aapects intentiondly different • experiments 
which are both signifleant could suPPeet each other. 
•Hence the limitation Of the tams repetition is arbitrary. 
While it Is undesirable to claim support from an exPerimeet which 
Weave to be quite different* an intentional altiratien of some 
aspects of a prsvicus experiment does not exclude the applicability 
of the term repetition. 
It So s that an appreciation of the pooling problem will be 
a help rather than a bindeianee in the eePetition of different 
expariments. Nevertheless it is also desirable to specify inadvance 
What different° in the molts are impacted because of intentional 
differences in thos experiments which may count as repetitions. 
59 
If it is possible to predict which particular experiments out 
of a large number of experiments will produce significant results 
and which experiments' will only show insignificant results, then 
even the insignificant results help to support the total experimental 
evidence at hand. 
• without any prediction there exists some danger that after 
o successful experiment (El), a second expetiment (E2) is regarded 
as a repetition if successful, butes a different (non-repetition) 
experiment if' unsuccessful (MerPhys 1959, P.133). Moreover 
withouttiv prediction it seems necessary to pool El and E2 unless 
4trepetitionr is used in a very restricted sense. But then it is 
doubtful whether any parapsychological experiment has ever been 
repeated and this view is not adopted among perepsychologists. 
It is generally argued that at present experiments in 
parapsychology cannot be repeated at will (Rhine, 1959). But 
it has also been stated that successful repetitions have been 
carried out (Soal & Bateman, 1934 ; MurphY. 1961, 1962). 
The ESP tests in schools with children have resulted in a 
member of successful experiments some of which were intended 
primarily as repetitions of previous ones.' (van Busschhech. 1956 
Deguisne. 1959) 
Evelio experiments (Reiel &Ryelova,• 1962 ;Ryzi & Pratt, 1962, 
1963e, 196314 1963c) can' also be regarded as repetitions. . 
The experiments with children and Ryxl's use of hypnosis are 
60 
relevant to the experlimints reported here tissue. in both gee., 
the specific perepsycholegkal eitplielmenterstabjett reletiorphip 
was changed into more steriderdliieble reletioflahipe I teacher -00441 
relatienship arid experimenter inchicing tlypricwisosubjett relationship., 
• The subjects In those experiments were not as much (if et ell) 
involved in parepsychologicel probloias and any enthiisiesm generated 
by the experimenters woe not specifically corworned with par** 
poychological 
It eeraas to this outlier on is:portent attempt to deport from 
the experimenter*sukIrmit relationships which are based 
a 
centrettii4 siubjestii to be interested in or 'devoted to pato*. 
psychological task which '$6 of tan boring (e go , ceiling ESP o 
titmouse the kind of initiol nocesitary 'attitude of the expatiMentor 
le difficult to maintain, more difficult to describe and unlikely 
to be binxight under experimental central for MOO considoridale time. 
Uperiments with children have not continued to be isuaceitieful 
in every case (e.g, ton gue *ash, 1961) end the stebility in Rit'sl's 
experiment* is she limited (gormovohelsAull.o . 1964 No. 67). 
Nevertheless the two kinds of experimenta mentleivod aboVo were 
Oftrif3 the mere important centributiont in the teat docedo, end 
while it is impositible to say with any certainty/ •atether the 'shift 
toty freo Poreptychelogically centred tmotelmeott had to7thto9 to do 
with this sucoeost to look at the above reseerch in this way may 
provide_the basis for a reforitUlation Of problems tkit4all'Kekti (1962) 
61 
found important in an analysis of scientific breek-throughu 
It woUid, however, be misleading to regard the above 
situations which wore used experimentally as simple* They ere, 
as far as an be judged now. highlY comPlext Yet the complexity 
Can perhaps be handled kvith more hope of success* It does not 
appear a hopeless task to define some necessary response level 
to, say, a motion picture of a f4ry tale presented to a group can 
of children, at which they bo regarded as suffitiontly involved in 
the story to participate at come stage parapsychologicalty* 
Perhaps a succossful.experiment will never be eccOmplithad under 
such conditions but it seems the sort of thing that ought to be 
tried out in order to Improve the repeatabilityof an experiment* 
If this sort of approach works Once it can be expected that 
it p.  reasonable probability not only to work again with the 
amwparapsYchologiat as experimenter (now far removed into the 
background) but one would hope that anY interested scientist has 
e Similar Probability to succeed* 
Whet makes parapsychology less acceptable to scientists is 
not so much the prospect of getting some experiments which slow 
no significant results. but the almost magic distinction between 
a successful and on unsuccessful experimenter in parapsychology 
(Rhine* 1959), with little concrete advice as to what personality 
factors or other peculiarities are involved. 
In an attempt toisko some initial steps,towards the solution 
62 
of this preblem the author has carried out a nuber of disguised 
experiments with adults as subjects (W* 123,15°,208 ) 4, in en 
undisqUised test favourite music targets were used in an attempt 
to provide a strong and in a sense automatic * (I.e., to some extent 
independent of the experimenter end test conditions) °personal 
involvement variable° to see whether p parapevchological test can 
be stabilized under such conditions. 
§, 3 
Emotions end 'surplus' moaning in knee and parapaysholowy 
Thor, era a number of retorts in perepsYcbological literature 
(Woodruff, 1961, 1962) directed against critical discussions Of 
parapsychological results by professional PeoPle mbo ere het 
alotive ParePsychologics1 exeerimentere* This, however, provides 
situetion for, se an examOlo, the stepticel Selaatlet (tbe le 
neustriheleos intereated, and this is a Very strene point in 
hi, favour) which is perhaps Met quite fair, because to discuss 
PotePsYChelsOY eriticelty and edeguately he SO first asked 
Neve significant !results in a parapsychological exportment, 
thout si ificant results his research is not considered 
ParoPintholoolool (Rhine, 900)* 
In a sense he Is asked to edmit 	porthole ical results 
Ware he is allowed to discuss as critically* 	It is 
doubtful whether it is fully justifiable to denend expiaental 
PeetielPation in perapsyChologY of the trained critic 	Woodruff's 
**maple of counting the teeth in the horse's mouth curies a 
certain amount of emotional overtone shich will be discussed 
toter (4.701)40, 
The importent point is that a trained 0 inntj.Ot Ohould ho 
able to tides from the experimental repot what mos done in the 
experiment end if this is not possible from the report, than 
64 
it is essentially s shortcoming of the report. It Is possible 
to refer to tem such as ftthe atmosphere of an experiment* 
(p.,12,) which is supposed to express certain characteristics of 
tho experiment which cannot be defined in a report and which Is 
beet experienced. through experimentation. But onto any such 
Indefinable experimental characteristics are admitted, the 
experimenter could be accused of being too involved and the 
critical scientist would perhaps be justified In staying away. 
More participation (even If ohly through critical discussions) 
and interest in parapsychology by professional scientists, seems 
to be largely desirable at this stage. Encouragement towards 
criticism may lead to unTessonable, uninformed and timeawasting 
discussions, but to this mato' such dangers seem to he small 
compared to discouraging useful critics for Instance Striven 
who with Meehl (Meehl IS Striven, 1956) ably defended parapsychology 
In the C. Price controversy (1955) and compared to disccoraging 
experimenters on highly doubtful assumptions because they were 
initially unsuccessful. 
The question of criticism is closely linked with the problem 
of motional reporting,. 	tonal reports on scientific or 
pseudo-scientific matters can be highly entertaining as the 
quotations In Gardnees book (1957) indicate. 	Unemotional 
writing can be rather dull although it may be occasionally
unintentionally amusing as In the passage by Asher (19580-02) 
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the reader le entitled to a good 
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as without thia such an assumption would be unjustified on 
the basis of the statement that Girden did not attend Rhine's 
talk* If it was not Pratt 's intention than what was the 
reason for including such a statement?' Although this recent 
exchange Was fairly mild in emotional overtones, it Is ushmebOatety 
not the only ones nor is it reatriCted to parapsyChology* 
Boring (1929) noted that if emOtions are expressed in a controversy, 
they are likely to increase in intensity as the exchanvcontinu , s 
and that they do not help in 'sorting out the problems at hand* 
Even in physics emotional outbursts can interfere with 
the evaluation of arguments* 	Bridgman (1950 noted this when he 
discussed indetermini*. (PP. 50•51 and 55.56)* 
"It seems to me that most of the criticism of Bohr arise 
from unwillingness to accept the conditions of the Problem 
Bohr has effectively set himself* Perhaps part of the 
unwillingness arises from failure to appreciate the purely 
formal aspects of the probl of devising methods of thinking 
about a hypothetical physical situation* Regarding the 
problem in this formal light, one should be able to attack 
it purely as an intellectual exorcise* Out I believe the 
unwillingness actually involves many other factors, some , 
of them recognizably emotional* The mum people will 
not see the problem in a purely formal light is that the 
hypothetical state of affairs basic to the problem Is co 
inC 	- 
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• much at variance with their conventional and traditional pictures 
of what the experimental situation must be that they will have 
none of it, and even refele to speculate haw they might act 
if it existed. The repugnance of different persons to accept 
the poseibllity that the world le actually constructed according 
to the hypothesis of orthodoz quantum theory varies greatly and 
may involve considerations closely approaching the religious. 
This is perhaps most striltimAy shown by Einstein, who could not 
bring himself to accept the idea that chance plays a flandtummftl 
role in the scheme of thing°, and who passionatar exclaimed, 
"der Harr Gott warren hicht , ("The Lord God does not throw dice"). 
Rtneteles repugnance led him so far that, instead of postulating 
that there might to experimental facts not yet discovered, which 
a is perfectly tenable position and all that he needed, he was 
convinced that no theory giving a fundamental place to probability 
could be logically consistent, and he spent a great deal of time 
trying to point out logically untenable aspects of quantum theory, 
olaWe to be patiently refuted by Bohr (pp. 5041)., 
I find it • hard, in reading the recent discussion or causality 
and determinism, to resist the impression that many of the 
debaters were influenced by extraecientific considerations. 
This influence is evident even in the work of Max Born who slays, 
in combating Schredingersa thesis that it is loam and not 
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particles that are fundamental, "I think SchrBaWr i e 
suggestion Sc Impracticable and against the spirit of the 
thump° This is perhaps unfair to Bern, who may have been threw 
Ins back into Behrbdingerse teeth hie demand that the theorist 
be aware or cultural background, but nevertheless one could 
with that Bern had not said it, 
Among writere of lest) scientific etature than Born the 
influence or extrascientific fhoters is unmistakable. 
This is particularly evident in Mario Bungets papor"Strife 
Avant Complementarity, 0 The burden or EUng0 90 paper to 
that phypielste are at last awakening from the "dcBeetiv 
aleWbsto in which they have accepted nthe official philosophy 
or quantum theory, which to essentially of a positivistic 
eharacter" and are embarking instead on "new realistic, 
rationalletio, and determinietic trends.' It seems to no 
that there Is tee little argument in the Paper end too much 
name..calling• 	it to mourned that the ream:0411 react 
negatively to such epitheithel as "positivistic" and nenpiristion 
and positivily tonrealistles, °deterministic", and - "scientiric 
materialieme!' 	The assumptien that the reader will react 
in theenpected way to these epithets and that it is deeireble 
that he should co react (*dimly does net have its origin 
into, purely scientific emPerlecce*u (PP* 55056)!* 
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It seems that Bridgman was particularly concerned about 
his own side, so to speak; this seems to be a desirable procedure 
which has been adopted in this thesis, 
Rhine & Pratt (1961) In a reply to Hansers paper (1961a) 
pointed out that the scientific status ofparapsychology depends 
on the stability of this field when under criticism. 	It seems 
to this writer that Hansel's attack on the Pearce-Pratt experiment 
was particularly weak and entirely rebutted by Rhine & Pratt on 
methodological grounds. It seems however that the scientific 
status of the rebuttal was weakened rather than strengthened when 
information was included which was not relevant to the issue. 
Even indignation about the charge of fraud seems out of place 
here because Rhine it Pratt agree In the same paper that parapsychol.. 
ogical experiments should aim to exclude the counter hypothesis 
of fraud and that this was successfully done in the advanced 
Pearce-Pratt series._ 
If fraud is an accepted point of critical diseussionp then 
Hanseles papers were indeed temperate as was pointed out by Scriven 
elsewhere (1961).- The irrelevant Information supplied by Rhine & 
Pratt is that which refers to the finance supplied by the Duke 
Laboratory (which had already been acknowledged by Hansel) and that 
referring to Hansel's unwillingness to discuss the questions. 
It may very well have been discourteous of Hansel to refuse 
discussion but once his papers were accepted for publication 
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by the ;curial pf Paraosvcholoot, the only replies which in qon-4, 
f6yri-IVW with accepted scientific practice should have been 
offered, are those parts of the rebuttal which are concerned with 
the actual contents of Hansel's papers. 
It is precisely through the kind of introductory marks 
which in the days of limited scientific journal space , should have 
been returned for revision by the editors . which give outside 
scientists the impression that the field of parapsychology Is still 
far removed from a science. This is particularly unfortunate 
because In this controversy the rebuttal of Hansel's criticism 
about the Pearce.Pratt series seems quite sound en methodological 
grounds. 
No final evaluation of the replies by Pratt & Woodruff (1961) 
to Hansel's criticism is given here since a more detailed study of 
material which is not readily available, would be necessary. 
It seems nevertheless likely that in this ceee also Hensel's 
criticism is unjustified. 
In another case of controversy, this time between sabers of 
the Parapsychological Association (Scriven, 1961 19624 VOAM 
woodruff, 1961, 1962 Stevenson, 1962 I *nett°, 1962) Whops 
the important issues raised In the original paper by Scrim were 
obscured by more or less emotional replies. 	Scriven's original 
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contribution suffered from some lack of information about 
recent publications, but the content of his paper was presented 
without undue emotionality and this can also be said about his 
rejoin:ere although one may have a slight uneasiness about such 
expressions as "goodbye physics", (1961, p. 312) "eat the cake and 
have Iv (1962,p• 132). The replies to Scriven's remarks un-
fortunately show a good deal of emotionality, e.g. "failure of 
Dr. Scriven to complete his homework properly", Francis Bacon's 
story of the number of teeth in e horse's mouth from Munn's 
textbook, "descent from the self created Olympian heights" - 
(woodruff, 1961, pp. 2676468) and "assume the posture of a 
tough minded critic", "homework" du. (Stevenson, 1962, p.64) 
The question that must be asked again is, do these emotional 
replies indicate scientific status, and one feels uneasy about 
the SIISMOVW 
It seems however that the most important point In Scriven's 
paper was only taken up by Stevenson. 	This Is the problem of 
spontaneous case studies in parapsychology. Striven interpreted 
research findings by Walter (1960) as an indication that one must 
have doubts In one's subjective estimation as to whether any 
particular case has parapsychological cantle or not. This seems 
to be entirely justified on the basis of waiter's statement (p.22). 
"Applying these observations and conjectures to the 
general problem of illusory experiences, it would seem worth 
considering whether the liability to "spontaneous" experience 
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Is related to these same features of brain activity. The 
neuronic complexity of the broil% is so vast and its 
metabolic economy so intricate that conditions AMUr to 
those contrived in the laboratory must arise quite often 
by chance in everyone* 	The proposition is that in certain 
people such ivents . would set up states 'of activation not 
very unlike those of everyday mental life • perhaps more 
vivid or less obviously relevant, but not qualitatively 
unfamiliar* 	But In others - actually the majority of the 
poi:elation as a whole • such states would be rare and 
inexplicable experiences, comparable with heating a 
familiar end urgent Voice speaking a strange language* 
The subjective interpretation of such experiences would 
obviously differ, on this hypothesis, according to the 
previous habitual mode .of imagination* 	At one extract* 
the habitual visualist would dismiss ht a occasional 
illusions as trivial exaggerations of his normal state and 
would maintain a stout scepticism as to their interest or 
relevance to outside events* At the other, the person 
unfasilbr with illusory eeneetions, or images as a.part of 
his mental machinery would regard them as supernatural 
manifestations, related not to his own internal predicament 
but to some external phenomenon** 
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adding emotional overtones to parapsychological publication. 
The term emotion is not entirely suitable and whape One should 
argue instead against "surplus meaning" in publications.- 
The term "surplus meeningr is borrowed from English & English's 
(1958, p 110 discussion of hypothetical constructs and may here 
be understood as occurring In statements and expressions which are 
not directly concerned withthe events and procedures published 
and which are not included In standard scientific publications. 
That is, a footnote or remark expressing appreciation for financial 
grants or other help received is common practice, but remarks 
of the kind by Rhine & Pratt (1961, p. 92) that Hansel was invited 
at their expense but refused to diacuss the problems, seems to 
carry surplus meaning. 
There seem to be some statements and procedures store one 
cannot be certain whether such surplus meaning was included or 
not, but by pointing to the possibility that it may have been 
present such doubtful expressions may be avoided In future. 
R. A. meCennell (1947i published an article in the sibilicnaLmt 
Estemebskst in which he argued against the claim for the nen. 
physicality of parapsychological evente, a claim which wta then 
end probably still Ise accepted be the editors of the &solo 
The editors provided a footnote (1900 p.111) indicating that 
McConnell had just completed his Ph. D. In ono sense this is 
entirely factual but in another sense one wonders whether the 
editors might have left out "just' end substituted perhaps the 
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Boring (1961, a reprint of e 1955 publication) showed little 
appreciation of the high order regularities presented in Soars 
rosultsc_ Boring's misrepresentation may be based on insufficient 
care and study Of the subject matter but his remark that Soars 
presentation is 'deadly dell s (ee 126) carries cortainlyeurOus 
meaning In a critical review of a controversial field of enquiry. 
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The problem of non..physleality 
• 	 Boring (1929) suggested that psychological movements are 
at least in their initial stages negatively orientated, i.e. 
they move against or away from some previously established peint 
of view. 
It seems that the postulate for non-physicality of para-
psychological events gave a good deal of momentum to the . 
movement of parapsychology and it probably also united a number of 
diverse Interests. The non-physicality movement is directed as 
the term implies against the acceptance of the physical principle 
as the only legitimate one in scientific research and (or) 
against the predominantly monistic view of our time. 
What 'results In parapsychology if not any pre-existing, 
belief, brought about the assumption that parapsychological events 
are non-physical in nature? 
Among the more widely accepted experimental evidence, one 
can quote the Pearce•Pratt experiment (Rhine & Pratt, 1954) in 
which the distance between the target and the subject attempting 
to call the target, was changed without obtaining significant 
differences in the rate of correct calls. This experiment and 
similar ones (Rhine, 1935, I954o) have led to the conclusion that 
parapsychological events are independent of spade and therefore 
different in principle from physical events as they are understood 
at present. 
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Two arguments can be used which sake this sssumptian doubtful. 
Experimental evidence indicates that e subject's ability to cell 
targets correctly may very substantially if no changes in the 
distance between subject end target are introduced (Soat g eatemoo 
1954 I Broad" 1962). • Sine* a sulkiest with parapsychological 
abilities may be "aware In a parapsychological although not 
necessarily in a conscious tense" of any ehanges in distance which 
are introdUced during an experiments it Is not impossible that 
existing space dependent variations may be masked by the subject to 
an extent that no cowarletions can be detected., Schmeldler 
Co to a similar conclusion (1946). 
The second argument is" that se the strength of a signal 
weakens with the increase of the distance Of the source of the 
signal" the ability to detect such signals may' within limits' 
berindependent of this streigthi 
This is recognised fairly easily If inforostion Is transmitted 
without loss over varying distances. 	It Is likely that on the, 
basis of the above example no claims for nonsphyeicality would be 
do If all the targets in e parapsychological experiment had besn 
called correctly at varying distances. 
However one must reoognIse a multitude of physical conditions 
which could create a loss of transmission which does not depend 
with* strength of the incoming signel, ' but on such factors as 
Interfozence (which may be equally disruptive for strong and weak 
signals) and on any breakdowns at the receiving end such as 
80 
Interruptions, wrong channelling or wrong decoding processes 
which could egain be quite independent (within limits) of the 
strength of the incoming signals, 	This argament is substantially 
In agreema'a with Vosilev's views whither: reviewed by Rya (1963), 
The qualification "within limits" should be acceptable to 
parapsychologists because space independence Is claimed only 
on the basis of the limited range of 'distence-experiments'. On 
the other hand no limits as to the claimed independence have been 
found as yet in parapsychology while such limits have been found in 
physical system of signal transmissions. 
However, if thead strong individual variations are taken into 
account, then it can hardly be said that the borders of the area 
of space.independent parapsychological events have been tested. 
That is, although there exists evidence that correct calls (correct 
in a statistical significance sense) have been made over a considerable 
distance (Rhine & Humphrey, 19421 Seal & Bateman, 104, pp, 261 0.388 
Otis & newer, I956), there Is at present no way of settling the 
question whether the strength of the signal had changed over long 
distances at not. Indeed suggestive evidence exists which points 
to a decline In the scoring level with 10 increasing distance 
(Oslo, ).9590 p,290). 
Perhaps the claims for non•physicality would not have been so 
strong if Apparent space independence was the only euggmetive 
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'Mich ere not understood in present day physics but which are 
eat called parepsychologicel because of this; 	Eccles (1933) 
and Weltevi s (1953) calculations suggested that the neurological 
ability to detect and esplifY signets is not understood* Although . 
Eccles sakes use of parapsYchological hypotheses elsewhere 
(1954 pip 284), the detection and amplification abilities of* 
for Instance* the human brain ere seen as mechanisms. 
Other evidence fat the tionophYslcalitY of parapsychological 
events Is given through precognition experiments* certain PK 
escPoriments and through the consideration of certain case studios,; 
Precognition seems Ube at variance with the established time 
ordar. 	Broed11962) made it clear that a variety of precognition 
cases can be discussed; 
Using as an example the Tyrrel machine, Broad indicated that 
in certain casts precognition referred to expertmenal procedures 
*two the targets to be precogntsed awe only shown after the 
PrecognItior! Galls had been retarded. but Where definite physical 
conditions were in existence at the time of the cell which could 
be recognised by the subject (however only by parapsychological' 	,It 
means) and used to infer the targets; Parapsychological results 
under these circumstances are not necessarily a sign that some 
future events are correctly perceived but perhaps only a sign that 
present events are perceived parapsyChologic a I IV end-translated 
into the categories of targets which will result from the perceived 
eeentee Soars early experiments (SW 4, Batmen* IVA could 
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On the other hand, Use in any physical system is Whops less 
understood than space or mass and there are already odd time 
relationships recognised Mm physical systems (Jordan, 1935 
Mammy, 1957 ; Scrlven, 1961), which make it less likely that 
precognition » if it exists 0 Is at variance with present day physics. 
Nevertheless the results from precognition experiments should 
perhaps be interpreted as the strongest possibility that para-
psychological events differ from physical events in principle. 
The results of PK have been introduced (Hilton, Bear Rhine, 
1943 ; Humphrey &Rhine, 19440 1945 Rhine, 1954a, 1954b) with 
the suggestion that successful results are independent of the mass 
involved. 
If only quantitative research is considered there Is no evidence 
published that successful results were obtained when stable physical 
systems were used. 	A stable physical system may be described 
as one where over a comparatively long period of time (S0RParsdtts 
the time it takes to complete one PK trial) no observable changes 
occur. 	An example of such a system which has been suggested for 10 PK attempts (Jarman, 1957) would be a long, transparent cylinder 
standing in a vertical position on a solid foundation. A smell 
weight Is suspended on a thin wire from the centre of the top end 
a depth micrometer is fixed at the side near the base of the 
cylinder such that the weight can be touched or almost touched by 
the steel spindle of the micrometer. The cylinder is otherwise 
10. In personal communication with this author.  
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of change i which occur when a subjeCtis successful are similar to 
the kind of changes which occur when the same unstable system 
produces changes without any attempts to influence it; but 
if a sequence of changes occurs which seem to be in agreement with 
the experimental design, i,e4, with the subject's wishes and which 
seems to be in disagreement with the sequence which one would 
expect from the unstable system alone, then evidence for PK has 
been established. 
In a sense it may be correct to say that under these conditions 
PK is mass independent . because the kind of experiments which have 
shown any evidence for PK are those where on a basis of purely 
physical Anterpretation,. PO certainty exists that the process of 
establishing sequences of events (where the mass of the objects in 
these events is varied) will necessarily lead to different energy 
requirements* 
It is also probably possible to find different physical 
systems which are mass independent (within -limits) as for instance, 
establishing under certain conditions an electric contact between 
objects of different mass,: 
In the more concrete parapsychological example of throwing 
dice one may expect that any changes due to PK will occur when 
the dice are in a state of unstable equilibrium or when they are 
:rather close to such states (Wash, 	, If in a finite number 
of throws dice ever go through such states of unstable equilibrium 
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then the energy requirements for changing aUth states are 
Independent of mass. But this is in agreement with physicality* 
If actual states of unstable equilibrium ere extremely rare, then 
the energy dependence on mass is still small as long as the 
actual states of the dice aro very close to the state of unstable 
equilibrium. 	Nevertheless one would now expect lower results 
for PK experiments in which dice of larger mass are used, 
However since it is uncertain how much difference (If any) one 
should expect, the occurrence of such differences could again be 
=eked through psychological preferences and peculiarities, which 
are probably here as strong as in ESP experiments, as well as 
through physical variables which interfere. For example, dice 
of small mass may have different physical properties (due to 
differences in material or size) which could create lees favourable 
conditions for an unstable equilibrium position (or a state close 
to It) that is, for PK* 
Other objects which are used in PK experiments such as balls 
which may run into various channels or coins which are spun, are 
also likely to go through a state of unstable equilibrium or through to states which are close it when the initial movement of these objects 
has slowed down sufficiently. 
Fortald (1954a) calculated 'side forces' which he expressed 
In standard physical units and created the Impression that in 
certain PK experiments so and so much PK success is equal to so and 
so much physical force. It was pointed out by Nosh (1956) that 
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the use of physical Units Is misleading and ForWald (199, p.123) 
agreed that his 'sloe force' Is not a real force but a measure 
which is convenient for oomperisoflo• 
The present writer suggested independently in a letter to 
Rhine that in this Forwald otperiment as well as in other .PK 
eXperimenta, no estimation of the physical forces involved can be 
Made (Appendix 1, pp: O5,: 3(38 .).. 
Even if the PK experimenta cannot be used tith9eny certainty 
as an example of non-physical Metes independence, there is perhaps 
Still the question left whether equal PK success over various 
distances should be considered more seriously at a case for the 
nonwphysicality of parapsychology. 
However if states of unstable equilibrium exist In PK experiments 
any small amount of force will bring about a change and on a physical 
basis one viculd not necessarily have to expect different remits 
over varying distances, 
Success or failure may depend on the precision of timing and 
directing energy supplies and not so much on the amount of energy 
available at various distances. 
If as this discussion suggests), P( operates in states of 
unstable equilibrium or very close to such states, than apart 
from relevant considerationsWith respect to the nenophysicality 
postulatel one other consequence of this acceptance must be mentioned. 
Ferweld (195414 has argued that certain of his PK results 
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cannot be explained by air currents 'because the eiF,CUrrents 
nece0Oary to produce such changes would have to be quite Whetantiolo. 
The estimation of the necesoory air current was however calculated' 
On the basis *of shifting . avass freb a to b 	I) rather than on 
an unstable equilibrium assumption where a shift from the initial 
'Position to either a or 0 (Figo 2) does not require any force which 
lb anyWhere near the magnitude that would be necessary for the 
first example. 
V 	t a b 
FIG. 2 
It seems therefore difficult to reject the air current counter's 
hypotheses on the basis of the magnitudes of tercet,' involved because 
they may be extremely smali. 
It seems still .mostAinlikely that an air current did influence 
the results 'because of other difficulties such as directing such 
0 current esprOpriatelY and at the right moments 
Empirical dote could no doubt be collected by Instructing 
subjects to attempt to shift the dice in to certain target arose by 
directing an alrcurrentin,a suitable way. Howevert'in the 
ebSente 0f such Information it seems depirable'to introduce controls 
which would prevent.any systematic air current influence through such a subjects or experimenters by placing them Into position that 
this is impOssible, or by covering . the apparatus. 
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and indeed if such an assumption was made it would lead to 
11 unacceptable results* 
It may be appropriate at this point to consider the definition 
of epecific events in parapsychology, such as PK and a;P. 
A distinction should be made betwen PK as a name for a class 
of possible events (PK changing a stable system pe 1 ) 0 and PK 
as a name for particular events which have been eetimeted to. 
occur with a high probability (PK changing untteble oystees)o 
If PK is defined as the name for a clase of events which are 
likely to occur with different kinds of probabilities and if some 
of these events Mint be considered highly doubtful, then the elate 
nem() may add eome charecterietico of the doubtful event to those 
which are mUch better established in to 	of probability. 
It seems that the definition in the glossary of the 4e.fteosvehol* 
refers to a clots of possible events*. 
Redefining PK for the kinds of experimental events which have 
been reported, it may be said that PK is In particular systems a 
sequential change of events which are not connected by known means 
11* Maxwell illustrated the energy requirements for obtaining 
information by referring to a 'demon' vto could set up a perpetual 
motion by regulating the flow of slow and foot moving , molecules 
without interfering with the lows of thermodynamics if the 'demon' 
can obtoin information about the movements of the molecules 
without enemgy expenditure (Wiener; pp. 28-30). 
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to the subject who desires these changes end particular systems 
can be described as systems with en-going events of two or more 
kinds which can be recorded and which are believed to be randablY 
distributed. 
The kind of different events are not changed and usuallu because 
of the limited recording possibilities, such changes if they did 
occur9 would not be registered. 	Vhat is changed is the sequence 
of these events. 
To establish probabilities for the existence of PI( the following 
quantitative records are compared. 
1. The distribution of the events when a subject tried to 
change the self generated distribution. 
The self generated distribution of the events which 
should be empirically established (but a thesretieallY 
established distribution may be acceptable). This 
distribution should be in close agreement with a random 
distribution. 
The 'instruction distribution' 9 i.e the distribution of 
. the kinds of tasks which instruct the subject to attempt 
to produce corresponding changes in the distribution of 
events which are recorded. 
The situation in ESP is quite similar except that the self 
generated distribution (2) is produced in the subject. The 
distribution of targets corresponds to (3) end the change of the 
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selfogenereted distribution in the eebJed to (1). 
The randomisaticat of the targets, Le, of dietribetim 
(3) is a necessary control as otherwise s known cennestion 
between (3) end (1) reeY exist* 	However, this necessitY for 
randosisatiOn tends to obscure the similarity and the difference 
betwesn ESP and P(. 
Psi has been used to describe the Ceemon asPett of  both 
ESP and Pit (Thouless & Meaner, 1946). It may be said that in 
bath Ce$05 psi establishes by unknown means a connection between 
(1) and (3), However, In PK the eel, generated distribution 
cocain outside the subject and in ESP it occurs inside the subject 
so to speak, 
To clarify this further, in ESP the subject can be asked to 
Make Calls without targets, •1.441. the subject Is producing a self 
generated distribution and If targets ere then introduced psi 
will, in Successful experiments, Change the subject's self generated 
• distribution into one which is similar to the target' distribution. 
In both cases the process may be tempered with synchronisation, 
falling In step and resonance.) 
The above remarks su nest that Jung' a synchntnicity (1961) may 
not be irrelevant to parapsychological events, 	In egmeenent with 
Abrams (1950, p, 299) however it seems prsmature to take the view that 
strict repeatability is unlikely+ 
finally the question of evidence from case material must also 
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be considered. It was pointed out earlier (pp. 7.4-,7,0.) that 
on the beets: of 	information it Is extremely difficult if 
not impossible to evaluate case' material quantitatively. Remover 
only one or two certain: Cases of some nepophyalcal form ef human T. 
Survival are sufficient to argue for nonsphyoical aspects of man. 
But even among the pareOsychologists there is no clear agreement 
on this question* 	If one .14 prepared to agree that same of 
Murphy's (19611 Tyrell's (1961) er Broad's (1962) Ow/Mt:sot caseiv. 
are Sufficiently unique to be, accepted as parapsychological, then 
there still remains the question whether they con be accepted as 
cases of survival or not. 
It seems that the majority of the cases can be explained on 
the assuiption that the 'agent' or mediUm obtained information 
parapsychologlcally'which was , available , at the tire of the 
investigation. -The example of a Dutch group spelling main 
English poem which was 'in the mind' of an adolescent boy at 
that time (Murphi. 1961.. pp.100-191) seems te' provide ogood 
tration, However the problem is more 'difficult in the case of 
cross cerrespeodenceAMurphi. 10611 Tyrell.,1961 Broad, 1962). 
It seems necessary here to assure true rotrocognition (H.H. Prtce 
1960. p.118 Tyrrell. 1961) or precognition. 	Eitherthe egent 
was capable of perceiving information which was only available 
from some parsonwho had singe died or the image to be experienced 
Was projected. towards the (Art into  the future 0* to Onlak. 
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If precognition is accepted, cases of alleged survival can be 
explained • perhaps not entirely satisfactorily ..t.on the basis of 
parapsychological events, without the assumption that any aspect 
of a human being survived 
Which possibility is more likely shall be left open here but 
it must be noted that precognition which was previously recognised 
as being pcssibly the main argument for non-physicality must be 
employed in order to exclude survival. If survival is accepted 
then the non-physicality of some aspects of men becomes more likely. 
However it is difficult to estimate how meaningful case studies 
are in the first place (Halter, 1960 scriven, 1961) and precognition 
may not necessarily be in strict disagreement with contemporary 
physicality (Roll, 1961). 
How for on the basis of the above discussion claims for the 
non.phyeicality of parapsychological events should be continued is 
difficult to decide. The argument so far was only supposed to 
demonstrate that there is no strict neceseity to claim nonaphysicelity. 
There may be still enough evidence to suggest that it is quite 
likely that parapsychological events are nom.physicel. The 
estimation of such probabilities is, howevervs subjective procedure 
Which will depend on one's estimation of the probability that 
dualism or monism is correct, on such considerations whether mental 
events in psychology ere fundamentally different from physical 
events and on what physicality is supposed to mean. 
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Among the ssienticiU who have indicated their interest in 
parapsychology through publications, welter (1953) argued on the 
basis of neurological processes of the brain and on the basic) of . 
physical communications, that parapsYohological events must be 
regarded as non-physical. On the other hand Eccles (1953), 
equally prominent in neuroPhyliological research, argued for the 
existence of a 'mind beyond the brain° but a careful analysis ahows 
that he. did not neceisarily assume that this mind is non.phveicale 
It seems that this problem cannot be conclusively solved by listing 
expert opinions. 
Accepting same difference (not necessarily a fundamental one) 
between psychological and parapsychological events, one basic 
question is whether research is likely to be more producttve If 
carried out in close agreement with psychological methods and proceftres 
or whether Indeed such methods hinder rather than help parapsychological 
progress. One should pethaps restrict the moaning of progress to 
"progress in research'. But this is in actual life no easy decision. 
Financial help may lead to considerable progress in research and ' 
financial help may have been et certain stages, a decisive factor 
in the continuation of parapsychologicel work. 
Yet the availability of financial support may strongly depend 
on the political, religious and philosophical issues on which the 
research could have a bearing. 	Assuming that some parapsychologist's 
belief favoured dualism and that financial aid was provided by 
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stoners with a similar outtOok* one ,cannot easily condemn the 
emphasis on nerouphysioelitY* particularly at times 'ten the finencial 
support and hence the continuation of research was by no means certain. 
• Rhine's earlier claims for noroiphysicality nevertheless loft more 
roma for change* 
"Altogether these findings retSitire either a physical provost; 
that is considerably unlike anything that is known today or else 
a process that is entre physical* •Put perhaps such a. distinction 
• et this stage is not vary meaningfuls' (Iihiste* , 1940 rePuhliehsel 
1541, pi 61)., 
In 1951 Rhine smote (O. 240) °hY the methods of science 
parapsychology has conclusively refuted materialism M an adequate 
•chiliescPhY of men." 
The most unwavering ct*tm was made only recently in lea by 
Onatto (po59) s *shatever the outcome may be In this terra incognita* 
one thing edit remain s the nonophysicality Of psi." 
• In the light of the above difficulties* the -separation of the 
parapsyChology laboraterY at Puke from the psychology deliertment 
In ion is at least understandable 010 was perhaps necessary (Rhine* 1963)« 
Yet in spite Of Rhine is optimistic essesssient t in the'same 
pOlicatien* it Seen* an unfortunate development that the ,isautta 
laboratory is how in the presets of being completely •separated from 
the puke University* if one reflects on the remarki by the founder 
of this first univeretty leberetory for ptlehology, 
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William McDougall (1937, pip 4)s 
*But deteched research institutions have many instrinsic. 
drawbacks; especially the lock of opportunities for easy 
intercourse with workers in other fields, a draWbeek which 
in the case of an institute deroted to psychial research must 
be especially serious. 
More than any other research worker, the student of psychical 
research needs to live and work in a community of students and 
specialists along many linos such as can only be found in the 
University. He needs contact with them to keep him sane, 
balanced, Critical, yet devoted to the pursuit of problems 
that may at timesseem insoluble, by methods which at times 
seem trivial, boring, and absurdly inadequate to the immense 
significance of the problems pursued. He needs to live and 
eork in an atmoephere of many-sided research, critical and 
skeptical', yet tolerant, understanding, open-minded to all 
possibilities, one which hae achieved some comprehension of the 
eutent of our ignorance and the limitations of our know4ed99, 
one which recognizes that ell things are possible save the 
logically controdlotory.' 
It may not be unrealistic to essume that the financial situation 
Is at present less critical than in the past. 	Oddly enough this 
may perhaps be partly due to the materialistically orientated 
Institutes in Russia which provide now a competitive challenge to 
the Western world,,, 
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Perhaps one can return to the question of research In a more 
optimistic way and assume that financial support is available no 
matter what postUlates are put forward, and then ask again, 
"Is the postulate of non-physicality of any assistance in research? 
It must be admitted that no physical theories have so far been 
of much direct assistance in parapsychology but non*Orfsical theories 
have not led to much empirical research either. One argument that 
seems to favour the assumption of non*physicality is that any attempt 
of a physical explanation would have to bo remarkably complex* 
In psychology and elsewhere, the principle of parsimony (Morgan, 
1901, IP* 53) is useful when in an unambiguous situation a simple 
theory is favoured Instead of a more complicated one. 
In particular to devise any unambiguous rules about degrees Of 
simplicity or complexity seems to be a very complex If not impossible 
task (Schlesinger, 1963), Yet the successful use of the principle 
of simplicity has perhaps created a climate of scientific expectation 
which rejects the complicated theory because it is complicated and 
not because a simpler one of equal explanatory power is available. 
In psychology Bettig (1962) hes argued against tho general 
acceptance of the principle of parsimony. 
Gardner (1957) concluded that many pseudo*scientists assume 
that scientific theories are arong because they pro too complicate• 
or because the mathematics employed are not sImple.ehough,: 
It is not for this writer to judge whether Dudley should be 
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classed as a serious scientiit or not, but his recent publication 
(1959) certainly suggests that he Objects to physiOal theories 
because of their MatheMatical complexity. 
Garen (1963) expressed dissatisfattien with psychological 
theories because they are too complicated and introduced a simple 
principle which operates net Unlike Lawson's "suction and pressure!' 
(Gardner, 1957, Chapter 6)* 
There can be little doubt that some physical systems can be 
very complex indeed* Typical examples ore sonar systems of 
bats and porpoises (Kellog g.: 
Is the order of complexity substantially different in the 
ESP or PK situation? 	Again there can be no clear answer but it . 
does not seem unreasonable to leave the possibility of a physical 
explanation open. 	Whether the investigation with aerials for 
very short wove lengths (Turlygin, 1942, reported by Ryzl, 1962, 
p. 223) was doomed to be inconclusive because transmission by the 
kind of eaves suggested was ruled out through other experiments 
(Yesiliev reported by Rye' 1961a, pp. 63-85) shall be left open, but 
it seems that these kinds of possibilities should be investigated 
if they are based on sound physical assumptions. 
There is perhaps also some danger that the exploration of 
parapsychological events can be hampered through a too specific 
physicalistic approach. Konecci (1963) referred to parapsychological 
eventS by speaking of 'certain phenomena of electromagnetic 
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coTmUnication between living organisms" (p. 66): But this Is 
hardly sufficient resson to postulate non-physicality in parapsychology. 
As stated previously this discussion is not supposed to suggest 
that parapsychological events will be explained in the frameaork of 
contemporary physicalism but It is hoped that these consideratioee 
have shown that no c*lear experimental evidence exists which would 
make the postulate of nohiphysicolity a necessarY me. 
In a wider sense this is part OF the probiets that. indl  
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voags. one to five or one to ten. 	it is also likely that  groups 
of subjects may (tetintentionally and unconsciously) react to thee* 
numbers as if they formed a rating male and there may be general 
tendencies to avoid the extreme points on such eceles. This is 
known as the error of central tendency (Salford* 1954, p.278), 
Evidence for this will be presented in the experimental report 
section (peiw 14) -1 43.1 1 6 •  )■ 
Ambers as tartlets have become a natural choice since computes" 
have been used for testing (Rhine 19628o $mith ot ati,r63)4 
After the Rhine publicstion the present miter Corresponded 
with Pratt stdu) was then at the Perapsycholeer laberaterift!pube 
University, North Carolina, and pointed out that it would be desirable 
to obtain information about the choice of cell numbers by the 
Canadian group because on ilia basis of large number of subjec 
some corrections in expected frequencies could be made for ,fiiturea tests. 
It seems desirable also to see ivhether the numbers generated 
machine could explain the significant negative deviation by 
nonoperapsychological meows. 
Pratt argued that it is not neeeesery to show that a particular 
dietribution was rondo as long es the pcmedure is clearly described 
end ea tong as the procedure le mentally expected to preduce a rendes 
sequence. 
Pratt's view can be generellY accepted end the PrehabilitY that 
ParaPelfchelOgical hypothesis is countered by a hypotheSis based on 
the dietribution of targets is 'small* end possibly of the some order 
1 04 
es the probability which led to the rejection of the null bYpothesis. 
Nevertheless if it Is possible te de so, It would be desirable to 
03CclUde Oven unlitely counter tit/Whom* 
• 	 The argument is falrlY slmele In an extreme case which owy 
be used for Illustration. lf a subject who does not kilaw anything 
about PerePairehologY is asked to guess ravgbers from 1 to 5 and if he 
makes the error of central tendency by avoiding the numbers 1 and 5 
to a large extent in a cepparatIvely long sequence of Waseca' and 
If the same subject participates later in en ESP experiment with 
numbers from 1 to 5 as targets end lithe target distribution within 
this experiment happened to be low for the numbers 1 and 5, then 
the pooatbilitY of coincidence (without any parepsychtdogical meant*
• is not ruled cut. 
Of course it could be argu ed that Precognition operated In the 
first sequence of gateseee . or that PK operated in the selection of 
targets but the 0440 4r01404 is not supposed to demonstrate that 
no ParaPsYthologleal events occurred but simply to ehcee that In 
this case parapsychological events are not necessary to account for 
the results. Indeed it could be predicted that a subject who 
shows consistent guessing behaviour of the above kind will guess 
targets correctly (to a statistically significant degree) whenever 
a target sequence Is presented which strongly agrees with the subject's 
error of central tendenoY*, 
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a black aerk in a sequence of numbers from One te five. 
The discussion of problems arising from the use of nuSbere 
hat probably little relevance to the more usual kind of data in 
psychologY. Guilford (1954) recognised that subeects maY 
Introduce errors Into rating scales b. 	particular •Individual 
response patterns* 
The tendency to form such response patterns can be vegarded 
as weak compared to most psychological stimulus situations* Hanover * 
if gambling behaviour is studied for instance IA connection with 
J. the gaMbler's concept of probability (Cohen* 1960)* (enure to 
allow for the possibility of individual patterns could lead to 
misinterpretations of results. 
In parapsychology it seems desirable to check whether the 
results may be distorted through the existence of pateress at .  
least In tests with opon target sequences and particularly when 
numbers are used. Eeperieeee ,.  with evidence from patterns should 
In the long runt help to extract ESP events more readily. 
14*. Tests in which the different targets usually our In 
unequal numbers. 
—Mother this critical attitude is justified or net cannot be oasUy  
decided* It could be argued that too much internal cri ticism 
mi ght hinder, rather than help, research. It Is hoped however 
that the problems discussed may be of iome use in future research, 
conventionel significance levels 
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levels can be obtained, an appreciation of the possibility of 
sEcheinsignIfikenmen• should in the long run, be of assistance 
In guiding research. 
The pooling prOblem cannot be regarded as a fallacy however 
difficult it may be to do something about it on a prattled level* 
It seems that this problem should at least be considered when 
similar experiments are carried out which could be regarded as 
repetitions* 
Schmeidler's demand (1959) to vary experiments (utIchAseems 
justified) and the general desire to repeat experiments for the 
sake of confirmation, can be combined since the amount of permissible 
change in a repetition can be arbitrarily defined* /Wirer the 
problem of predicting the outcome of experiments and the prOblem 
of pooling should be considered seriously. 
The problem of repeatability hut been considered by many 
experimenters over a considerable period* It may be unrealistic to 
expect a on3o1 advance from concentrating on more or tees disguised 
experiments, but it seems to be one approach which ought to be tried Out. .  
The discussion of emotional overtones in journal publications 
suggested that surplus information is undesirable and 6 hindrance in 
the evaluation of the problems Published. 
Experimental evidence does not lead to a clear conclusion that 
parapsychological events are nonophysical* 	Any strong emphasis 
on the possibility of non.physicality seems unjustified, particularly 
110 
since parapsychological wants which ore fuzzy and indistinct themselves 
do not stand out against a precise and clear background of physicality. 
Rather are they submerged in a pool of rapidly shifting 
physical concepts. 
Webers as targets can be used but under various test conditions 
target numberatmay lead to specific patterns which could Obscure 
parapsychological results. In a particular experiment patterns may 
suggest a counter hYpothesis but recognition of pro.existing 
tendencies to form pettorns should, In the long run, extract rather 
than submerge parapsychological evidence. 
111 
Part n The Experimental Report 
IntreductiOn 
• - The pretent writer had attempted previously to list and 
evaluate the possibilities that might advance research in PK and 
to some extent in parapsychology generally. 	Theao earlier 
considerations wore part of examination roquiremonts, and not 
publiohod, and those possibilities which are of special interest. 
for the expertments reported here will be summarised. 
Standardised test procedures are accepted as desirable in 
parapsychology (Rhino & Pratt e 1957). However even if test 
situations ore as standardized as in some psyctological tests 
(Wechslor, 1958)eonsiderable differences in test results occur 
in the parapsychological situation. 	Attitudes towards parai 
psychologymey also have a bearing on the occurrence of parapsychological 
events (Schmeldlor & MoConnoll, 1958). Successful subjects are 
usually not aware when thoy are successful end when not (Rhine, 1956). 
It has so fat not been systmatically tested but there is at least 
no evidence utich suggests that parapsychological events could net 
occur when subjects do not intend to obtain such results. 
*NM 
150 This summary is based on an earlier paper but is not just 
an abstraction of it. 	However to ensure that Rule 9 (Rules Ph.D. 
P. 67, Univ. of TasmanisCalendor, rorga) has been fulfilled, a copy of 
the relevant section of the original paper will be included 
(Appendix 3 0 pp, 310-330). 
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There is some suggestive evidence that parapsychological events 
may be present in suitablelife situations. Different results 
in the original Millikan oildrop experiments (Dampier-Whetham, 
1929, pp. 387-388) may have been due to different expectations of 
the experimenters and due to their unintentional and unconscious 
16 
PK (McAulay, 1956). 
From these considerations it follows that one line of 
possibility that could lead to more reliable results, is to 
present a parapsychological test in a disguised form, as a 
psychological test and to remove the experimenter in order to 
eliminate' the experimenter subject variable and to replace him 
by some automatic set-up. 
However it must also be recognised that, a suitable experimenter 
may be a necesearlf Condition for a emcees:dui test. (This was 
•discussed in some detail en p.63,2)• It may at least be reasonable 
to suggest tentatively that sem motivational aspects of the 
experimental situation con be regulated by providing suitable 
•reinforcements automatically at each trial with little delay in • == 	of this kind (McElroy &Browne 1950) time. One previous ettempt was at least not discouraging. 
Recent discussions (Striven, 1961; Woodruff, 151511 Werthmann o 
1961) suggested that key experiments should be tried spin, or 
16 In wee anl ceammleation with this author. 
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• in other wade* that it is important to demonstrate parapsychological 
events in experiments which give statistical significance of e 
very high order, 	While it is desirable for theoretical 
considerations, to obtain highlv.significont results WO a 
ceneerotively email nuOber of measures or comparatively test, 
(see pt. 11) *apartments which give results uhich are just 
significant but which can be repeated by other scientists, are 
eeuellY desirable, as long as there is no high scaring teat 
which can be easily repeated* 
SY exploring the above possibilities it is hoped that some 
smell contribution towards this end may be made, 
The ands of experiments which were explored area CEP 
experimentt which wore disguised as Subliminal perception experiments, 
GESP experiments with targets (favourite pieces of music) which• 
might have a strong emotional and motivational relevance to the subject, 
automatic,* experiments which were disguised (es psychological 
experiments with physiological measurements) and undispieed, and 
where reinforcements were introduced shortly after. Pkalcal 
event which may have been influenced by PK. 
The design of the PK apParatue Included a number of features 
which maims it possible te consider further possibilitlea (APpendia 34 
pp. 310-330)  but which as yet have not been properly tested 400 23;.„6.). 
The question whether perepsYchaegical pretest4043 operate in . 
y life Without the awareness of the participating subjects is 
114 
.of sane interest end was Considered prior to the deeign of 
eeme of the expor1oent0 repotted here, 
it SOO= desirable to go beyond the analysis Of single caseo 
which do not tieerlY fit the category "without asterenese"* 
The .esost makable efforts Which throw .**0 light on this . 
*cotton were node by Cos (1957) who investigated fel* wettable 
records the eatt Of the .5th child in.fasdlien Wank the preceding 
four children woro of equal selto 
Coes essuriptiOn woo thot in the loojority of COOS parents 
would &etre the oppeeite fee$ and that by parapsychological 
proceesOS the opposite sot coy in fact hose ottOrred more often 
than watUld he *spotted by thence* 
Unfortunately it is diffitult to decide what dittributiort of 
the Sexes lo to be *Vetted for the 5th child as wee pointed Out 
bYitcwhirter (1957)4 There **Olt° a snail oncOnt of athiguity 
in the wettable records.. nevertheless Cots reatilts ore 
Suggestive enough to ossuote that the background 000bIlities 
(NI) for ditOutaett teste cre favOurehiai 
in another study Cox (1956) investigated the reterds Of 
reilway oksepatIles to see whether eny different+, could be fount/ 
between the number of paoseingera trowelling On trains which toot with 
an accident and the ember of passengers travelling On dinner ' 
trains on comparable day0. Obviously there are 0 ntnsber of 
possible errors which oak* it difficult to estates this study. 
ego% Jo no 40 00; 10U et 1T 440oP 40 0SIT Jo so41om 400sIP 
kind of lottery may be investigated for parapaycholggioal 
aelnonred e 4att4 sum oz  
seidlouvrd u; °Imam' 
41 es;;  1A4  
aq lou mse ueo sessesord Tomei*/  r a human' s relation
ship to life and' death is 
•04110in3o0 41Im verOomuoo uT ,dsa panda Mano39uozun4.  
ntellationo on commercial airlines in a future study of 
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parepsychologicel processes ere active in siivatioho whore 
partidipents are unaware of such possihilitias. However, the 
diecussions,so fat $004 to encourage experibents WKieheake use 
• might 
of these possibilities which in turn mike the results of 'certain 
parapsychological tettsmore 
Apart from some previous attempts in this direction by Ulla 
writer which were encouraging, there time to be no published 
evidence of diagUised tests. However come experieentswere' 
successful in which parts of targets were unknown to the subjects 
in a combined ESP, PK tett (Osis, 1953). However in this este 
subJects were still Moore of the parapsychological nature of the 
experiment and they knew that they were supposed to wish for 
ono of six numbers free a die face even if they did not know by 
sensory mem which Peirticuler number was desired at particular 
In 1962 Tart gave a report et_the Parapsychology Laboratory, 
Duke University, Worth Caroline, USA about an experiment Which 
•seems to have more pertinent similarities to the research carried 
IS 
out by the present writer. - 
10. As far as is known Tort's results have not bean published 
except for a very short note which probably referred to the above 
experiments in the Jjaezeeseakelo 1902, p.266. 
118 
, Tart used engaged couples as pairs of subjects in disguised 
experiments. One (subject A) was placed in a soundproof room 
and physiological measurements of blood volume, EEG and (ER were 
recorded continuously. The other (subject B) was placed in 
another room with electrodes connected to him. 	B received 
harmless but presumably unpleasant electric shocks in a random 
time sequence.- Physiological recordings were also taken of B. 
A was not presented with any sensory stimuli. The whole 	. 
experiment was disguised to both as a physiological experiment. 
Tart found some slight changes In the physiological measurments 
of A at the times when B received a shock._ Chi square analysis 
showed a significant difference between some kinds of the 
physiological recordings of A at the shock times of 8 and the 
physiological recordings between shocks 
There are some possibilities that these results do not 
necessarily support a parapsychological hypothesis., The signife! 
icance levels were not extremely high and of the order of p=0.01. ;, 
It is not quite clear whether any particular changes were singled 
out for testing the ESP hypothesis and a significance at pc0.91 
may have to be further reduced if several possible independent 
ESP hypotheses were tested simultaneously (pp. 47-48 
The selection of a time period for analysis in relationship to 
the time of shock as well as the selection of particular changes 
In the physiological recordings is a tomewhat arbitrary procedure! 
119 
• Appropriate controls could have been tightened up in 6 second 
experiment. Fier technicol TOOSOlia such 86 availability of 
apparatus, Tut could not continue with his work. 
When highly sensitive recorders aroused the possibility 
of interference through non parapsychological means when the 
electric shook it• given is not completely out of the question* 
However it seemS that Tsrt se4 careful in his apparatus sat us* 
The Isolation of subject A end of the recording equipment from 
any nenPareMobologioa•  interference LI of course a necessary 
prerequielte'te make this kind of research mesningful. 
Tart's experiment involved parapsychological possibilities 
which were directly disguised. 	ESP tesbwith children ** 
subjects however', ere - also ciisguieed at least in the sense that 
younger children ere net aware of the contra/0ml nature of the 
tests. 
Ati has been diecussed elsewhere (pp. 59 ' 61 	these experiments 
with children were comparatively succesefule 
•Prom•this short dissuasion It can be concluded that en the 
basis of other research, the background rababthtties for d eguisod 
tests are at least net unfavourable* 
The open presentation of a parapsychological test may hove 
motivational advantages with certain subjects. Hemmer it ought 
to be Possible to get the right sort of motivation by other 
=OM or at least this should be tried. 
It is possible however that in undisguised tests subject 
120 
have more Initial information which might put them in amuse 
favourable position* 
, Without Precise knowledge as to what actually happens in 
ESP or PK the information that target ash its in room X in 
building V at time ti, does not eesm to be of much help. 
Similarly in the case of dice it is difficult to perceive their 
movements clearly, particularly if more than one is involved 
although Roll (1960 argued that not necessarily more then one 
die was ever influenced at a time .0 end it is more diffloUlt if not 
Impossible to Judge at what time the should fall over towards 
whet side' 
• 	Any disadVen ages in thie respect in the disguised test can 
be further reduced by supplying nietlar information without 
disclosing the reel nature of the experiment 
in the disguised Pt test for exaMPle, (P• 2°8 ) subplots know 
that the ball entering the left hand channel would nredWo 0 
shock and that the ball entering the right hand channel would 
Produce 0 slide instesd ,of a shoOk. They also asvamod that 
they could influence the distribution to ammo eaten% through 
change e in their akin resistance which depended on their 
emotional changes from trial to trial. 
Tho plan to investioate a number of research possibilities 
was only drawn up on a broad scale initially. Further details 
were formulated on tho basis of 1he result& fave some completed 
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• Oaction a andHon the basis of special opportunities or the 
leek of facilities and on other research findings. 
The experteehts will be deteribed In detail but a summer/ 
of the various Investigation* may be of some help to show the 
connections: In 1960/61 University of Tasmania: 
I. Adaptation of an adding email* as automatic recorder. 
2. Conetruction of a ball 'PA.' machine° . 
30 Testing Of apparatus including tests of randomiratiOn. 
44 Testing of indIvidual subjects in disguised P.K. tests. 
(Only a limited number of the possibilities of the machine 
ISO used but responses  were reinforeed'through 
Parallel with the above research ether possibilities of 
disguised testing mere 'Splayed during the some period* 
14 Setting up of available apparatus for .subception' tests. 
2. Developing procedures under which disguised GESP tests 
could be tried out. 
3. Group GP tests - disguised as 'eubteptions tests. 
4. individual GIMP tests diegulied as .subceptions tests 
in which wrong responses were 'punished' by elid electric 
shocks. 
5* As under 4. but with three different experimenters who 
themselves were 001 stare of the parapsychological nature 
Of the.experiments. 
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• in 1961/62 (ParapoycholOgY Laboratory, puke University, 
N4C*t USA): 
Dieguised tooth were of uncertein value - in thle setting since 
It could net 46 assumed that euhlecto de het botch* tow of the 
PareP0V0h0legicol nature Of the experiohtei 
Although the mein part of the PK apperetus wat 40oUght to 
Nke tome diff1001440 euth to finding a suitable eddingmachiheo 
trahafamomt and 4000 for the epparotOoi delayed Operitentotioh 
until 19620- 
The situation was more difficult with respect to eaception 
experitoonte# No automatic tie00 or elide poectero were 
available end an attempt . t4 Wild 0 mechanical tbset with 
praeticsily - no teats or workohOp belittles did hot lead te a 
usable set 
Oppertunitie0 etieted to cur/ out physielegle01 weeshremento 
and the author Wended 414004 .in 	interptetation at the Duke 
hospital and ootioted Drt tent*, at the Veterans+ tiospitoi in 
Dolton and at the parapsychology lebotatery, ih torying Out 
exploratory ESP toots while physiological changes (EEGi OR and 
blood Volume) were measured, 
The recording sob:leant for the OhyelologiCaltosaurehonte 
at the leborotery did het work satisfactorily at %thee and this. 
work can only be 'seen are 4 trait:Ingle* peosible future 1104, 
4epto404444 o0141000os ooT04 0 *4 eePxo 
so40/4 io Soo eget so escelposueeeid !go; peg Itamitu epuouos 
two ut luftomfg 0ScemgASOUotre wee wee 94944oe'leoeleve$9 
eutgetteaeoaam =Can *44 
ButuaeouoP esep cuSo4 ot401‘04 PolOPteeoe Soo um teAzosuS 0141 
esPwdos 104) tellAnul emI4 10001a04$ 41041 se WI 196t 
0440 butzap etqmeive *sem 4014 4 ozone TeAzinot Aro 11114 
*4=000ee leottelt4m 	04e2neee Anusiainas sou eau 
ol4PIT0Ate +m40000 04 eetwoog eatele telStot etis et 4Ntuoate exam 
Wo0e4e 40n0 %114 et41041$14) Ateootego et estmeeit teespotowatedeaml, 
otineee eiondeased tootwit4O0 te1430 	oostemodwes . O 
NIT4otleee sem (94•ti 41961) elevetes4e0 Weitatatue 
001103IM!4 °AM 0444014 400 P0144,0 swage= 'PPM 40441 
• soz uotIldsosed teutatteme e $9 peopeetp Seeteleedx0 d0046 deao v 
"4144;110Y; 41:1011$ *1404040 ertestne pue ,40seefOld 
eptto *mews ue ve noel mis es eap maw euteseautea 
sooki*Ve logeoVISes PeoltIO*IPoo o*u SI 44co 0414; 014016 
• olsor4ng *eePeo ItetSgeedo *let 40o4 4o4 eta AluMem EMS 
POT404 oeee 04% BOW Po* soolliPisoo 4se4. mess *sow wee* 
es scluona ue ee ulo pupae* sea 4044 *team dimp e 
'elopf4o* 8olledt3Ueed oi olliteoPoe104 ue so Oemes Poe lino Peteee3 
Oalt 06110 eir49404VOATZP SOW art OIR $4,00,04P Vd 
	
MaeSeseilet itiompkedend etts to nopsawe 	es44 Vo sem eqm *nes• 
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By turning stimuli out of focus it le ilkogy that variables are 
introduced which may interfere with the general notion of subliminal 
perception. 
But it seeps desirable to restrict this tern to the perception of 
stimuli which are thought the reduction of projection times brought below 
some point of awareness (which may be defined Arbitrarily) and not through 
reduction in clarity or illumination. 
To overcome this problem the present writer designed an apparatus 
for very short projection times (Kell, 1962) Which allows simple stimuli 
44 be projected under optimal viewing conditions but for sufficiently 
short time intervals to be below the recognition threshold (Appendix 4047,21,). 
The Projection times can be varied by very small amounts in a controlled 
way. Theetimulus is projected with projector No. 1 (see Fig0,3) through 
two holes cut into two disks which rotate in opposite directions with a 
slight difference in their speeds. As a result of the speed difference 
the projection of the stimulus occurs only (depending on the gems used) 
every twentrweight revolutions, hence sufficient time Is allowed to turn 
projection No. .1 on end off. 
• 	 Projector No. 2 provides illumination between stimulus presentations 
but the illumination Is cut out (by the use of fins) precisely at 
the moment when the actual stimulus is presented. The fins however 
cause a slight flicker between trials. 
A prototype of this machine was built in 1961 for en industrial 
firm end the apparatus was not completed in time for subliminal 
or disguised ESP (or both) research. 	At present .a 
Disk I 	DiskII , N 
V.S.Drive 
Alternate/ 
Gears 
Bearing 
Variable Speed Drive 
Fig. 3. 	An apparatus for very short projection times 
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Usually this is accepted as methodolegically sound provided $t is 
clearly laid dOwn when the experiments start and stop.. XewaVer on 
account of the perhaps more extreme considerations (PP.. 	) It might. 
be desirable to pause here and to se thethet this it methodologically 
different from exaMple tws (p. 22m) or whether any experimental 
results should be Interpreted on the basis of the total number of 
trials (no matter whether in the expetimentel situation or pot). The 
letter case however doe's not apply because the trials of the experiments 
were ggiUtp the experiment announced as t*experimental trials*. This 
is,equivalent . to the discussed case (PluILLO in connection with 
example one (p. 41) where cut of 10 gamblers, one patticular candidate 
10 preselected to win. 	In this case his chance to in is independent 
of the numberof'othst . gmbletsattemeting to win. 
Or to return to the exporimentel situation in parapsychology. 
If any pestibtlity exists that some of the nonoexperlmental trials could 
be Used to make Claims far parapsychology, then the experimental trials 
mutt be evaluated on the baste of the total **ober Of trials. Provale* 
if, as cos the case, the nonsexperimentel trials are clearly distingOishod 
as being Of no potential evidence (as for as testing the OESP hypothesis 
Is concerned) then the experimental trials can be considered indapOdently 
of the hol.expetimentel triets. 
In the initial nonoexperipental tuft it cos found that 
stimulus which was sufficiently blurred to be Unrecognisable to 
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a few single individuals who knew the stimulus in advance, 
became, recognisable to twee subjects in a group when they 
viewed the stimulut, repeatedly without knowing or expecting it. 
This could be of sem Interest to perception in psychology 
but most likely the recognition was in this case not based on 
rope:Mittens of a stimulus which was practically the same throughoUt 
but on variations In the timing of the stimulus. That is In 
every 20 contacts which the timer made about one may have tended 
to "stick" slightly longer thus- producing an increased stimulus ' 
time. 
Since the stimulus time could not be reduced it was necessary 
to it the stimulus further out of focus so that the etimulus could 
not be recognised even if projected for some length of time. , 
But by now some dissatisfaction with the tests among the 
••eubjects become apparent through responding with written words 
like 'light flash only' when they were supposed to select a 
number from one to five. This was based on the repeated 
Viewing Of a light flesh which at timeswas sufficiently 'long to 
expect the stimulus letters to stand. out clearly. 
Most subjects still followed the instructions end wrote 
down numbers but it seemed that more then just emphasising the 
relevant instructions wis needed. 
It was found that a short sequence of 15 smibliminal' trials 
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cod. be used,to . break down resiatente in 4) group. It tab (1).iTo 
found that b limiting the subject. e respoode time . to five seconds, 
subjects had no time' to feel too concerned.ebout not seeing the 
-Stimulus. Finally the following procedure was adapted. 
Inetruction.Sheets were handed out to the Subic/Ste which 
read as foams: _ 
Research on Sbi1idnal Perception 
This is not a demonstration but an exportment where °suite 
• are supposed to add new knowledge to this field. . 
You are sincerely asked to co.operete to the fullest extent., 
Introduction 
You way have heard of sOliminal advertising e.g. 
dOrlog 8 action picture show, advertisements are pmojected 
.00 the screen, but only for such shOrt time intervelathat 
nobody could recall having seen them* However the sale of 
the advertised product increased significentlYs 
hkOe tellable results were obtained when to conditioning 
expertsenti the stimulus was first presented for time 
be interVaIs sufficiently long to perceived hY ell sub4eSts. 
If the stiMelua was shown coupled with 80"Olectrie shock, 
Subdoets Showed later the conditioned reePonee to the 
subliminal Presentation of the stimulus alone, 1.e4 when 
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Call it guessing If you like but it qeems that the correct 
response will be given even if the stimuli are not 
consciously recognised. Do not attempt to work out any 
Order or pattern. This is impossible anyway but such 
attempts may interfere with the experiment., Fold over 
the page just used in your booklet and gat ready for your 
next trial. The light will be switched off ehertly before 
the next. stimulus is presented. There will be 15 Wale. 
The trial number will be ennounced before each presentation 
of a stimulus. 
Controls, It is most important that there is no communication 
of any kind between subjects of this group during the 
•experiment. Please do not smoke. 	This may impair the 
view of some subjects., 
Experiment 
The projection times will be shorter and it wiU be 
much more difficult to reeognise the stimulus word. There 
will be 100 trials. You have four booklets of 25 pages 
each to record your responses. 	Your four booklets are 
numbered through from Ito 100. 
• For technical reasons there will be a short Interval after 
each sot of 15 trials. Inatructionand control as for 
Demonstration Experiment. 
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Timer No, 1, 2 seconds* Aztion 10 Room light 0 f. ilde to 
Signal that stiMulue will be preseqed satin, 
Timer No. 2 0.01 seconds* Action 2, The neutral stirnales (N) 
is projected on screen. 
Timer Ne, 3, 0,5 seconds Action 341, Slide change mechanism of 
prOactor, is activated, atimulut,Ne, 1 is moved into the 
pojection pOsition but not projected. 
Timor No, 4, 54 seconds, Action 44 Room light on. This is 
signal to record trial No, .l. 	the boinnin oE this period 
trial No. 1. is announced. 
Timor No, 0, 0,5 seconds, Action 04 P.Oot Light Off!Si de 
change mechanism is activated 	Stimulus NeN. 1 la returned Into 
the slide magazine and (N) is brought into the projection poeition, 
each elide magazine can take 30 slides, 15 slides of the 
5 stimuli were arranged in random order(occording to a rood= 
number sequence) occupying the second, fourth, sixth, sic. 
positions in the-megazih-& Thelleutrai st4muit-43 tormteting 
of three letters GAP, were placed in the first, thirdd, fifth, etc. 
positions, i.e. 15 neutral stimuli were placed in each magazine. 
The slides were obtained by typing the required capital letters on 
semi transparent tracing paper. 	This paper was cut such that 
the letters appeardd approximately in the centre and the papers 
were placed into 2 x 2' glass frames which are commercially 
available. 
34 
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The interval timers can switch one circuit on and one off 
during the test time intervele. At the end of each interval 
each timer ten be wired to start the next timer slid so on to 
the fifth timer etich starts the first timer again. 	. 
. 	In the above sequence timer no. 1 does not actually switch 
_anYthing else during the set period. It represents a 2 emends 
r 
pause before it starts timee no.'2. Both timer to. 3 end timer 
• 
no. 5 activate the automatic chenge mechanieb of the projector. 
Thus during each trial tildes are 'changed tudte. Hence while 
subjects record their responses (action 4) the target etteekus 
is in al special position (the PreJection poeition I.eo removed 
from the nagazine) but never actuate preieoted. 
In the demonstration experiment the sequence of action wee 
tho same but the random sequence of 15 stimuli was represented by 
two slides per stimulus. That is the sequence REE. ONE. FOR 
was represented In tho magazine by RE, BEE, cm, me FOR, FON 
but only REB, Ota l RR, Wee projected. 
Subjects were therefore trained in the demonstrationexperimemt 
to recognisse the two emends darkness as a signal for the atioulus 
to be presented at the end of thiS period and to get used to 
recording their responses aithin 5 seconds. 
The automatic sequence of the five timers eould be interrupted 
through a switch between timer no. 5 and timer no. I. This was done 
at the end of each magazine of slides. After the new megazine 
/7 	1/11/ 	 /// 
• Projector 
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had been placed into the projector the first N stimulus as moved 
by hand operated mechanism into the projection position and after 
elosing_the interruption switch the new sequence of 15 trials could 
be commenced by starting timer 'no. 1. 
The announcement Of the trial numbers w*s made by the experimenter 
or a demonstrator (senior studeftt'employed by the psychology 
department). In a monotonoue Voice. 	Announcing the" trialmaser 
helped to avoid recording mistakes. 
During the actual experiment the trial numbers were nnounced 
by a demonstrator who did not know the target sequence. 
The experiment was carried out In the psychology laboratory 
and lecture room in the basement of the former domain university 
of Tasmania Australia (Fig. 4)., 
FIG. 4 
Ground plan of test room for the GESP group experiment. 
Not to male. 
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The room !accommodated apprextmately 30 to 40 students. 
One beck corner of this room was completely boxed and glassed 
off arid to some extent sound proof.. 	Windows were double windows 
fixed permanently in the wells. This betted off room could only 
be entered from the leeture room end it wee used during the 
experiment to house the projector and timing equipment. A 
portable projection screen was placed infront of the blackboard 
(see Fig. 4). 
- Under these conditions subjects had no possibility of obtaining 
information about the targets by noni.perepsychological 010;09.' 
Slides in the magazine or in the projection position could not be 
identified by sensory means. 
Even if subjects had attempted, to leek through the double 
windows and straight through the projection lense they teal.0 
only have recognised s target When the projector leap wee oh. 
This was never the casefor actual targets. There was also no 
evidence that subjects attempted to obtain information by these 
moans. 
The lecture room could be almost completely darkened by 
appropriate blinds. and during the evening (when the experiment 
took place) It wee practically blacked out. 
Pour portable lamps were positioned high above the subjects 
to give sufficient illumination to all subjects to record their 
responses. The lamps were connected to the timers and were 
switched on and off as indicated (11..1.11), 
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rise an effective centre/ was provided for the reeponee times 
which' prevented-without mUch.instruction ; mutual coacornication 
betweeketthjects betties* there '"was not enough time for it". 
• A group of 40 .Psycho1ogY-I students wee tested in two successive 
seselona with 'worodnatoily 20 students each. The target 
;sequence was the same for both groups. The correct sequence wee 
not revealed after the test to either of the to WOW'S The , 
Graville correction (Pratt; 1954) was employed for the combined 
group of 40 students. 
• The 40 students represented about two thirds of the total 
;sober of Psychology I et:Wants and included ell those (except 
eudents who were, abaent fa other riaeons) who had not poetic pated 
In previous nen.experimentel runs. 
additien to the target sequence, in the prejector. the 
correct target sequence ma else written up on the right Wog 
blacidmard and then crevetresi by folding the blackboard over. 
No reference of any kind was given to this blackboard sequence but 
it was to some extant , ImplpM by using the left head blackboard 
in similar way to write Out the Correct Seqtwice of the 
demonetratiOn experiment stiMull end by revealing the eeeisence at 
the and of the demonstration experitoent. 
To avoid any posSibility that subJects • might . open the right 
hand blackboard without the experimental's knowledge; a wail 
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thread was tied undenoath the boards between tact pine approximately 
at A and 3 (zee Fig. 4). This 'sear. xhich was not noticeable without 
close inspection and all other preliminary arrangements" &we 
leted before any subjecte . entarod the lecture room. 
The portable projection screen In front of the blackboard 
also prevented the board from being opened eecidentlY. 
During the two successive experimental eeesions the 
experimenter was present throughout on the 'seal' was found to 
be intact at the completion of the total eiperiment 
After the subjects from the first session hod completed , 
their response booklets they were asked to leave quietly and not 
to discuss any espetts with incoming students. However if such 
discussions took place they ehould have no bearing an the enelyais 
(including•the 6reville correction) of the total group. 
Both,groups were told after a few days that their mults 
were most promising and that it would be most interesting to 
Compare than with slightly different individual tests. neeulte 
were not revealed until after the completion of all individual 
tests (p. 11). 
Resulia of group test. 
• The 40 eubjects completed all their responsee except for 
two singe resPooses which were left blank by two subjects. 
Since on the basis of nonwexperimentel testa no omissions were 
expected in the final experiment" no provisions for excluding 
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anY subjects =TO made prior to the experiment end the 
; 
recorded responses of those two subjects were Included for 
analyels (the two omissions wore, of course, scored as non hits). 
•Since only two omissions occurred In 4000 responses, results 
were analysed an the basis of the full number of reaPennee. For 
a positive deviation this amounts to a very emoll error which is 
unfavouroble to the GESP - hypothesis. 
' A positive deviation of SO (direct hits) occurred in the 
equivalent of 160 runs. 	If such a deviation had occurred in 
Independent runs the critical ratio would be 3,16 or the 
probability that such a deviation could occur by chance would be 
0.0016. 
However since subJetts celled the sane target the Groville 
correction had to be applied (Pratt, 1954) and the critical ratio 
was found to be 2.38 (Appendix 5.  pp.  A 320 32).. The probability 
•that a deviation of SO occurred by chance Is 0.018 or less than 0.02. 
If the 0.01 level is used to separate significant from 
Insignificant results tho null hYpotheele mmat be accepted and no 
elates for GESP can be made on the basis of those results, 
If the 0.02 or 045 level io used instoado the results can be 
04111 0d marginally .or just significant. 	. 
The deviations (direct hits for the total group) were diet:rib-
uted In the four quarters as follow° (see Pig. 5)s 
First. 445; second, 46; third, .3; feurth, +300 
(Each quarter (matte of one run or 25 targets per subject). 
Expected hits 
Trial No. 
76-1 100 
+40 
+30 
+0 
. +10 
0 
-10 • 
26:-50 	51-75 
140 • 
Total deviations 
PM 50 Quarter distribution of direct hits in group toast with 
40 aubjects0 160 runs, multiple calls, total deviation m 4e0, 
When the Oreville correction was applied it %es found that the 
difference between the 1st and 3rd quarter cduld.havo occurred 
by chance with a probability of Q5 andthe difference between 
combined let and 4th and combined 2nd and 3rd with a probability 
of °lightly las6 than 045 (Appendix 5, PP. 334-331_)• 
Discussions , 
Whether the results Can be formally accepted as significant 
or not shall be left open here. The author had no fired 
dividing line prier to the experiment except the 0005 and 001 level 
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from generel:esperMotantal pershelo0Y. • That is. most resOlts ay 
be considered serieusly if they are based on p 6 0.03 but the 
possibility of a O. 1 error must be kept in mind particularly if 
p". Naas 
Since the criticel ratio dropped considerably once the 
Grevill* eftrecttan 	al:honedg some evidence exists that the 
subJects responded in a similar way. From subjective observations 
It seams to this oNporlmenter most unlikely that subjects communs 
looted with each other. 
From the distribution of calls with respect to the five 
target numbers, it becomes apparent that the subjects responded 
to the five targets as if they formed a rating scales That Is 
they avoided the e txreme °ends' one and five (see Tablet) and 
displayed the error of central tendency (Guilford, i954). 
TOLE I 
• 	 Total number of calls per target figure 
Ta et figures* 1 	2 	3 	4 	3 
. 	694 . 91 . 	875 610 
Expected number of colt* per teeget 6 000 
If the 4000 scores had been made independently (i.e. by 4000 
subJects) it could be immediately concluded with the old of 
chi 44uere that the actual distributions differed significantly 
from the expected distribution. •(For target 5 alone the differaeCe 
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between ire .and fe ;iiitiredi,74' 36,000 vAlch divided by 1 .00 is._;•' 45 
•tilit for four degrees of freedom p 0,001 for chi square 18.5 
i.e. p< 0401)0 Slave 100 cells wore mode by each subjeat it is . 
, poet-fable that this difference could be die to a few extreme 
.subjects. Since the error of control tendency is of same interest 
in connection with other' diSCUSSiOne it was also tested whether 
there was any aignificant difference between the number of subjecte 
whose cembined end scores (for target / end 5) were belOw the 
expected valties, and the 1111Smbet of subjects those Combined end 
scores r.!ere 'equal to or absive the eXpected Value. . 
- ay chance the number of tobjects in the two group* should 
be equal Or tildhtly higher for the 'latter •groUp if tiny Subjects 
nitiberti of calls Which are equal to the expected figura 
.Ot óf4Osubjactø 36 had called the two end nUid. tors (1/ 5) 
less often than the figure expected (40) end four subjects had 
called in the reverse order. (Appendix 00 :pop' 3 3) 34 1 
If .subjects stadia their cells tilde. pendently this difference 
cannot easily be 'attributed to thence,: The probability that 
such -a. difference..-/ould occur trf Charity 14 lei* than 000014 
(chi scoaraip 25; Of ( .st, 
This analYele,tinly enables one to reject the null hypo. thesie 
With some Confidence, 1.0/ the kind of pattOrns with respect to 
the different targets formed by the Soitbjecta Cannot be 'attributed 
to chancoi. however there Is no guarantee that they are duo to the 
error .'cif central. tendeneye 
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A counta hypotheeis COUid be based on the following 
argument* Because of the group situation, one or two leaders 
in the group tsieht have called a tart distribution which is 
to acme agreement with the or of central tendency. One or two 
such agreements could be easily ettributed to chance. Othere 
in the emeeep may have "followed the lead' end multiplied the Um 
chenco patterns into a significant grasp result* 
On subjective estimatiOn it seems unlikely that infon t o 
was orchenged or obteined during the test. 
The Greville correction con *leo be used as a kind of guide. 
On direct hits this correction reduced the critical ratio from 
3.16 to 240. Even if a much stronger reduction is envisaged 
for the critical ratio equivalent to the chi square result 
obtained above, it would atilt remain sufficiently significant 
to make the be counter hypotheis to the err of oentral 
tendency hypothesis most unlikely. 
The evidence that the error of central tendency is 
'significant and fairly strong seem to support the case for GESP. 
Oulto spirt from the theoretical probability that E.SP is 
more likely to occur ethen there is no etrong tendency to forts 
reeponse petterne (pi; "2), it can be seen that if some efereeZent 
In the collo between subjette is only due to the error of central 
tendency, then in the epplication of the Greville correction this 
agreement would tend to decreeee . the c.rItIcal ratio. 
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• Or In other words, without this . orter ESP would be IWO 
apparent (everything oleo remaining unchanged). 
AnalYeing'tha target distribution Lithe ndam sewence, 
used, it was found that there ia some smell agreement between 
this distribution and the 4a1l distribution which Is presumably 
aminly based on the central tendensY error (see Table 2)* 
TABU 2 
and mean call distr MALAN= 
Target figure 	- 
1 	22 4:5 .  
Target distribution 17 20 22 21 20 
Call distribution 
(group math) 
17•4 2243 22.6 21*9 150. 3 
The question which has  been discussed previously (p. 144) 
is mhether a positive doviation could be artificially high because 
of particular target sequence and pro...existing tendencies to 
form response patterns* This problem became apparent to this' 
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author after the disguised GESP experiments had boon cosolated* 
It Is now.only possible to say that it mast be assumed that 
the particular distribution of target numbers and the existince 
• 1% The results wore actually analysed %idle travellin0 
between Australia #:ind the WA and her arrival in the USA. 
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of tho error of central tendency could have slightly 'tvowed 
the results supporting the OESP. bvpothosis. 
To see whothor,anY secondary background evidence Could be 
provided, the quarter distribution of the test session wee 
analysed* 
It Is evident from Fig. 5 that this distribiation follows 
the U curve which has boon typical of a number of SP testa 
(Pratt, .1949). 
The difference In deviation between the first 000 third 
quarter it 46 45' $n first and 4 in the third). On the baste 
of $0 Independent tuns ouch e deviation would yield a CR of about 
2.7 	1100.01) but since the 0re411e'corroct1on,tas to be 
applied the Critics/ retie Is *WOW to-1,92 and the probability 
for this differenceto.oteur by -chance is 04055. This.difforonce 
comet be regarded as significant* 
The'difforence between the first end fourth egortot oh: 
the one hand' end tho second and third quarter an the.other9la 
equivalent to e deviation of 75 for 160 runs (+450 +30 for 1Ci4 
'end 4th and 4444 for 2nd and 3rd). On the betels Of the 
GreVille correction the CR is 2.1 approximately end the probability 
tor such a •ifferenco to occur by chance is less than 0005. 
Obviously this Secondary ovideneo is not vary strong but It 
would tend to increase favourably the subjectivo Oetimatien of 
background probabilities ageitiat Which the main results can be judged. 
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Some subjects scored comparatively high in displacements of 
+1 and 4 but the total group did not obtain even suggestive results. 
The deviations were +36 for backward displacements and -40 
for forward displacements, These deviations are booed on the 
same expectations as for direct hits. Consequently the positive 
deviation of 35 16 semowhat too email 000 the numerical value 
of the negative deviation is slightlytoo large. . However this 
has no practical bearing on the probability calculations which 
place the two devietiont within the range which can be expected 
by thence fairly often. 
Decease of the strict control of the time Sequence through 
Interval timers it could be expected that any strong displacements 
due to ESP can be extracted from the data. ' ikwever the alight 
interruptions which occur when the slide magazines are changed 
(ovary fifteen trials) could upset displacements. 
The range of displacement scores is nevertheless of some 
interest. In both kinds of displacements these ranges are larger 
than for direct hits. 	(1342 backwards * 1546 direct hits, 
1340 forward). 
On a speculative basis the comparatively s,ell range for the 
direct hits con be regarded as a in of a fairly stable test. 
If the results ore accepted at least as suggestive evidence 
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fQ? COP the questions must be considered how far was the experiment 
accepted by subjects In its disguised form and did any subject 
suspect the perapsychological nature of the eeperiment. 
Those. questions cannot be answered with certaintyebut some 
bsckground can be provided ehich.appears to indicate that the 
diaGuiee . was generally accepted. . 
The author had not conducted any parapsychological test with 
onyegroup of studentseereviously . end students were not mere of 
the author's intereot in this field. Interest and knowledge 
about parapsychological matters seemed to be mull among students. 
Such events were rarely discussed in the local prose and did not 
feature strongly in,Australion publications generally. On the 
other hand some students may have reed . Bysenek's book (1950 
"Sense and nonsense in psychology° which includes a favourable 
introduction to ESP. 
After the noneexperimental preetests one student suggested 
in a private discussion with the author that ESP may have played 
a role in these teste. This suggestion seemed to have case 
about mainly throu 'gh dissatisfaction with the test all 
as It existed in the early preetesta. 	In particular some 
subjects had become aware that the stimulus projected (GAP) 
was different from the stismell welich they were supposed to see. 
Because of thls o the final Gasp experiment was restricted to those 
students who had not participated in pre-tests. 
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In generol students seamed to accept the disguised test, 
particularly the final version. But even if a few suspected that 
the purpose of the experiment was disguised there wet he sign thot 
•nybody hod any clear idea what the purpose might hove been. 
Subliminal perception was at that time s topic of sane . 
public interest in connection with.advortiting, end most students 
were anxious to contribute towards researdh efforts in this field. 
This become apparent When subjetts agreed to continua In their 
own timerwith individual tests. 
Nevertheless the test situation teemed to have been suitable 
for parapsychological processes... After the earlier non experimental 
proNtestss subject had boon asked to write a short introspective 
report and some of therm reports.suggestedatrOngly that subjects 
tondod to rely on GESP or simply guessed rather than on visual 
perception; Gerald Leicester "tendency to decida.befOre the 
flash what the nUmber would be. 
The following points have emerged froO this distussion; 
The null hypothesis can be accepted Or rejected depending 
on whether the 0.02 level is Censiderod sufficient for the 
rejection of the hull hypothesis.. 
2, Significant evidence which most liheiy Point.t to the 
existence of the error of central tandency0 was found. 
Agreement (in calls) between subjects due to this error 
would have decreased the critical ratio through the Grevillo 
correction. 
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The target tequence happened to agree to a email extent with 
patternt of cells which must be assumed to be duo to error 
of central tendency, i.e. it is possible that the GESP 
hypothesis is somewhat favoured because of an artifact. 
The quarter distribution - although weak in probability 
term - seems to support fhe cope for °ESP by providing a 
morelavoureble background. 
Displacement scores showed no ouggeStive trends but the 
ranges of these secret were higher then for direct hits, i.e. 
the comparatively small range for direct hits can lea regarded 
as a hopeful tign of some stability. 
It is moot likely that the actual experimont tee etcepted .by 
students in the disguited form. There was no indication 
thet ouWacts associated the experiment with ESP. Some 
dissatisfaction with the earlier pre-tests did not really 
arise becalm of the disguited purpote but because of technical 
errors such arelonger projection times 'which Probably 
' occurred because of "stickiner contact°. With bone pro-tests 
it should be possible to eetablish a oatisfactory disguised 
procedure similar to the one diecussed here, In for instance, 
a different universitIN 
The total result looks eufficiently promising to this author 
to suggest further efforts tower& tests of this kind. 
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A CESP experlit disauleed 05 a subliminal perception test with 
indieiftel test seseione end electric checks as reinforcements* 	• 
in the the evellablo this experiment had to be tested 
before any of the results of the above group test vifSie onelysed* 
Consequently the spociel problems in connection OM raster 
targets had not been Gonsidered et this +stage end no avenges earls 
introdOced which might have :reduced this problem* 
The purpose of the experiment was to •see whether significant 
results eould be Obtsined under similar I:ovations as . ln the group 
test and whether an tat:atria shock might indirectly reinforce 
correct cello by 4 pmmishine the me3orittt of incorrect oils. 
Also an opportunity existed for dose Psychology. 11 students 
to Conduct sumo ease ions of this experiment* 	These stedents 
were loft under the impreision that they mandated a sublirimal 
pereeption asperimentot Hutto St wa0 toped that me widense 
ce4ld be attained that would he relevant to the question whither 
it 
 
Is feeelble to attempt to develop a 'test kW for interested 
scientists (pl. 6 ). 
The MP hypothesis ass Ube tested by analysiniithe direct 
hits only*. dther fe;iktres of interest in the results were to 
be Investigated and analysed if possible but thie oss not to be 
taken into account 4100 the GESP hypothesis woe to be tested* 
The experimenter expected e positive deviation but a cme4toll test 
was net epscified in advance 
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. Since the group test results hod not been analysed at thic 
stage the decrease of the critical ratio (of the group test resUlts 
due to the Groville correction, was not known. The author had 
not expected es large a decrease as actually occurred, because 
the conditione of the group test soomedto exclude any corammicetion 
between subJecto and the error of central tendency had not been 
considered et this stage. 	The , randomisation procedure for targets, 
which was employed in the individual tests, con probably be 
.justified lithe Grevillo correction hod loa1 to only a small 
decrease In the critical ratio, but the randomisation employed still now seems Somewhat unsatisfactory although it seems difficult to 
point to a settafeaterlf Practical solution of this prOblen. 
The experimentwdth Individual subjects . and electric shocks 
•were started about . two months before this writer was due to leave 
for the USA. 
Although it mould have been desirable to teat the same number 
of 401 aublects, the individual test sessions had to be restricted • in ;idyl:0444 to A. This 'intsber was ' chosen because indiVidual ,. 	• 
tests could only bo 'Conducted on a voluntary baste and at* eame 
preliminary inquiry It apPearod unlikely that enThigher 'lumber 
Of test sessions could hove been conducted in the available time. 
Although acre than 25 students hod indicated that they would be 
able to participate, some roduetion o thit number wet espected If 
no Suitable times could be arranged and it was decided in +advance 
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that individUal students sheuld be able to participate 000 
than one° In order to Complete the 25 test sesolono. Roomier. 
only one otudent participated .twice. Also twpatudents oho had 
boon absent from the groUp'test but Ono had not participated in 
the 06-Mtportoontel toats.were:inalUded An this group,. 
the preportotion Of 0 sequence of 100 target slide*, was rether 
Utme consuming sod the following method:was odeptodwhickallowed 
tho'eliperimenter to Use one rand*6 sequence of slides only:: 
The random sequence of 105 Slides was assembled In 6000 
megszineacentsiOng 15 slides eash - with the exception of  the 
seventh contpinin00.onto' To Obtain random sequenies of the'
sevn Magerines the experiMeAter 	seven oiewmo to vorsi4 
This. number -OaS . doubled by allowing for revere orders within 
each stagattriN 
The 'Original order of megarino one was reprOSented by the •key 
•nOmber 6)4 02 was the kay number for the reverse order of miagerine 
•ontai 03, 'ifIDS . the •key number PO the Ori00431 order of rog41itte, 06 etc. 
to 14 zhich. %lap the 1011 . 104Sr fox the rotors() order of m40110 . 
SONfir. 
•To find 5,0 random sespances 'of : the, orders 01 to 14 the Fischer 
Yates (1440 tandem number tables were used. . To avoid wettaga 
of rondos riumbere the key 'number 01 was 'selected ohmever this : 
number or any *one of the following 'Tambora occurred; 21 4I. 
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61. Thakey number 02 was selected whenever 02 0 22, 42 0 62, $32 
occurred'ond so on. 	 . 
Ono two digit'colUmn of the length of the pegs waa usua11V 
sufficient to provide a,randas soquenco of the 14 key numbere 
but ifa second column had to be used - to complete tho , sequence, 
the not sequence was started at the top number of the next column* 
• To avoid the presentation of one end the rxeme magazine twice, 
i.e. in the original order4a the reversed order, only the firtt 
one out of a psi' of key numbers was.usod in each sevens's of 14. , 
For instance if in * totiuencv 02  oPPeared before 01 then the ' 
firet magazine was presented'in:reversed order only* and If' 13' 
*Moored before 14 then the saventhisem, sine was presented in the 
original order only (Appendix 6* P. 2.12). ' 
50 -random.sequenies of this kind. 'Awe prepared and Written
•out on separate scoring sheets., ' The random sequence for the 
first eiPerimental sossion was.dreco from these 50 sequencesbut 
this seq4ence was withdrawn afterwards such that the second sequence . 
as dran from the reMaining 49 eto. 
.-The preparation , of'slides was quito'feasibla under these 
. conditions and consisted mainly in reversing the order of slides 
in soio'magesinos. The magazines numbered from 1 to TO Automatic 
projection in roveroe ordei woo not possible with the particular 
projector. It can often be carried out with more resat !cadets. 
The randomisation procedure Is probably not entirely 
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satisfactory but under the circumstances it seemed the best 
that could be done,. SubJects did not ego any Of their scoret . 
at the end of the session and •they were also .asked not to discuss 
the enperiment with other .subjects until the project cos Completed* 
However even if some subJects conveyed to others (stilt to be 
tested) that, soy, stimulus 4 is the number ono end stleulua 
5 the number three "because i did not get a shock for these 
nuMbers", the probability that any other subject got the same 
'Sequence later le rather small* (See also discussion on 
edditional reinforcements p0 LLD* 
But even for future tests the prepratton of a large number 
of slide sequences is an undesirable task, particularly because 
error° nay Occur* The answer to this Problem seems to be In 
a meshing set.;up capable of selecting one of five slides according 
to a random nuMber sequence which Is fed in, or bettor still,. 
which Is self generated by the Meshing' 
• 	 The apparatus used for the individual teat woe sladler to 
the geoup toot, The same sequento of actions was carried out'hy 
the give timers (p. 135) but the recording period (action No, 4) 
was reduced n=5 seconds to 3 seconds* 
In addition, a panel with five press button switches numbered 
1, 2 0 3, 44 5# end with five small electric globes was ;moulded* 
These switches were wired so that pressing s switch molted in 
the itheafination of the globe at that witch as well es in the 
climate:wove illumination of a Mend globe Wasted on e/ 
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m6bered panel In the experimenter's rooms The globe at tha- . 
switch served es a control to ensure that the subject would press 
the switch properly. 
The electric shock'unit was home' wade end consisted of 
•a,12 vs car coill . (high voltage car transformer). The low voltage 
input of the cell wee connected to the 2v output of a power 
transformer Alch itself was wired in series with two variable 
realatorc. The hlah voltage output of the car coil was connected 
' to two finger electrodes which were interrupted by a relaY -switch. 
•The shock unit was, 'on' continuously but subJects received a 
shock only when 'the relaY-wati activated by a separate circuit 
which9 with the aid of a press button switch, could be doted 
from the expartipenter ° 0 roc. A spell 10b0 neat to this switch 
Poitided a staler control es discusaed above. 
The strength of the electric shock could be edjusted from 
unnoticeable to mildly uhpleosant, No opportunities for 
measurements existed. The shock was certainly not anywhere' near 
the strength which may be experienced ;then one accidentally 
touches the high voltage output of the car coil when the engine is 
turning. To the author theahock-apPeared -to'be“.Moro of the kind _ . 
--which Occurs if one touches, under certain conditions, the wooden 
base of a lamp and experiences a slight "Shock L vibration". 
All test sesgiens were conducted in two adiacent rooms in 
the Psychology Department at the old Domain University 9 Hobart 
(see Pig. 179 130214 )0 The subject's room was completely 
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blacked out. This room housed the 5 timers, the automatic 
projector, the shock unit And the panel with 5 switches. The 
experimenter's room housed the panel with 5 numbered lights end 
two switches . one to cleat the relay which in turn closed the 
electric shock circuit and one to start the sequences of 5 
actions which were controlled by the five timers. 
• The projector with the target elides was positioned In such 
a way that it was practically impossible for the subject to 
obtain any sensory information about the slides during a test 
session. 
With the exception of two subjects all others had participated 
in the previous group tests and the Nacos. ..spry introduction was 
brief. 
It was indicated that the electric shock was provided to 
see whether they would IMprove their results under conditions in 
which they would be able to know during the test when they were 
right And when they were wrong. 
• The electrodes were then fastened to two non-adjacent fingers 
of one hand, this was the left hand for right handed subjects 
and vice verse. The shock unit was adjusted from a position of 
the variable resistor at which no shock was noticeable until the 
subjects could feel a mild unpleasant shock, There was no Obvious 
evidence that subjects wore distressed because of the shock, 
although a number of them felt initially somewhat anxious. 
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Subject, wore instructed to press* according to their selection * 
the numbered switch button Osch time after the stimulus had been 
projected* lotto while the room light came ono While, ; pressing the 
switch button the globe next to it shOuld light up o Subjects wore 
informed that the time period during which they could indicate 
their response was reduced compared to the group experiment.. 
Before the actual experiment was atarted* subjects were 
given a pretest Of ten 'subliminal" stimuli similar to the 
prewtest in the group experiment. That is 1 most subjects could 
recognieesome . stimull under the conditions of the pretest. 
At the end of thie pre.oteet sal subjects were able to carry 
on with the actual tett without further questions Before the 
experimental session was started it was indicated that the next 
etiMull would be much harder to recognize* but that it was again 
most important to indicate each time and witheet exception *. what 
they thought they .might have seen.' 
Nring each tost . seseloft the door between. the sublect e s,and 
experimenteee room was closed and no commumications :Ammept,as. 
specified, took place. Ho#ever the. experimenter had to enter 
the subject's room at the end of each Magazine and to. replace it, 
with.the'neXt one according to the random nUmber. sequence. Those 
megatines which had to be. resented. in reverse order. were prepared 
wrier to each test session. Similar1Te000 magaginested . to.be 
reverselito the forward order frem the 7re4erseorder° aied,ine 
previous test sessiOno 
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Prior to each test session the experimenter selected at 
random one scoring sheet out of 50 or less (depending whew many 
test sessions had been conducted previously) which contained the 
original random sequence of 100 targets consisting of the numbers 
from 1 to.5 and the specific random sequence indicating the 
•seqeence and order in which the magazines were to be presented. 
• Magazine number 1 contained the target sequence. from 1 to 15 
and magazine numbee 2 from 16 to 30 etc s The scoring sheets 
were marked between 15 and 10 0 between 30 end 31, between 45 and 46 etc. 
and it was indicated be an arrow pointing up or down whether the 
•magazine Contained slides in the original order (arrow pointing 
damn) or In reverse order. The arrows. were numbered frms 1 to 7 
according to the random number sequence of 14 key numbers. For 
Instance* if in such a sequence the key number 13 appeared first, 
then on errow was placed In a down position on the soaring sheet 
starting between 90 and 9I . and being labelled 1, This mode it 
clear that the magazine No T (representingthelargets listed in 
the scoring sheet frms 91'10O) ems to be preseritedfiret end 
that the presentation would occur in the original order. i.e. down 
the page to 100. AtIt arrow starting between the numbers 45 and 46 
and pointing upwards and being labelled "2* indicated that the 
magazine No. 3 was to be presented as the second magazine and 
that the presentation would take piece in reverse orders, i.e. 
Starting at 45 and up the page to 31. It was therefore easy for 
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To obtain some idea as to -hew likely it was that recording 
errors would occur s five pro-experimental test sessions were 
conducted during which the subject kept.a.record of his cane. 
(similarly as in the group test). The results Pere compared 
• 
With . the experimenter's recording and no disagreements were found. 
• 	 Another objection to the procedure was the operation of the 
shock unit through the experimenter. .For, instance by giving 
electric shocks for varying_lengths : of time some information 
concerning, the next target could be unconsciously transmitted. 
The objection. was not considered to be of top great importance 
for the time being. because it could, be overcomety'employing to 
additional interval timers (Which W4e howeVer,,not available at 
the time the experiment was conducted), In such anexperiment 
one of these timers should be started uhen . the subject presses 
any one of thefivp,buttons and should be set for a sufficient 
period of time to enable the experimenter to,comparo the subject's . 
.signal .with thp target and ,to sWitch'an additional switch. on or 
off (according to hit or miss). At the.ond of thu . firat Interval 
timeo. the second timer should,clope.the relay circuit for a 
preset time. 	the relay will however, only be activated.if the 
experimenter has set his manual switch to the 'on' posftione 
Under these Conditions, which are.easy.to achieve with Standard 
equilimentp.both the time interval between the subJsct's .respapse 
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and shock (if 'given) and the duration of' the shook . wOuldlos 
controlled independently of the experimenters 
Under the actual conditions of the experiment the experimenter 
stimply tried to press the Shock button at uniformly as possible. 
,.Proper core was tam to preVent Subjects from accidentally 
seeing the recording shoots (hich contained the target sequence) 
and the - psychology 11 Students the acted as experimenters were ' 
eskedAo take proper caro . altos• Sotisof their test eetisiona . 
were partly or completely supervised by this writer.. 
esults. 
The 24 subjects completed ell their responses on 25 test 
sessions* A positive deviation of 46 occurred in the equivalent 
of 100 runs. On the basis of independent runs the corresponding 
• critical ratio was obtained and found to be 20. The prdbabilitv 
thet.a deviation of 46 occurred by chance is under the above 
conditions 0422 or loss than 0,03. 
Because of the decrease 1n the critical ratio when the 
Cteville correction bias appli ted in the group test, and tmceuse of 
the perhaps unsetisfactery randomization procedure for this 
oxPOrimeht (outlineJp. LW * the probability estimated hare must 
be considered to be ecnewharlallo However . It seems difficult to 
calculate aprobability on the basis of the actualren4tesization 
procedure used, and the figures presented hero ere calculated on the 
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basis of independent runs. They must therefore be regarded as 
somewhat too favourable towards the GEM) hypothesis. 
TABLE.3 
$ 	ry of results from the reinforced GESP experiments with 
Individual test sessions , 
Direct hits 	 Displacement by .1 (pmtoognitIon) 
Deviation 	446 	Deviation 	458 	' 
Standard deviation 20. Standard deviation 20 
Critical ratio 203 Critical ratio 2.9 	' 
'Probability 0.021 Probability 	. 0.0037 
Average score 5.46 Average Score. 5.58 
Total score 546 Total score 5513. 
NUmber of rUns 100 Number of runs 100 
Gime the 'displacement results are calculatdd en the same 
nunber of expected displecements 49 for direct'hits0 the positive 
deviation Is actually slightly larger (Table 3): 
The +1 precognitive displacements were below the expected value 
but did not reach a negative deviation which can be regarded as 
being of interest: 
The'total quarter distributions for direct hits and displacements 
by -I tabulated from each test session (Appendix 60 pP9 .111±L.) ere 
sivinil In gig. 6: end Pig. 7. The differencesbetwkwn the quarter 
deviations are not suggestive. 
145 +20 
140 +15 
135 +10 
130 +5 
125 	Expected hits 
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Total hits Total deviations 
1:25 	26 1-50 	51-75 	76:100 Trial Nc 
FIG4 6 
quarter distributions of direct hits In 25 Individual test 
sessions in the disguised and reinforced GESP experiment. 
24 subjects; 100 runs* total deviation :=4-46. 
Total displacement (-1) 
deviations ' 
420 
+15 
Trial No. 
1-2 	26-50 	51-75 	76-100 
Fig. 7 
QUerter distributions of (..1) displacements in 25 individual 
test sessions in the disguised and reinforced GESP experiment. 
24 subjects; 100 runs, total displacement deviation = +58. 
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Out of the 25 test sessions 7 wart conducted by three 
different . eXperimentert and the 7 test sessions tabulated ' 
separately gaVe. the following results (Table 4). 
TABLE 4 
Summary of the results. Of seven- test sessions condueted by three 
egperimenters 
Direct. hits Displacements by 4 
NUmber of runs 28 Number of runs 28 
Total scores 161 Total scores 150 
Deviation +21 Deviation 410 
Average score 5.75 Average score 5.36 
These results analysed by themselves did notreach the 5 per cent 
level for direct hits or displacements but as the average scores 
Indicate they are In good agreement with the total results. 
Since the group test results indicated that subjects made 
their calla in a Gement with the error of central tendency 0 the 
calls were analysed as indicated previously (p. 142). In these 
individual tests there was also a strong significant difference 
between the number of subjects who called the end numbers (one 
end five) less often than would be oupected i compared to those 
who called these end numbers more often than would be expected. 
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No subject celled these numbera .oxectlY ee would expected and 
consequently the nutbor of sUbjects calling above and baltv should 
be equal or nearly GO. However out of 24 subJects 21 called the 
numbers one and five less often then muld be expect ed and only 
three called those numbeks more often, The one subject who 
participated In two test sessione was in agreement with the 
in former group on both occasions but the analysie was counted 
as ono only (Appendix 60 0,144j, The differened between the 
two groups is significant with p. 0401 CK . 4 13.5.; 4 0 00 
Discussiono 
The Groville correction will not cause a lar reduction 
in the critical ratio if the multiple calls are evenly distributed 
over the different target symbols coiled at each particular trial. 
Particular targets may be favoured at particular trials because 
of communicetions in the gro40 pre—existing call tendencies 
(error of central tendency) end because of the sequential position 
of the target 	That is, if all other conditions are assumed to 
be equal 0 trial number 50 may receive more calls of the target 
symbol 5 than say trial number 49. 
Sy avoiding recording booklets and by avoiding the announcement 
of the sequential trial numbers 0 it was hoped that this possibility 
was reduced in the individual teote. 
The evidence in the group test results for the error of central 
tendency was not known when the individual tests wore started. 
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.because of the time controls Imposed on the group test end from 
subjective observation it seemed unlikely to this author that 
, cemunications betomen subjects took plate. Hence at this 
stage it was not expected that the Greville correction would 
reduce the critical ratio of the group resulti in a substantial 
trieVe 
The randomization procedure for the individual tests (110 12Z) 
seemed to assure much more independent runs than the group 
test with multiple calls. If the 'critical ratio of the group 
teat had decreased only by a small amount through the (Trevino 
correction, the critical ratio of the individual results could 
have been considered without further correction with ma 
justification. However a fairly largo reduction of the critical 
ratio In the group test did occur (0.411) smiths mmorical 
results obtained for the impartment with individual test sessions 
moat be considered with same rostraint. ' However a foOMe1 
correction based On the limitations smith* randomizatiOn orgeoderb 
seams difficult since the Greville correction cannot be applied. 
In spite of those difficulties the results can be viewed 
with coma interest for the following reasonss 
• The individual tests have sufficient similarity with the 
group teats to consider them as a repetition. 
The (+1) and (-1) displacement deviations were positive and 
negative respectively as in the group test. 
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The comparatively high (and on face value, Significant) positbe 
• deviations of the post cognitive (4) displacements could be 
regarded es making sense if the decrease in the allowed 
response time period (from 5:to 3 seconds) la taken into 
account. 
Similerly the change in the quarter distributions to a 
curve which is less in agreement with the Usfshape 	tbttions 
of parapsychological results in the case of direct hits 
(Fig* 5) could be regarded es meting sense ithe electric 
shocks are taken into account. 
three Although tho test sessions conducted by Psychology II 
students did not provide, results which . ean be regarded as 
significant by themselves, the average scores indicate that 
the direct hit scores were actually Iligher during these nom nally 
teat sessions than during ell individual test sessions. 
The difference between student—oxperimanter*test passions 
and the writer-experimenter test sessions Is not aiOnificant 
and at least it can be sold that thero is no clear sign that 
the results decreased when other exPxri • 
the tests. 
Since the analysis Of individuoi results showed also 
significant evidence of the error of,central tendency, it can be 
considered as confirmed that subject will, under such conditions 
as described hero, tend to make calls which are pettarnod in a, 
way which corresponds to the error of central tendency. Since 
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there is no obviate sign3hat'the electric shock mode a 
substantial difference' to the results, unless the quarter 
distribution of direct hito is coneidered to be partly due to 
the introduction of Shocks, an attempt wee made to see whether 
the shocks might have had undesirable effects on the tests by 
inducing the ,subject to make cells depending on whether the 
symbol called last had been followed (or not followed) by en 
electric shock. 
Por this purpose all symbols which, were celled end repeated 
once wore counted and put into two classes (per subject). 
1. Repetition after the previous symbol celled hod received 
a chock. 
Repetition after the prerou3 symbol celled had received 
no shock. 
The number counted under I was empressed se the numerator 
of a froOtion where the denominator expressed the =Sher of shocks 
which a subject received during one test $00010 114 
• 	 The number counted under '2,1 los expressed es the nurneratccr 
of a fraction where the denominator - a:pressed the nteber of trials 
during which a subject received no shocks during one test session. 
By chance there should be eimiler numbers of subjects with 
fraction' one' smaller than fraction 4 tmo' compared to the number 
of subjects with fraction one' larger than fraction ;two' end 
perhaps some subjects with equal fractions. 
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For the one subject uho participated in two test sessions 
the tr4 type . 'oni' . fractions were added and compared with the to 
type ° two' fractions* That is, the two sessions were combined 
and counted only once in a chi square analysis* One Cubject 
gave no repetitions et all* 	For all other oubjects the two 
established fractions iwro not equal (Appendix 69 p#140 * 
• Since it was difficult to predict what effect the shocks 
should have, the subJect with no repetitions was extluded. 
Otherwise this subject might have been included in the gmxip 
disfavouring the predicted resultd* Hance 23 Subjects were left 
for analysis* 	Of these 23 subjects ).5 gave more repetitions 
•than viculd'be expected after they had roceiVed a shock preVieuslYo• 
and 8 gave Fore ropetitiona than would be expected after they 
had received, no aheek 'PreVieusly: 
The taltulated chi square is 2*1 approximately-and the 
' probability for this difference to occur by Chance is 061<p4:002* 
• Thin difference is not significanti 
Since this teat io not directly cOncerned.with parapsychological 
eVento it ray be Justified to dascuso the ttend represented by 
the shove figures. If this trend is cesningful, then the shocks 
which were received by the subJecto eftor ceiling certain oymbols o 
induced the subjects to call thee° symbols attain more often than 
would be expeoted on the basis of their general tendency to repeat 
symbols* 
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It is difficult to say whether one should expect. the
opposite or not. On the one hand one may expect that subjects 
avoid those symbols which were associated with shocks previously, 
on the other hand subjects might More or less consciously have 
expected that because certain ,SYMbols had been shocked previously 
they are not so likely to be shocked again. 
Such considerations may still have an Influeco on a subject's 
choice even If the subject is amere (on rational grounds), that 
the probability of a particuler target symbol occurring is indep-
endent of previous target symbols (4 Cohen, 4960). 
Since the actual chocks yore rather weak (p. 155) they 
May not necessarily have induced the sOject to ovoid them but 
may instead have directed more attention to those symbol* which 
received shocks. From the:limited evidence presented it cannot 
be Concluded that subjects fermed strong patterns because of the 
shocks. Even If weak patterns ware formed, from the results 
presented here it would *peat that these , patterns should not 
have disturbed the ESP output in a marked degree, bUt the picture 
may change considerably if for instance the strength of the 
shock is incresSed. 
If the total results of the individual tests are regarded 
at relevant to parapsychological events, the disguise of tho 
test should be considered again. 
There sawn° indication that subjects did not accept the 
test as it was presented to_them. 	The subjective evidence is, 
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ill'this.caso, batter, since the experimefiter had an ,opportunity 
to exchange .s few retarks cdth poet subjects about the teat at 
the end of the test. aeseione. 
, From these discuaelons it .became clear that subjecta favoured 
generally the individual, tests in which they felt pore confident 
.because they had:recelved less ohocks.then they expected„• 
It la:loss certain how for the students acting as experimenters 
• -accepted,the._experipent entirely in its disguised form. , They 
had heard or readabout.parapsycholegiCal experimenta'ond some 
• :considered the possibty that parapsychological processoi 
Might playa part in the oxperipents. 
the an methodological doubtebOot this experiment seems, 
to be based ,on the randmization,Procadure. To overcome, this 
•0roblas it would he necestary.olthw; to Prepare carefully 0, 
, large aPeunt of test material Or to design a Suitable apparatus. 
•, . 	third seibility pay be to rely oil the target:1,1st 
viewed by the-experimenter only, and to present no target slides 
•et all, This does not require any major technical changes. 
The target slides could be loft out or replaced . by,ene and the 
s4"aa'nonaterget symbol: 	The action sequence of the five 
• imers-may.be simplified:- 
ethor weaknesses in the preceaure diedussed previouslY 
1pp. 159-1 Tspem in comparison less serious - particularly since 
they Can be overeats by the. application of standard equiptent. 
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' The Pl< apparatus . 
To explore as Systematically as possible the research 
possibilities eutlined(p. 111 Appendix 3, pp. 3.10-33) 0 a 
•substantlal proportiOn of. the total effort was daVoted to the 
design and the construction of a versatile P1( apparatus* 
The recognition by pareP0OhOlogiste that fraud meat bo 
• accepted as a possible counterhypotheis (Rhine Pratt, 1961) 
f!itnd that steps must be taken by parapsycholegiets to e*clude 
this counterhypothesis as effeattvely oo possible, has led to 
:research situation which is not entirely satisfactory. 
It had led to the two,experimenter approach %hich has a 
number of advantages but it has net really changed the attitude 
of the Sceptic (e.g.-0. Price, 19554 Hansel, 1981a, 19&lb) and 
, obviously if every single parePsYdhologist is 0160ct offeaud, 
•then, the pairing of such sUspicious individuals does not guarantoe" 
the exclusion of fraud, although It is likely that this potaibility 
is further roducede 
A Iwo exporimsntor approach may, in the beet case, rosUlt In 
•the fruitfulcooperation bet000n two parapsychologist, it maV 
•help to eliminate technical errors and it may help to penetrate 
to a deeper Isvol of the'problomat hand. If the basic crucial 
problems in parapsychology are comp1ex-4.. end this IS likely 
1958) - then a team of specialist a from various fields 
may be necessary to e.olve theta problems. But in this sense' 
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the advantages are similar in most other research fields. In 
parapsychology however, significant results .6 obtained in the 
more than one experimenter setting - may be expected to be 
repeated more easily. So for there is no clear evidence that 
thia is the case. 
Research work in a now field is perhaps more then elsewhere 
individualiatic. Parapsychologists are at present working in 
competatively Small groups and often alone with no co.torker 
easily at hand over a considerable distance. 
The anti-fraud suggestions made by G.R.Ptiee (1955, 1956) 
are perhaps Unrealistic for the average experiment bUt it seems 
.dosirable nevertheless to arrive at a design which wOuld allow 
one experimentet to proceed under conditions Alch are equal or 
perhaps even better than those in the two experimenter approach, 
at least as for 40 the attempts to exclude fraud are concerned. 
The conditions under which the R. A. MCConnell experiments 
(MeConnoll, Snowden & Powell, 1955) were carried out could perhaps 
have been adapted in this way.: The photographic record could 
. have been sealed, processed and salted by an independent party . 
who otherwise could have remained odissociatod with the research. 
The present writer had attempted earlier to adapt ,a tape 
recorder as an automatic recording device. it was found that ' 
pen markings did not work satisfactorily, i.e. some ambiguous 
markings occurred but above all the visual scoring of mettle olio 
tape is quite tedious and time consuming, 
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As a first step towards the PK apparatus an automatic 
; impulse and scoring device was designed and constructed. In this 
case a standard electric adding machine, (Addo X) which prints 
:numbers on a paper roll, was adapted for automatic operation. 
Since the PK apparatus was planned to have only two kinds of 
scores (i.e. not six as in the case of dice) only two kinds of 
numerical responses were needed. The numbers 1 and 100 were 
selected and by adding each set of ten responses the sum (printed 
by the machine conveniently in red) of say 307, stated clearly 
that the last ten responses consisted of three responses of kind 
100 and seven responses of kind 1. Since each entry was printed 
it was also possible to consider single responses or any 
pattering of thee responses, i.e. the 307 may be preceded by the 
following sequence (Table 5). 
Table 5 
Example of a set of 10 recorded responses of two different kinds. 
100 
, 1 
1 
1 
100 
1 
100 
1 
1 
307 
This recording system is more efficient than the tape 
marking and a long sequence of results can be analysed conveniently. 
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Ambiguities are avoided provided that certain kinds of T 
electromechanical errors are eliminated and that the -correct. 
operation of the device can be checked very easily, 0.g. by 
- checking Aetiler 3 and 7 from 307 add to 10. 
The construction of a fairly simple adapter to the 'Addo X' 
(tee pp, 99 - 2O1), led, it is hoped, to a more general aid in 
scoring parapsychological  and psychological responses automatically 
(Keil, 1961). Most, if not all of the possibilities outlinedin 
this paper (Appendix 6 9 p0 . 3. 47 )0 Can probably be achieVed with 
different kinds of apparatus. BOt the apparently simple and 
inexpensive construction (the necessary parts may be purchased 
for between 1E5 and AE20 im vs. po . 140) may make automatic 
.scoring feasible,whete it was previously Considered'to be too 
expensive. This seems to have some particular relevance to the 
'field of parapsychology. Scoring errors which have been crit-
icized'by Kennedy (1952) Can be eliminated without too much double • 
checking. 
By increasing the numbero.responses to be scored (Appendix 6 9 
p., 347 ) the'Addo X'adapter could be used for such tests as the . 
GESP test for individual sessions (p. 
The possibility of fraud can be exclueed or at least reduced 
by an independent party who makes a copy of. summary Of the numbers 
recorded before they are used for further analysis. 
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• Since the adaptor works threugh electric impul000 fitich 
come from the PK apparatus, it Is in principle possible and 
practical to uttle two adding machines end thug to obtain two ' 
identical record s o One of Ohich,could remain sealed throughout 
the experiment 
Of course the fraudulent change of records is Only excluded 
in es far as it•ISMadeimpessible . to change the impulass from 
theTKApparatuS. 11,0,t it is likely that some agreement could be 
reached on this pointas Go 110 PrIce*s papers (19550 MO maggetted. 
• Perhaps the impute/ate Of excluding fraud ,le here unduly 
.saisodo 'Malt should only be catti . as the last consideration 
in -the evaluation of the usefUindes of,an'apparatus , . It is hoped 
that recOrding errors ore' virtually but there wnS also 
one major cOnsideration which : lad to:thia particular dc0Igno 
The earlier' tritical . 00gges4ions (Ernr4 1a5.3) and Girt/0 11'z 
• 'more recent one 119620j-that'peropaychoiogieaI rcsultSshould.be . 
chaCked against the empititarreAdoM result a of 4.hatever randeMisation 
deVice was usodi .led first of all to demonstrations that the 
reaUlts'eannot be explained a -AoY through such CoMparisons and 
•increased confidence In tho "internal ehecking:dealgneo This , 
writer is in fUll alreement with. MUrPhY.(196?) on the adequacy of 
the internal CheCk0.1aut Ataaems that there oxiets at least • 
One research possibility for which on detternal empirical, random' . 
distribution is necessary. 
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As mentioned previously (00 3) there is now a good deal 
of evidente that parapsychological results, occur but in the 
oppotite direction to the sUbjectso overt witheS o: Displacement 
may be seen ae a deviation from the correct direttiote. 
Strictly Speaking it is not necessary to demonstrate a 
particulat "direttion" as long es it can be shotyn that the 
distribution which occurs when fa subject tties to do something 
(although the subject should uaually bo instructed to wish for 
e specific result for notiVational•teasons) 1 is significantly 
different from the distribUtiOn.which to automaticaily generated 
and recorded by the applaratue. 
Fr= earlier observations it. appears that .PIC ioaults moy 
be particularly strong (po 242 ) if the subject is °notionally 
. 	• 	20 
involved 
It as alsoTtetognited4 et nao pointed out again recently : 
NUrphyv 102)0 that the euperimenter nay unintentionally 
Influence the results and that either he or the subject or both.. in 
may Influence the results during periods whiCh no . Pt effort is 
'planned according to the experimental design .,. 
- 20; In this case the MP hypothesis (instead of the_PIC 
hYpothesir) Is unlikely because of the long time changoswhich - 
t:leire of the order Of 5 . te 10 seconds compareerto tha usual time 
changes WO were of -the order of 0 1.3 to 0.7 seconds, 
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Because of this it seemed loss promising to compare In 
short succession a few PK trials with a few automatic trials. 
It was therefore planned to design and build a PK apparatus 
end recording device capable of running and regarding continuously 
and automatically without any attendance for 6 . to 12 or tmmte 
hours. 	The 'Add° X' adaptor which WS built _first scored a 
continuous sequence of 1200 responses without error. 	However at 
this stage the impulses were provided through contacts made by 
a constant speed motor. 
Because of the necessity to provide electric impulses the 
traditional PK objects, I.e. dice, were considered less suitable. 
Spinning a coin (Thouless, 1945) could be adapted more easily 
as for as two different responses ere concerned by providing one 
dull and one reflecting side which could with suitable iliuminatiOn 
and a photoelectric cell, provide the necessary impulses for 
the 'Add* X' adaptor. 	However the present writer found the 
• design end construction of a mechanical apparatus which would have 
to pick up the Coin end spin it too complicated to be carried out 
under very limited workshop facilities, and consequently the path 
of a steel ball (from a ball bearing) was used to provide an 
experimental setting In which PK may occur. 

Fig. 9 	Sledge to move ball back to the releasing position. 
The ball is just visible (upper right hand corner) 
in the plastic tube which is part of the sledge. 
PK appa ratus  
Fig. 11 	Control unit 
Fig. 12 	PK apparatus with two photoelectric cell and light units connected to the oscillator (bottom). 
The decatron counter (middle) supports the two interval timers (top). 
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The ball la electremechanicolly released at (A) see Figs. 
8 and 100 It then rolls down eslope until it Comes to a 
hardened stool wedge at.(c) where'the ball rolls past this wedge 
elthar,thrOugh tight or loft hand channel0 . These two channels 
.aro joined again at (DI) where the ball enters a shute which 
is part of the balance with.falcrUm at (E) and.(00 The ball 
than rolls to the lomat point (G) tihich is part of a sledge 
(sod fig. 9)o The weight Of the ball closes the contacts (Fig° 9) 
which electromagnetically engages gear (H)• see Fig* Ot . in the 
chain (Figs. 0 and 10)i When the sledge has moved up 'far 
eilOugh the bell roll's' down into the releasing position (A). 
As soon as the ball loaves thc . sledge the contact is broken, the 
gear Is disengaged from the chain (through spring loading) ,and 
#10  sledge MWes down again, 
011011 ShoWs'the Contreivnit'with a one minute constant : 	. 21 	. 
speed motor geared to produce two 	a minute', 	The six . 	" 	• 	" 	• diolta on ono axis close contests for'14arlous proportions of 30 
seconds,. The separate disk completes one revolution every 10 
trials ,(or every-0minutes) and closes the contact which cngages 
the :"tum° Mechanism of the 'Add° X' adaptor* The other six 
contacts have the,followingpurnose4incocquential order) 
alga* 
21.° This unit Is housed In the P•K apparatus (Vig°8) but it 
can be 'sat Up separately which is desirable for initial adjustments° 
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10 The number 1 is pressed into the 'Addo X' adaptor: 
2: The ball is released at (A): 
30 An electromechanical digital counter receives an 
impulse (counts on* number). 
(If the boll prOceeded through the loft channel it 
would by its Weight close two contacts which presn 
two zeros into the'Addo X'sdaPtor)0, 
4 0 The 'Add' button is pressed on the 'Adde X' adaptor0 
Thus either the number 1 or the . runlbar 100 is printed: 
One of the two contacts wired in Series for the 'sum' . 	. 
button of the'''Adde X' adaptor io Ol000d* lf after 10. 
• evolutions the se 	also ittaket contact s, the 
Sum of the ten 0,40iOuo. ttiolti4 tpkgol ,000 
The soriesce two contacts is noCessary to ensure, a 
cortect.toequence of.operationa: 
6* 
 
The moter tutninghgoOt (K) is owitchad.on for a oufficient 
period to bring the sledge up, Thlo Oerio0 is somewhat 
• longerthan'the strictlY:noceseorY time* . Tho gear Of) 
• contUrn freely when it doeS net englege in tho chain and 
It IS disengaged aa soon as the ball leaves the sledge. 
The rotor is turned off before the ball is rOiiased at (A)0 
That is no mechanical moverient to going on in the apparatus 
at the time of the release* 
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During one trial the ball can make the following contacts 
(depending on what channel is taken): 
The ball cloaos (through its weight) contacts at (i). 
Those contacts load to a count on an electromechanical counter 
•'which should tally with a similar counter vhich is operated 
•through the control unit. 	At (J) there are four contacts, two 
for each aide of the channel. 	For the left channel two contacts 
result in. one zero each to be printed through the 'AddoIX'. The 
right channel path results in the switching on of one electronic 
timer for 4 pre-sot time and in one count on a third electro- 
mechanical counter. 	The contact (Z) is closed for the time 
the ball runs through the shut° between DI and V2. During this 
time a relay is closed which can close throe independent circuits 
simultaneously. Finally the ball closes the sledge Contact 
when it roaches point (G). 
In conjunction with the apparatus two powerpeints-P1 and P2 
are used which supply electricity to any stimulus device such 
as an electric shock unit or a slide projector. However only 
one of the two pomrpoints will be 'on' during each trial depending 
on whether the timer is switched on when the ball moves to the 
right channel., Either of these poworpoints Is only eons  during 
tha time the ball runs into the shute between DI end D2, i.e. 
when contact (() is closed. 
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If the boll enters the left channel, the titter will remain 
'off' during this trial and PI is on (when ( is closed) and P2 off, 
If the boll enters the right hand channel - the timer will 
switch PI 'off' and P2 'on' for 15 seconds, However since the 
'on powyrpoint is in series with the relay contests which ore 
operated through contact (K)0 both PI and P2 will only be on' 
when (1) is closed, 
At the end of the 15 seconds period the timer will restore the 
original setting a P1 on and P2 'off', 
The arrangement makes it pas ible to present to the subject 
either of two electrically operates stimuli which start within 
a fraction of one second ofter.the boll has reached (C). Mlich 
stimulus is presented depends on which lone the ball entered 
after reaching (C). 
By providing one posit vo (or overtly desirable) and one 
negative (or overtly undesirable) stimulus to the subjects o a 
situation is provided where correct PK responses can be reinforced° 
The difficulty of selecting suitable stimuli will be 
discussed later (pp. 236 -240) but the main stimuli used were 
colour slides as positive and electriC shocks as negative stitault0 
To keep up interest in the positive stimuli the slides 
were changed up to 60 times in an autematic Agfa projector, 
To magazines with 30 slides each were joined together and 
proceeded through the preector satisfactorily, if scree supports 
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'ewe added on which the extreMe ends Of the magazines could 
move. . Noriever after 30 . s/ides had been projected one blank 
would appear before the 31st slide was projected. 
The contacts neceseary to change the slides were made 	. 
through a second interval timer (see fig. 12) which was switched 
on for 0.5 seconds each time the first timer switched itself 
off at the end of 15 seconds. An impulse at the end of the 
set period of the first timer triggered the second timer. 
The actual time either of the two stimuli was on was of 
the order of 1 seConda 
By including the balance which makes a small movement 
throueh which (g) le closed chile the ball moves from D1 to 12 
a second posoibility is provided throuch which pk may be 
inVeetigatod... 
• 	 Obviously Subjects may be expected to wish for short times 
when the shock otimulus it 'on° and for long times when a 
desirable slide stimulus is 
' 	One would have to expect different times for the D1 to 1)2 
tun (see Figs. B . 10) of the ball depending on the channel the 
ball hod entered previouely e i.e, the initial velocity end the 
direction of the ball is likely to be different on account of the 
different channols. Revertheloss any changes duo to PK may 
be detected by Comparing the loft channel Di to 1)2 times of the 
. adtoMatic triple (no subject present) 0 with the left channel Dl 
to 1)2 times when the subjects received a negative stimulus end 
;similarly when the subj6et received a positive stimulus. ( Similar 
- com)arisone may he made for the rioht channel). 
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To record the DI to 1)2 times the relay .which is operated 
throuoh the (K) contacts could, simulteneausly with thostimulue 
for the subject, awitch 'on' a tape recorder for these DI to 02 
times, Other contacts could be used to mark the tape at the 
beginning and end of these periods as well as to 'indicate 
(e.g. by two dots and one dot) whether the ball passed through 
the left or right channel. 
AG indicated (pe , 173 ) 0 the analysis of. such tape markings is 
difficult. Nevertheless the availability of commercial tape' 
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. slide synchronisers may provide a practical pplaibility. 
Some future otteOpts in this direction are desirable 
te0ause the record of oubbers does not include any information 
on the DI to 02 times.
Fig. 12 shows one further arrangement for recording times 
through photoelectric relays situated at 	end (N)(seo Fig. S). 
The relay at (I.) starts an ultra stable oscillator which is 
connected with a Ocoatron counter which. ia,stoppo0 again by the 
second relay at M. 	The time measurementS2do not StrbtAW 
coincide with the D1 to D2 measuteinonts but it:may be expected 
that the 1)2 to (N) times do. not interfere withaaymoosursd PK 
.changes which may occur betWaen DI and 02 and which indeed may 
continup somewhat past 1)2. 
22. Those synchronisers provide the means of piitting a sound, 
signal on tape which on playback later can be used to activate 0 
relay. 
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The de44000 counter probably provides an unambiguous reading. 
which, however, has to be observed by an experimenter (or a 
•camera) end which has to be recorded. COntinuous readings 
of thie kind were therefore not possible in the way it was done 
for the left right dietribution of the ball. 
The decatron counter setaUp, triggered by photoelectric 
relays, was successfully tested but ln,the time availoble 
no experimentS wero atteopted.. 'For future .experiments a 
combination of the tapo recording with the aid of the tepesslide 
, synchroniser and the docatron counter seems desirable.. The tape 
should be kept as . a permanent record which can be checked 
against the decatron measurements at a later stage 10 a.simio 
automatic way (see also pp. 2.4.1243) 9 
The circuits of the PK apparatus operated on 240 volts AC 
anion 12 Volts DN . The low Da current was used to avoid 
erratic operation of relays and to reduce the wear of silver 
Contacts through sparks. To :reduce the sparks still further 
condensers were wired parallel to the contacts. 
The apparatus was mounted in a corner.roob in the old 
Tasmanian University (Domain) by bolting steel brackets into 
the stone walls (Fig. I7o Ps 214•. •,..t.) 
The Wto distribution of leftsright paths of the ball 
could be approximated through the depth micrometer (3) see Figs. 
8 a 109 which moves the steel channel through Which the ball 
runs after being released at (A)p 
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A hardened piece of steel file with a roUqh cries...cross . 
pattern ( see Fig*U) may have prOvided more than one pesition 
at which the right or left path of the ball is decided* 
Evidence of more than one decision point UZ4 obtained then it 
was found that al000,distribution Could 40 approximated at 
two distinct micrometer settings with a ono...sided distribution. 
batmen the two settings, 
The top of the apparatus was severed with a perspext box 
which had been removed for the photos included hero, but which 
is drawn in dotted outline in Fig* 8* 
To come somewhat closet to the Ideal conditions° for the 
description of on experimental sot Up (Murphy, 1962) 9 some 
further details about the apparatus will be introduced here 
and construction and operation diffiCulties will be discussed 
(pp.  192201 and 2o4 7 2o7). Howe Vert it is hoped that the 
previous description Is sufficient to visualito the experimental 
procedures carried out with this apparatus* 
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AdditiOn8t-detai1e abOut the PK Onfoaret4s 
The material Which ma mainly used for the construction 
was e perapeX. To allow for transportation the perspex 
pieces were ably bolted together by 	Witt (see Fig. 11) 
' except for some small parts which were glued. 
' On 0 firm base (steel brackets bolted Into Stone wells), 
the apparatus showed no clear signs of a systematic drift in 
the leftfright distribution of the ball, (see Table 6 luau). 
If necessary, perspex could be glued into a much more rigid 
frame, particularly since gluoing of this material with.the 
•proper cement mounts to a welding process. 
The release mechanism of the ball at (A) was belted onto 
a square steel channel. At the upper end this steel channel 
was fastened fairly securely with a e bolt to the perspex base. 
At the lower end of the channel a small boll (from a ball bearing) 
was soldered at the bottom edge of the steel and a larger ball 
was soldered at each side and at the top of the steel channel,. 
The steel spring above the channel presses the small ball to 
a flat piece of polished and hardened steel fastened to the 
perspex base and the steel spring at the side presses the steel 
ball on the other side of the Channel against the flat spindle 
•of the depth micrometer (Fice 11)4 
.9 3 
FIG. 13 
Simplified dr 'awing of lower end of the , release channel. 
Not to scale. Se spindle of depth micrometer. 
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It appears that this 'is o satisfactory arrangement for 
•adjusting the release thannal.to a position where a distribution 
•Close to 50/b0 will occur. 
The necessary movement for adjustment is rather small and 
of the order of 1 mm. at the lower end. t.Pithin such limits the 
movement does not interfere vith the steel pin which comes up 
through a hole in tharporepok base and through a hole in the steal 
channel to enable the bell to close contact (I) shortly 
after it has been released. 
The actual release mechanism consists of a steel pin a ainst 
which the ball rests and which moves up electromagnetically 
to release the ball. 
The return of the ballto the release position with the sledge 
(Fig. 9) provided more difficulties which had to be overcome. 
A simple improvement which was awkward to Introduce lat r 
but which would minimize adjustment difficultieo is to allow 
for more space once the sledge has reached the peeltion from 
which the ball rolls into the releasing channel. even without 
spare space the sledge and the 'gum mcohanism worked Satisfactorily 
over thousands of trials but occapional failures occurred which 
could probably be avoided through additional space at the top. 
The upward movement of the sledge was achieved by engaging 
gear (14) into a chain which Is faatened to the sledge. The 
other end of the chain is weighted and slightly spring loaded 
and moves inai0e the plastic tube (0) (Fig. 8). 
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The downward movement of the sledge occurs through gravity . 
only. In order to stop the sledge at the lower position grodually o 
the spring loading of the other end of the chain reaches a ' 
maxima for the lowest position. 	The final lower resting point 
of the sledge Is on top of a steel spring which also helps 
to bring the sledge to 0 less sudden stop. . 
• 	 The path of the sledge is controlled by two parallel steel 
rode. Ono on the right hand side of Fig.. 9 10 clearly . Visible, at 
well as a brass tube which slideS on the steel rod. A small 
section of the second steel rod Is visible behind the ball which 
can be partly. seen inside the sloped plastic tube Which to part 
of the sledge. .A hole cut into the loftiest perspex base plate of 
the sledge allows the sledge to move along this second rod In a 
partituler position only. This 'second rod also prevents the ball 
from rolling out of the plastic tube until it reaches (T) (Fig. 14).. 
FIG..14 	 R$ 
Simplified drawing of sledge.. 
Not to scale.. Is top; RS: release 
channel; T: tube which glides on rod R1; 
SR: sledge-base; S: steel pin; • 
Cs contacts... 
This is a view from the LKS of the sledge 
compared. to FIG. 9. 
SB 
LIR2 [-jR1 
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To avoid vibration of the contacts while the sledge is moving 
two adjustable bolts are moved against the lower contact (Fig.9). 
A tape recorder motor was used to provide constant speed 
for the chain and sledge movement. The vertical axis of the 
motor with a worm gear mounted on it is visible in Fig. 100 
This worm goer Is continuously engaged in another gear which is 
mounted on the same axis as gear (H) (Fig. 8)0 This actsrotatos 
in a U-steel bracked which itself can rotate slightly on a vertical 
axis which is situated approximately underneath the gear which 
is driven by the worm gear of the motor (Fig. 15). 
, The movement of the bracket and gears and the engaging 
of gear (N) onto the chain is carried out electromagnetically. 
The bracket is returned against a stop (Fig. 1$) by spring 
loading. Thechein . moves in a groove which was cut into a 
piece of hard wood. 	The back of this groove was lined with 
thin steel and a slot was cut into the stool to allow the teeth 
of the gear to engage fully into the chain. No difficulties 
in the movements of the chain were experienced. 
Once the sledge reaches the position from which the ball 
rolls by its on weight into the releasing channel, the sledge 
can only move another 5 to 7 em. before touching other parts 
of the apparatus., 
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FIG. 15 
Simplified drawi.ngs of gear and chain arrangement to 
move sledge. 	Not to scale. 
UB: U-bracket; WD: worm drive; G: gear; A: axis around 
which U -bracket can, move; S: stop; C: chain; 
ST: steel track with cut in slot; W: wood mounting; 
G 'H': gear H. 
Top: disengaged position. 
Bottom: engaged position. 
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• If the sledge was allowed to movo on 0 good deal further, 
say about 150 to 200 mmp, the timing of the disengagement of 
gear (H) would be loss critical and could be monitored from the 
control unit rather than from the ball. 
Attempts to uoe the control Unit for this purpose were not 
eue0easful within the narrow margin of movement. 
The sledge contects,clotsd bythO ba11 9 - tended to wear 
Out through apprks more quickly than other contacts, and this 
seemed to be due to the movement of the Sledge which still 
tended to result in some vibration of the contacts even when 
this was minimized . through the two bolts mentioned aboVs. 
• All contacts were silver contacts from obsolete PMG eqUipmonto 
The contacts worked setisfaCtorlly fOr thoUsendS Of trials but • 
from a certain point onwards Occasional errors occurred and Some 
contacts ware replaced. 
• The costof the material for the apparatus wad very low indeed. 
t is doubtful whether new silver contacts would have lasted 
any longer than the ex PPG contacts which Were in new condition 
and perhaps not used previously at alit. 
Contact wear was further reduced by introducing reduced 
loads on the tircuita which 'aimed most wear. This was done 
by introducing additiOnal relays which in turn closed contacts 
for the necessary final . loads of, for instance, the electromagnetic 
coils which movo goer (H) against the chain. 
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even However for continuoue and unattended pporetion one error 
in 1000 triale can be troublesome, and with more finance 
available it might be worth while to enquire film highly reliable 
contacte ° 
- Mercury contacts are probably more reliable than ordinary 
eilver contacts but it vmuld be Mote difficult to setup these 
contacts which require e fair amount of movement° The rolling 
ball provided o through its weight and the movement of the pins, 
a tatherlimited mechanical movement only. Neverthelese some 
"preliminary inveptigation into the use of these contacts would 
be desirable 
The diementer of the steel ball Is P. Smaller balls would 
reduce the weight and thereby introduce difficulties incclosing 
contecta by weight. Larger dieter a would'inerease the danger 
that the movement of the bell might change the position of come 
parts of the apparatus which could lead to a eyetematic change 
in the .50,/bo distribution. 	Of course soft changes In the 
diameter of the ball might actually Improve the whele eot-uP 
since it iellot certain that the 	tite Is the best Choice but 
sUbstantial alterations seem undesirable. 
The attachment to the adding machine wes Made from two 
bekelite plates *r thitle, (also &CMG) which are fastened to 
the machine in such 0 way that the Whole attachment can be 
retoved easily0 i.e.. the machifto may be used for ordinary office' 
pUrpese0 (rig, 16). 
'0' coil 
It .11 
1 — 
• I O s key 
FIG. 16 
Simplified sketch of 'Addo X' recording attachment. 
W: weight; bl and b2: bolts which hold the attachment in position. 
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Bolts bl and b2 fit into the corners of a recess of the 
adding machine and one simple elastic band aill hold the Whole 
attachment In torroct position. For the sake of clarity Fig. 16 
shows one electromagnetic coil only, i.e. the '0° coil Olich 
presses the '0' key of the machine. 
The particular adding mechine (Addo X) has only ono koy 
per digit from zero to nine. To add 100 the 'one' key has to 
be pressed once and the 'zero' key twice(Appendix 6, p. 
The actual attachMent has three further coils* one for . 
entering the number '1' one for 'add' and one for °slat°. 
The operationof thie unit did not provide substantial diffic- . 
atlas however it happened that the coils were comparetAvely weak 
and it was necessary to add some weight to the lever at (0) to 
overcome some of the spring loadings of the keys (Fig. 16). 
Telr.s for RendeMisation. 
To test Aother the machine produced a distribution which 
can be regarded as a random distribution, the following procedure 
and analysis wee adopted. 
The mgchine was to generate a diStribution of 1000 'right. 
left' trials under the same setting (micrometer, temperature) end 
these trial-6 were to be generated on.tue successive days in two 
batches of dantinuout recordings of similar length (Appendix 7 # 
ppo 355-359), 
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Mr* Hasofer sOggested the following tests: 
1 Comparing the frequency distribution of 'right-loft' 
trials in intervals of 10 trials with the frequency 
distribution which would be ekpected on the basis of 
the binominal distribution* 
2* COmparing -the strings. (numbers of consecutive) 'rights- trials and 
left' trials with a theoretical distribUtion* This 
is known as the 'gap analysis'* 
3* fly using chi square in both cases the probabilities 
that the empirical distribution differed from the 
theoretical distribution were to be calculated. 
The bineminal co neon resulted in a chi square of 
2067 (df t4 5) with p> OM* (Appendix 79 pp, 361 - 62) 1, 
The gap comparison resulted in a chi square of 4.39 
(df =) With •2a0,5 (Appendix 7 1,. ppo 	 
It Can be concluded froth these results that the machine 
generated a distribution which can be regarded as a randan distribution* 
23* Kr* Hasofer, lecturer in mathematics * and 'Professor 
Pitman o Head of the Mathematics deparment o University of Tammania, 
who was consulted by Mr* Hasofere agreed that the above conclusion 
is justified* 	. 
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TABLE 6 
The rightoleft° distribution of 10 contecutive.intorvals of 
100 trials each from the data used In the 'random' snalVs1$ 
1 • 	,1,00 
'101 	• 	200 
56 
4. 
44 
-53 
201.300 69 31 
•301•400 59 41 ' 
401 	000 56 44 
501 	600 60 40 
r. 6Q1.700 39 61' 
701 	SOO 56 44 
Kri 	900 61 39 
901 	4 1000* 55 45' 
Thefright»laft 	stribution In intervals of 100 (Table 6) 
did, not indicate any tyatematic drift and suggested that this 
distribution can be expected to remain fairly stable Over periods 
Of hours end possibly days* 
'The dote for the random analyses were obtained se time 
'before the oxperimental setsions ,sterhvtrie-presenting t , as 
sr es can be judged, a typical temple of the machine recording* 
That Is with respect to technical adjustments this s ample was in-
nosubstantiel way different to interrototdingt, 
It was found however thet over periods of "ye tho, micrometer 
had to be readjusted slightly ih order to rehain tiota6Atle 50/50 
distribution. A systemetto drift totierds one direction was not 
noticed. 
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During the period when the 100 trials for random analysis 
were recoriledo the experimenter attempted to remain unconcerned 
about the performance of the machine end the recorde were not 
inspected until after the 1000 trials had been completed* . This 
of course does not rule out the postibility that the distribution 
was p In fact o influenced (by PK) through the eXperimentero but 
this possibility has no immediate practical consequences because 
the distributiOn can be regarded as a random distribution* 
Recording errors 
As mentioned previously (p* 1 74) 0 .the recording unit had 
been tried out prier to the construction of the PK apparatus and 
When the inputs (to be recorded) wore provided through impulses 
generated through the closing of contacts by a constant speed 
motori the unit had worked with . a high atouet of reliability* 
For inetence'during a continuous run without adjustmerits s. the 
unit recorded 1200 responses correctly.' 
When the unit .was attached to the PK apparatus the following 
typo of errors occUrred with varying  frequencies* 
'The °one boy was not pressed or not sufficiently 
pressed into the adding -machine* 
Similarly the *zero' key was sometimes not pressed 
tufficiently* However ea far as it known this error 
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occurred In a sequence of tit° zeros only once, i.e. when 
100 was required, occasionally only 10 was pressed in but 
not just '1". 
(c) Through vibration the 'one' or the 'zero' keys pressed in 
these numbers more than once during one activation of 
these keys. . 
(d) The 'add' key was not pressed Or not sufficiently pressed 
to print the pressed in numbers. 
(e) The 'add' key was pressed longer than necessary to print 
one row. Therefore additional empty rows. appeared on 
the record. 
(f) Similarly the sum' hay was pressed longer than necessary 
• to print one row. 
• (g) The partitular 'Addo X' machine printed on a few occasions 
the number '9' when the 'zero' key was pressed. This 
• seamed to be an internal fault of the machine which was 
perhaps brought about by the vibrations during •the outaratic 
operationso 
it is likely that the orrors occurred because the PK 
apparatus provided slightly different input impuleee but this is 
not certain- because some errors may have been due to tho deter-
iorations In the mechanical movements of the relays in the 
recording unit. 
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TABLE / 
Example of a recorded interval of 10 trials with various recording 
erroro which con be corrected without ambiguity* 
1 
1100 
•11 
11 1000 111 
11 
virt*ONOAasle 
2248 c2 
By changing the solenoids circuits from AC to DC° errors 
due to vibration were later considerably redUcede 
However not all errors wore eliminated but the record 
from the experimentel onalyelo do not Show any ambiguity* 
There eXists still the possibility thot same error° which 
changed the cores could, have remained unnoticed,. For instance 
if in one interval of 10 recordings ° no type (a) error occurred 
but If a double type (b) error occurred ° than the recorded 
r atilt Is in disagreement with the events to be recorded* 
If such errors cccOrred they muot have been exceedingly rare. 
Moreover such errors should not interfere too strongly with 
any interpretations of the results since they should occur with 
similer frequencies during those trials when a subject presumably 
tried to exert PK and during those trials when tho machine Ten on 
its own* 
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The Pit apparatus egporiment 
The apparatus oat used so previously described but in 
order to improvo the ditguise of tho P testa and in order to 
make the disguise look more reasonable to subjects who might 
have been interested in the technical tOpects of the set up e 
two minsture electromagnetic coils were added end placed OA 
both tides of the wedge (ego Fig° 10 tt the coils aro not 
included in the photograph). 
Ivires were connected to those toils but thoy were not 
connected to any of the operating circuits of the machine. 
According to the pre-pexportmental tests it could be 
assuMpd that the machine gonerated a random dietributiono - 
There raG alto no sign of t systematic drifto 1.6 to one side 
only in the 'right-loft dittribution of the ba1l over a 
considerable period (Teblo 6)4 
The following teat mothed was Made 	the baste of the 
toot prodedure. Ecth teat session was to consist of 50 
trial for the subject. Those will be reforrod to OD 'subject., 
.triale t . Deforeand after these 50 subject..trials the machine 
was to record two further Sett of , 5attials.. . A total test • 
tdo(Aono thereforoo consiOtod of 150 continuous trials ant, the 
Subject's OK output wts directed towards tho middle 50 trials. 
M 
 
was to be estimated by Comparing the SO subject-trials with the 
root of the 
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Although only 50 trials prior to the aubJect.trials were to 
be taken into account for the analysis, the machine vas to be kept 
running more or less continuously and the first 50 trials of a 
complete test session would net normally consist of the firot 50 
trials after the machine had been started on a particular day. 
By avoiding 0 definite number of trials between starting the 
machine and the start of the test session it wes hoped to avoid 
any wormoup effects which the machine might have. 
As it'uas nacessory to stop and start the apparatus between 
test sesoions for such maintenance as cleaning contacts, opplying 
oil to mechanical bearings etc.0 it was not possible to base 
the length of a fore-period (i.e. a. nuMber of trials from start 
of machine to start of test session) on a suitable random 
distribution. ,However it was avoided otarting the machine just 
prier to the beginning of One toot session and the machine was 
left running most of the time during days when test sessions took 
Place. Two to three teat sessions were cendOtted on several 
ocoasionb while the machine continued runninilwithout interruption 
or adjustment. 
During the 50 sObjectstriole the eubject was not actually 
asked to influence the distribution of the machine. The subject 
was nevertheless made aware that ho coultrinhuance the distribution. 
The Met exportment was to consist of 25 test sessions, 1 0 o.. 
of 3750 trials with 1250 subjettoArialp and 250 machine trials. 
The purpose of the experiment was to see whether any evidence 
for PK Could be found under theme condition. 
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It was also hoped that the partitOler setioup might provide 
conditions which are suitable for a more stable PI output and that 
repetitions of PK results might be more easily possible with 
expertMentore who do not claim to have any special abilities 
in parapsychological test situations. 
Subjects were psychology I. students who arranged testing 
times individUally with the exporiMenter• They arrived at 
tie= when the machine had been running for various periods * often 
for hours* 
Prior to the subject-11.We the subject sea settled in °- 
neutral roc (neither experimenter's nor Subject's room) and 
was apRed to reed carefully through the following IntrodUctien 
to the experimento 
Measurement of Emotional Changes . 
IntroductiOni 
You have probably heard of Lie betectorsp The 
principle of such an apparatus is that bodily changes which 
cannot easily bo controlled aremeosured. Bodily dhanges 
Which con be used for such measurements are thoheart rate* 
breathing rate* the skin resistance and others 
If inotruments are sufficiently accurate* even a neutral 
question (eoge Mat is your name?) and the answer to it 
will produce a measurable change in your skin resistance. 
If the question its significant (e.go has to be answered 
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by 'a lie) the change measured is likely to be larger. 
YOU will have a demonstration of the technique later in the 
• year0 
The.Cxperimente 
, In this'experiment . use is Made of the foot thet .even 
comparatiVely neutral questions or stimuli produce a 
measurable changed You will be *hovli 0 carted of slides 
and your ehotienal reactions to them 'will be measured by 
recording the changes in your skin resistance° 
lickir reactions to the elides will.ba compared with 
your reactions to 80 electric shock.' The electric shock 
will beef the sang strength throughout tWeuperimant 
and will serve as standard stimulus* 
Th0 comparison batmen shook and slide reactions is 
made births, use of 8 sensitive apparatus where an accurately. 
ground steel. ball will enter one of two lanes in icartal0 
ProPOrtion (e.g. 40 to 60)0 Depending on which lane is 
enteredD you will receive a shock 01-a Slide will be projected* 
Mow the Change in your skin resistance will change the 
strength of two Magnetic fields .which are praduced near the 
dividing point into two lanet0 Hence a very Maall change 
in your skin resistance will change the proportion of shoat 
to slides. • (The Oparatus will be shown to . you)* The 
balance is Arranged such that desirable and interesting 
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• slides will rule out oome of the shocks. However, only a 
. aufficiently otrong emotional reaction will change the' 
slide-shock proportion in a desirable waY (frin your . 
- point Of view, Le. less ShOCk0). 
You Quat ompect to receivo.coMe shocks throUghout the 
exPerimonts. if it should appear to you that the number 
• 
of shooks rather than the number' of slides intreases, do 
not feel alarmed. This io a normal reaction for many 
subjects. 
Instructions: 
Keep tho . electrodes on your fingers. 
Relax and watch the slides carefully. 
•A short light signal will be given shortly before the stimuli, 
(shock or slide) are presented. 
Reporter the slide shock proportion r411 depend on your 
emotional reactions. 
The subject was left for ot least five minutes unditurbed 
to read through this introduction. Afterwards the experMmenter 
answered any questions which might have arisen, in the sense 
of the introduction s, 100. without referring to P1(.. 
The Waretus Mn the exPerlmenter's room was then shown 
briefly to the subject* The electromagnetic - coils were pointed 
out. The whole introduction was conducted in s matter of fact 
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tone and most subjects appeared impressed mith the sot.up. 
There more no sakmrd questions. The subject use then conducted 
into the subjects room and the shock unit was Introduced. 
A mild shock use tried out as described for the CESP experiment 
(p.155), The subject Wee finally settled about five to 10 
trials before the sObject..trials were duo to Start. 
By suitable switches the shock unit and the slide projector 
could be -switched en and off In the subjects room. 	Both these 
stimuli were disconnected to the PK apparatus while the subject 
was settling in his roam and while the mathine trials continued. 
The subject t105 finally informed that . the experiment uould 
start in about 2 minutes and that the experimenter would return 
briefly prior to the first trial. As soon at the lest of a 
set of 10 machine trials vat completed the experimenter want 
into the subject's room end connected the two stimuli and 
announced that the firtt trial was about to begin. 	The door 
o the Subject's room was then closed and the subject was left 
for 50 trials 	in fig, 17 a ground plan of the relevant 
room is shown. , 
2 I - 4 • 
"ii ', /,////// // //1 /1/////,  
1. 
NeUtral: Room 
/ fo //  4 / ///  
. - - 
•(Experimenter's room 
for . indiVidual.  
GESP sessidns)4 
— Projector:. 
.Subject 
/1 
Subject's room -n-. 
Y 
7 /4screen 
. 
/ 
 
////  ./  
R esearch assistant's room 
,I _ Outside.  ..1/11. 1. s 
///////7/////7/1 j/////////////////%4///// /////////// 
PK apparatus. 
•Experimenter s 
FIG. 17. 
•. Sketch . of relevant rooms for the Tasmanian PK apparatus experiment. 
• Not to scale. Shortest distance between subject and PK.apparatt4 
5 yards approximately.  During test sessions in the individual 
GESP experiment the .experimenter Wassituated-' Ahe. neutral "room. • . 
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Minor variations which were later Introduced into the 
procedure as additlenel controls will be discussed latxr (p.231). 
Although it was expected that most of the 25 test sessions 
would be carried out with different students * anyone willing 
to volunteer a second time WaS to be included. 
From pre,everimental trial° it appeared that the right., 
loft dletribution would remain Sufficiently stable to conduct 
most . end preferably all test Sessions under fairly similar 
rightsgeft probabilities 	these probabilittaa might change 
from 0.4 and 0.6 for right and left respeCtively* to 007 and 003 
but they shoUld* as fat as possible* not change frOM spy 0.1 
and 0.9 to . l and 0). 
It seamed:there'd/be possible to provide test conditions 
which would perMit the analysis of the total experiment. 
The PK hypothesis wa4 to be tested by Comparing the total right- , 
left .machina distribution with the total rightsleft subject 
distribution and by applying e chi Square test. 	The experimenter 
expected that the 'right' trials Which resulted $n a ohm!: would 
decrease In the subject-trials compared with the 'right' - trials 
In the machine trials. However a one tail tact was net specified.. 
The PK hypothesis was to be tested on this basis only but other 
features of Interest in the results were to be investigated and 
analysed as far as possible. 
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Recording errors and Other mistakes and difficulties dUring 
experimental sessions*. 
Onevaubject was left by mistako for GO subject-trials 
Instead of 50. The 60 trials of this subject were included 
for analysis. 
In another ceee,the paper spoOl of the adding machine (pert 
of the automatic recording unit) came to en end during the subject* 
Arials. The spool was Changed and about 7 or 0 triols were not 
recorded. The complete set of 10 trials which included the 7 Or 0 
missing trials eost, loft out and tho recording woe restarted with 
tho beginning of a new sot., In thls case another subject also 
eat through 60 trials instead of 50 0 but SO trials were recorded 
only. During this spool oxchange the 111( apparatus Nts not interrupted. 
On one and only one occasion a marked change occurred in the 
distribution luring the subject-trials which continued in the 
later machine trials and after the test sessions and which had, as 
far as con be Judged, nothing or little to do with PK0 the 
distribution Ich mes In this cases somewhat one sided anyway, . 
drifted rather rapidly towards the favoured side and stsaytd there. 
In feet the ball went 100 out of 410 times to one side only. 
It was decided than lo exclude this session from analysis and 
one further test session was conducted. • (Seo oleo p* a2) 
Althaugh some of the printing errors doccribed earlier 
(pp, 204 - 206) appeared through. the recording of the tent sessions 
they did not introduce any ambiguity. 
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• Although it can be assumed on the basis of the randomness 
tests (p. 201) that the machine generated 'by itself' a random 
distribution at all times, it is difficult to test the distributions 
of the test sessions for randomness. 	This is due to the fact 
that one test session does not include a sufficient number of 
trials, yet when test sessions are conbined, the tests forrandom-
ness are only meaningful if it can be assumed that the probabilities 
for right and left trials remain unchanged during the test 
sessions. 	The analysis of 1000 trials suggested that the 
probabilities will not change rapidly but it cannot be assumed 
that the probabilities for right and left trials refflain unchanged 
during the test sessions. 	The analysis of 1000 trials suggested 
that the probabilities will not change Fapidly but it cannot be 
assumed that they stayed the same over days and weeks. 
Indeed some slow changes had to be corrected by altering the 
micrometer setting. But such alterations were only carried out 
betvieen test sessions. 
Results: 
In tho total experiment 26. test sessions were carried out. 
One test session was excluded and the remaining toot sessions 
consisted of 2500 machine-trials'end 1270 sUbject-triale but ' 
.only 1260 subject-trials here recorded. • • 
Uentyothree psychology I students participated as subjects 
and two of these participated twice. 
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The tottl tight:40ft attribution Of the MaCh100.tria1s ees 
MY and 903 retpectiVely pnd 160 and 530 for sUbject.trials. 
Testing the difference between sUbJect-trials and machine‘triale 
by Chi squars(AppendiU 8, p.363), it was found that the mill 
hypothesis can be rejected with 1:* 0.001 (chi witlere =12$ di tls I). 
Since 'he rapid chengeih the distribution (as occurred in the 
one caoe excluded) was anticipated, no rulei for exclusion of 
results were established prier to the experiment. Hommver If 
the difference is tested In a oikdiar way Pe above for j 26 
test sesiiona, i.e. with 150 trials (previously omitted) 
included, chi square is still 0 11.33, i.e the null hypothesis 
can still be rejected with P-‘'04001 (Appendix 8 0 pi 163') 0 
'since the inclusion does not West the PK hypothesis In 
any Substantial way thie test session has been loft Out in further 
analysis as it is likelY to distort any saiendery evidenee. 
It .seems that the PK hypothesis can be accepted. Various 
counter hypotheses and further tmprovements in Controls will 
be discusaod' but these considerations do' not iead'to o satisfactory 
explanation of the results by non-parapsycholovical Means. 
To chock whether any general drift occurred in thd machine 
distribution throughout the complete expeiment9 the tote]. machine 
trials recorded before the öub ctt ala ware, compered with the 
total machine.triole recorded after the subject trials. The right. 
left distribution for the 'fore' trials was 800 end 450 respectively, 
and 797 and 463 for the 'post' trials. 	Testing the difference 
by chl were (Appendix 8l pk, 21/4 the probablIttY that the 
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tuo etachine-trial distributions are from the same populatian* 
Is 069 (chi square = 0.016 df 1). 
Quite apart from the probability calculation the change in the 
distribution during subject..trials is quite apparent in Table e. 
TABLE 8 
Summary of right-/eft distributions In 'fere and 'post' machine-
trials and In subjeCt-trials. 
Shock Slide 
Right Left Total 
aachino fore trials LOO 450 1250 
Subject...trials 730 530 1260 
Machine post trials 797 453 1250 
Total 2327 1433 3760 
The chi square analysis to test the difference between the 
machlne-trialc and the subject-trials with respect to the right... 
left distributions was also carried out for each test session 
(Appendix 89 pp. 365 - 371 ). 
The chl square values are listed in Table 9. This Table also 
Includes information about the C+413 revults obtained by those RC 24 
volunteers who participated In other tests. 
24. Nome of subjects are recorded in' the original test material. 
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TAtLE .9 
Summary of parapsychological results of subjects who , paqticipatod 
in the Tasmanian PK - machine tests. 
PK machine tests . 
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TABLE 9 (cont.) 
ePrOlii*AW•WaleaaPAR... ■./q.i' liati.4.49444.000Kasoiiiskake 
pit mochloa tozta 
. chi square 
bettiven t- P trials 3 
1
, machine 
twiale 
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4), + 0. fa 
oildet 0 0 mor 
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CESPorcup teat casp Inavid•tosts 
ToUl 
rho t ubct o po.ticipated twice did not cam/ tut their 
two tests in sucomlonUit volunteered on Oiffezont daps._ 
ThIchl square total 0 54A67 Of 0 PO) Inglicatoo a significant 
donation 
 
1th p 0,001.) To obtain co!V infomotion abwat the amount 
. 	. of succoas at vaxiou'etiatoo of tho tost aezeion Ow total risht0left 
•dlotilbution •* the ants accond, ••• fifth set o O oubJeCtobtriolo 
ma„ tabilihed (Table 10)4 
• "rh;lso totals vara compored with Ws total ritht01aft rchz 
and chi'tquare Wat3 calgUtea iOr each, set (APPcnaS 3 	PP4 z2.7,4112.)* 
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TABLE 10 
Total right-left distributions-of all firsto second ° .....fifth 
sots Of 10 stibject-trials per test passion, 
Subject.. trial* 
140 
11,420 
21-10 
31440 	. 
41-50 
. hock ight 
151 
141 
138 
151 
145 
)11de eft 
a2 
99 
109 , 
112 
99 
105 
,otal 
250. 
250 
250 
150 
250 
Total machine-trials 
it 	eft 	otal . 	b D97 	, 	'01k-o00 
chi square between S trials &mach-ine trials 
1.21•.3 3
5046 	1 .02 
ID 7.56 	0001 I. 1021. 	f,3 
3021 	I o.i 
2- 0 
+8.7 
+180 7 
+21.7 
+8.7 
+1407 
al+03 4 2. ..7.- 
+1305 
+20.5 
+14 
+10.5 
+14 
a1.0 totals:, of irat 9 second * 	left machine 'fore' trials. 
a3 0 total° of first. second 000 fifth 'left machine 'post' trials. 
The differences between the number of left-trials expected On the 
basis Of - the total number of left machine-trials (4/10) and ths actual 
numbor of loft subject-trials (a2) were also included in Table 10 and 
represented graphically in Fig.- 18. 
Finally the differences beteeen the number of left-trials expected 
on the basis of the corresponding Uto sets of 'fore' and 'poet' left 
machino-trials (01/2 + a3/2)end the actual number of left subject-
trials (82) were also included. 
+20- 
'+16 
+12- 
subject-trial no. per test session 
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Deviations Of left subJeCt‘trials 
1 .40 	11-20 	. 	21. 1.30 	31-40 	4150 
Ma 18 
Graph of left stibjeti*tri 1 _Motions persinteival of 10.ttia1S 
In each tett - session. 
23 subjects participated in 25 test sessions consisting of 50 
aubJettottiols 0400 Tho doViatIons are calculated bV 
subtracting the expected nOmber of left trials based on the 
total nUmber Of mathina Wale from path interial total of 
left aubject,Aria16. 
80 - 
No. of left trials no- 
. 	trial no. , 	, 	• 	, 	,, 
01-110 	121-130 	141-150 	per test 
subject-trial no. per : 	session 
test sesSion- 
1-10 .4  . 21-30 	4la0 • 	. 81 1.90 • 
1-10 	21-30 . 	,415 
90 - 
Its.) 
machine-trials chine-trials 
P143. 17 
Ctepti of left trials per intetvalof 10 trials in each test sessierfo 
23 subjects participated in 25 test sessionsl each consisting of 100 Methine-triat 
and 50 atibiect.trlalsi. 
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It is difficult to say which set of deviations Is more 
representative of the amount of PK at various stagea of the test 
sessions betause the machine may have favoured soma deviations 
end disfavoured correspondingly some ethers. 
Taking the total machine trials (Pig* 18) os the basis 
for comparison probably provides a better aOProximation than when • 
In a sense . arbitrary sets of trials aro compared '? lee. In the 
150 trials of . each test session trials 1-10 (machine-trials) are 
paed to trials 101•110 (machinootrials) and tho moon of these can, 
Is compared with trials 5140 (subject.trials). There is no 
compelling-reason why trials 5140 should not be comparod 
with trials 11-20 and triads 111420p Nevertheless it is 
interesting to note that in both kinds of deviations calculated, 
all values.are,positivo. 
Pig., 19 prevides o raphical summary of the total experiment 
including the 'fore' and 'post' machina.trialsd, 	The graph is 
drawn on the basis of loftwtrials only; . During the left.trials 
the subjects did not receive °hocks but saw, slidea,insteed. The 
equivalent graph for the right4rials could be obtained by 	, 
rotating the graph of left,Ptrials around a horizontal axis bin-60Po , 
The fifteen result. of total left trials per interval of . 
10 trials ware separated into ton results (machine.trials) making 
up group I s end five results (subject4rials) making pp group 23. 
Group I and group 2 wore compared by analysis of variance and it wee 
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found that the nvli hypothesis can be roJected 'oh -the bogie of 
thio analysis cloSe to the 0.001 lovol 	16079 P MI for 
P = 9.07 and p 0.001 for P •17.61). It lo not certain 
whether all ossumptions for thle analysis can be regarded OG fulfilled 
but on the basis of the.random onalynio and on Inspcction of tho 
exPrimental results it con be °soloed that the necesoory assumptions 
are approximately fulfilled and this should be sufficient (mallemero 
19550 p*255) for the purpose (p o  227 $ of this additional °navels. 
Discupolono 
Considering Tnble 8 and the more detailed Table 9 the 
rejection of the null hypotheais oh the basis of p<,09001 
(Appendix So p* 24) seems justified. A decline OS in the 0511 
group test (PIO, so Po 142) did not occur (ago IS) but it seetha 
doubtful whether ri similar decline should be expectod under the 
conditions of this experiment. :There are at leatt t factor's 
which could have delayed tor cOunterectod the decline of the Pt( 
results. 
lo The dleguiee could have delayed the onset or correct 
direction of PG It may be noted that, it appears at 
least ps if In the disguised OSP test, parapsychological 
processes Oey have cobe into the test situation more 
readily than in the PK experiment. On the basis of 
this doeumtplon a delay in tho maximum PX Output could 
be expetted. 
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2. The reinfording stimuli may have interfered with the 
decline in the PK output. There ie at least a super. 
Mita similarity 	 thea 	GESP test and 
this P. 	with respect to the results at varioue 
stages of each teat session (Flg: 6 and Fig: 10). 
Experiments with the elt apparatus which were carried out 
at the Parapsychology Laboratory (k Duke UniversitV9endlar less 
satisfactory controls and under soMewhat different test conditions - 
will be discussed separate/A, (P. 244 ) 	It is doubtful whether , 
the Duke results con bo regarded as supporting evidence but it 
seems cermet to say that they are not in conflict with Tasmanian 
results: 
Although the analysis by chi square was Specified prior to 
the experiment it may appear on inspectint Fig 19 that the 
similarity between the total a fore' and 'post' beeline-trials Is 
cothsps,-* chance too close: - The change between the first 
interval end the second interval of 10 trialo pet test seasion 
is larger than between any other adjacent intervals and hence it 
seems pessible that the probability based on chi square is satewhat 
too favourable: 
Dacause of these considerations an additional analysis of 	1 
variance was carried out and although the calculated probability 
is not quite 9s Small as in the chi squareanalyils it is of the same 
order of magnitude (Appenix 0, 	 ^ 
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It seGas then that the. rejection of the null hypothesis •peo 
be accepted and the main concern which remains 10 to Consider - 
whether other counter hypotheses Could account fee theissOlts• 
•The ()apartment was condueted• on a one Oporlstenter basis 
and lt cannot be'clelMed that fraud wouldnt have bom Impossible 
In principle*. NaVertheleas the machine eet up might make it 
Possible to dovelop a pratedure Oich might satisfy critics Me 
Haneel and GO Pride but Otich presumablyTculd not change the • 
e e'tento1 situation fros the subjett° 0 point Of .view• 
The Pri0Oiple requirements would be to engage o second' . 
parallel recording unit such that results ere recorded In duplicate 
and to work out vamaystem which. ;coati-Tate any interference with 
the apparatus and test conditions (eagi roma tempetottive) during, 
test session3a. At present, it can at least be Claimed that the 
autemetic,retording Unit pmented any recording errors which 
might have favoured the PK hypothasisa Other possible counter 
hypotheses may be liatodes follows: 
la The results were doe to a =VS up offett of the apperatue• 
The temperature Of the PX opparetua was thertostaticallY 
Controlled in TteManlea 	A thermostat which is commercially 
• available as placed underneath the Cover of the Pit 
epparatua close to the release channel 	The VmmcmoWmst 
triolgordd te4 eleCtrie tediatore which were placed 00 - 
fat from the PK apparatus ee poutible ond which did not 
reflect into the direction of the apperetuso The 
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experimenter's room in which the apparatus was 
•situated was kept at a nominal temperature of 75 0F0 
It yet found that with the aid of a thermometer which 
allowed readings up to 04,1 degree F and Which war, placed 
On the apparatus, that the temperature varied by a 
maximum of 10 with le as approximate mean° 
During the experimental sessions the temperature did 
not rise above 7505° and it is unlikely that the outside 
temperature ever reached this figure at that time of the year* 
The two radiators seemed sufficient to keep up the 
required temperature when outside temperatures were 
considerably bolt:* 75°0 Even though the machine vs 
switched off overnight the temperature control continued 
throughout that period during which Pre..tests end 
experiment- took place* It hi unliklqy that* under 
these conditions, changes occurred in the right-left 
distribution which'dependedon the number of trials from 
the first start of the machine. No such systematic 
changes WOre observed by the exporimenteces. 
The attempt to reduce any systematic us= up effects of 
the machine, if they existed* by varying the lengths of' 
the 4c1.c." periods before test sessions woro started, le 
regarded by this writer as adequate' ' llowever it would 
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be desirable to change thesee foreperiods.on a more 
formal basis by the use of a suitable random distrib-
Ution. To make thie practicable the sections of the 
machine tetich require maintenance will hove to he 
improved. 
It seems unlikely thet any werm.up effeot existed 
which changed the right.left distribution but if such 
an effect was present it must have been small and it seems 
oven more unlikely that it could have changed the 
distributionsrecorded during.tect sessions Ina systematic 
toY* 
2. The results ware due to physical changes which occurred 
during the test,seesions. 
This hypothesis con be considered in two parts: 
(a) changes which were part of the test procedure 
might hove caused changes In the distribution. 
°al lets specific changes which, might hove occurred 
under the experimental conditions caused changes. 
in the distribution* 
Under (e) it nay be noted that according to the experimental 
Procedure the reinforcing stimuli were switched on just prior 
to the subject-trials. The electric power for these stimuli 
wai provided in the subJect's room at some distance from the 
PI( apparatus which only via relays switched the stimuli at 
the appropriate times and for a certain length of tine. 
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It seems unlikely that the difference betwe 	ctivat/o0 
a relay which closes e eeparatecqtnilt which In one omems 
eliveand In arother case not9 should make a difference to the 
"right-left distribution* 
Also the reinforcing Silt:244 WOTO 10f1 on (luring the 50 
machine-trials f011owing the 50 sublectPtrialsi! Cilectrode0 
were removed Mram the 500.14000 
Under (e) It may also be noted that oubJeCts Observed the 
mathine for one or two trials, about 10 to 15 trials Wier to 
the aUbject-trio1s4 
Since the eppdratus was covered and rested on steel brackets 
bolted onto to atone wells it 4 unlikely thatthis 
could have changed the distributions The sdiOcont Mon wos 
occupied by a,research aeatetant of the psychology department 
end, vies hooted?, At the time vhen the.exporimente.took,pieco 
there vat po notieeabla temperature: differeneebetween the 
TOMO. , 
Five of the sUbJecta wore.elso asked to have,anothor look et 
the apparatua of 	the eubjact4rla/si In thasocaa41 for 
instance* physical capllitions were provided for the machine, 
trials which were eimiler to thoisa prior to the tubioetArials 
but this did not lead to anY nOtIcOpblo changes. x_ 
Far cimiler reasons it to unilitly that lose specific changes 
(b) had an influetee,on the 'distribution. The experimenter's room 
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was also used for other work end it cannot be claimed that the 
machine was kept In a room which itself was isolated frmn 
human habitation, but tho apparatus was so situated that 
accidental interference was unlikely and did not, se far as 
is known !, take place at any time. The presence of the machine 
in the exporimenter's rota made it on the other hand, aleo 
impossible for someone else to disturb intentionally or 
unintentionally the dietribution without the experimenter's 
knowledge. 
It may he dooirable in future to house the apparatus in 
special room (if available) but thio isolation of the machine is 
only practicable. if 	machine can run over long periods 
without maintenance or readjustment. 
Such alterations could not have been introduced at tho time 
when the experiment took place but it seems to this author that 
the existing Conditions wore sufficiently adequate to rule out 
counter-hypotheses basod on physical changes. Hence it seems 
justified to accept the PK hypothesis. 
Although the resulto reached a level of significance which 
seams satisfactory it cannot be claimed that the test conditions 
were such that all subjects scored in a similar way, 	Table 9 
Indicates that probably less than helf of the subjects contrib-
uted markedly towards the general change In the right-loft 
distribution, On the othor hand the change can be regarded as 
being based on 6 or more subjects, i,o0 -the total change is not 
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likely to be based 'on one or text subjects onlyl. 
As hoe been diocussed proViouatv the design of the mveriment 
tended to cov6 the experimenter further beck out of the oubject's 
experimental field, yet the possibility that the total change 
occurred because of the experimenter's PK quite , independently 
Of the subJecta v cannot be tompletoty ruled out o The c=psratively 
largo change from the first to the second intorvol of 10 trialo 
per toot session (Fig. 19) could be ottfibuted to the experiment's 
desire to avoid a too One,Sided diatribution Of the right-left 
trials. Also in this oxpertmentalsituation the experimenter-
subJect relationship may-still have played a re1t/ 0 Wevartheleso 
the diaguiso was assoptod without hesitation by the students 
and at least the open introduction of e controversial topic s 
parapsychology, was avoided. ' 
It may be noted that the .total distribution of the right..left 
mehine..triels did not come oUt oboe to 500 but rasp-on on 
•averagoo 64/36. That is on the basis of this distribution 
subjects would receive more shools than slides and although 
•this distribution changed from 606 to 42/68 when aubjatts 
were present(dUring subject...trials), the rumber of shocks 
presented was Still greater than the amoUnt of slides, 
The =Whet one-sided distribution of mschine.trials vlas 
- unintentional 	it ooemed that the apporatus could be more 
easily odjusted to generate the 606 distribution than a 64/60 
distrtbutior4 However after a nutber of test sessions had 
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been conducted with the one sided distribution of cachine-trials * 
no attempt° ware mode to counterbalance the previous teats by a 
new micrometer setting likely to result in o right-left 
distribution of opposite bias*. 
. The ons*sidedness of the right4ekt *distribution has no 
bearing on the statistical anolytis presented hoto whith does 
not require a 50/50•distribution in the first Piece* Hanel= 
the greater cumber of Checks compared to slides may have been 
responsible for a-particuIer psychological teat situation 
which had perhaps beneficial effects In the PX tasks* 
Generally it vould be expected that PK can operate mom 
easily if a 500 distribution is to be changed rather than a 
64/36 distribution* Nevertheless the comporatvelY largo 
number of shocks which were given during the early subject 
trials may have induced subjects to changer the distribution at 
a greater rate than if the distribution had been biased in the 
opposite direction* 
SUggestioni for changes of the apperetuS hove so far dealt 
with detail which might improve the reliability of the various' 
ap9rations Involved including the recarding operatiofm* 
It Should perhaps also be discussed hother mogt fundarantal 
changes theuld be considered* In the present sot up the speed 
with Which trials can be conducted is goVerned by the cycle 
'frequency of the alternating entrant Used to Operate 
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It is also doubtful hother a trial with reinforcements can 
be compered with a trial without reinforcements. Hence it seems 
to this writer that it would be desirable to leave the principle 
operations ond the time sequence of the PK apporatus unaltered, 
but to imp7ove the reliability further than has been possible 
so fora This should enable the investigator to mshe full 
use Of the desirable features of the design of the apparatus 
and a continuous background recording over a period Of days is 
one of them; 
SOM considerations about future work with the Pk opParetusa 
If as the results will suggest, the principle of reinforcement 
of correct responses has,tesoarch possibilities, and if it is to 
be.applied intelligently, it is necessary to consider the following 
questions 
Are there any stimuli which ore generally accepted,as positive 
or negative by a limited. sample of the total. population s say 
by first yeer psychology students? 
It was not attempted in any systematic way to find Such 
general stimuli but :this question was further :pursued by 
supplying favourite pieces of muoic as GESP targets (see pp 264 ) 
which were prepared for each indiVidUal subject.* 	Although 
no personality tests Were introduced° this part of the researth 
provided the closest links with the personality studies of 
prospeative subjects for parapsychological experimentaa And it 
:.‘ 
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.60=6 that here 4 considerable expanaion of research is possible 
and probably even desirable from the point of view of contempore* 
PsYehologyo 
The problems 'which should be investigated area 
10 Whet available psychological tests point out areas 
of interest in individual subjects (e.g. KUder, 1957 0 
Layton, 1960)? That tests measure the intensity of 
interest, pleasure, pain or other subjective variablaa 
of positive or negative orientation towards the test 
stimulie 
What tests, could be constructed to Investigate the 
problems outlined above if the existing tests ore lneufficlent2 
Schmeldleed and Humphrey's approach, reviewed by Humphrey 
• (1951) may well be extended through tests to estimate the 
'opermindedness' of subjects (Rokesch, 1960)p 
Electric shocks, are general:1Y considered to be undesirable 
by subjects at an ovort level 	If. any psychoanalytical theorles 
are accepted then It 'must be expected that some subjects will 
nevertheless desire this kind of punishment at a eubconeciokse lova. 
But even tAtheut such theories the problem of finding a stimulus 
sAmach. istTgeneraliy experienced as negative, Is for more difficult . 
than it may appear. . 
Comparatively small electric Shocks are not entirety without 
danger as was diecussed by Kouwenhoven (1949) and by ?Jaen (1981). 
But it is also difficult, if not impossible, to persuade volunteer 
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students to accept vary unpleasant (although physiologically 
safe), shocks. Yet if tho intensity of the shock is of the 
order of 'Just unpleasant' (according to the subject's estimation) 
It to by no moans certain whether a group of such subJects will 
tend to avoid the response which Is associated with the shock. 
indeed a small shock may reinforce the response which leadsto the 
shock (McCeoch, 11942). 
In the present study no real attempts were made to solve 
this problem. Yet observations shoisod that this problem 
certainly existed. Some subjects reported after the experiments 
•that during the later pert of the experiment they could not 
fool the shock when It wits supposed to come on. (This was not 
duo to technical failures). Physiological measurements such 
as CSR measurements did not load to any result which obviously 
• agreed with the overt verbal responses of the subjects, and 
verbal responses had to be token as the guiding Information to 
determine the intensity of the shock for each individual subject. 
If o sufficiently large group of subjects is available 
initially it may be possible to select a group on the basis of 
conditioned GSR responses. (US .3, electric shock, Cs !, buzzer). 
But . as was noticed by the author during experimental courses 
with students . those conditioned responses may vary considerably 
depending on whether an audience is present or not and on who 
works as experimenter. 
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McElroy and 3rown'Ocarlior attempts (1950) to use 
electric shocks in an ESP oxperimont led to results which haVe 
soMe'simildrity with thee reported here except that in their 
group experiment • but not In the individual test reported 
there 'was more evidence of decline. 
It sec mt then that tho reactions of any group of sadects to 
law Intonsity:shocks.may vary to a large extent. 
Unfortunately the situation ió not much better with respect 
to stimuli which may be regarded at positive or dosirable. 
Color tlides.have become the subject of cOme ridicule 
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(Wildlife In suburbia) and cannot be expected to be'vieued 
bystudents with interest unless particu1arly.'fassinating 4 
photosarehooledtede 
Fisk and West (1955) used Sexually toned.objectt.as 
stimull'with some suCcest in an. SEP experiment. The display 
of, erotic StimUll has net been felleFzed Up in parapsychologY, 
whichisay be dug to the conventional outlook again at the use ; 
of such material, but - Which may also be due to leg/elation in 
various countries which makes the display of certain material 
Unlawful, Moreover departments where research with eroti(i. material 
' 25. A sound recording which is coMtercielly available in 
Australia. 
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is carried cut are likely totbo criticised publicly through 
nonspapers. . Because of these considerations the present 
writer did not pursue the possibility of presenting sexual 
stimuli as reinforcomonto. 
It teems quite clear however that a wide area of promising . 
research to loft unexplored (see Dingwall v p. 231 in Wolstenholme 
flhlor (Eds.), Ciba Foundation sysposlum v 056) 0 and it In 
urged that this question should be taken up by departments or 
institutions which have either previous experience with the 
material in question (oog. Clark () 1952 0 1953) 0 or,which are 
lase likely to be criticised palicly (Ng. medical and psycho. 
analytical intstitues)6 
The elides which were used as stimuli in the experiment 
consisted of a selection of 30 mainly European travel slides. 
It cen hardly be claimed that they were uniformly perceived as 
desirable stimuli but it seems reasonable to expect that they 
prevented excessive boredom during the test. It can at least 
be claimed that the average psychology student was presented 
with a test situation which, without any stimulating Introduction 
by the experimanter, was more interesting than the standard 
PX or ESP test. It may of course be argued that tho Interest 
is created (in the card or dice toots) through the experimenter 
but in this research plan ono mein feature was to eliminate 
or to minimize the influence of the experimenter on the research 
situation. 
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Nevertheless to Increase the effectiveness of reinforcing 
stimuli, further individual personality differences should be taken 
into account and stimuli should be varied accordingly. 
The testing of 'PK times' is of particular interest and 
although no experiments U4TO possible in the time available, 
a brief discussion may be justified. 
Most PK measurements are of 0 discrete and not of on contin-
uous kind.- Forweld'e placement experiments (19540 ore the 
mein exception and should, because of this, denary° moro attention. 
Measurements on a continuum have the disodVantage that 
dtsogreeMent between observes may - occur., This can be overcome 
for time Intervals by semi-automatic =chants= Which have, In 
the end, discrete and uneMbiguous units of sufficiently moll size. 
One thousandth of a second is sufficiently small if one and 
the same record of the time interval, i.e, recorded on tape by 
two signals which in turn can start and stop the counter - 
can produce different deo:Aron counts. - 
It cannot be claimed et present that a stable syotem (0e0 p. 84) 
con be changed by PK. 	Hence It seems necessary to be able 
to record changes through fine measurements. 
in the above exemple of the tape - recorded time interval 
no changes could be measured If the decatron counter operated In 
units of 0.1 seconds only. The some reading would be obtained 
each time and changes duo tO PK would be most unlikely (although 
certainly desirable in principle)* 
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If the changes which occUr Com triel to trial and which 
are presupably,not due to Ms pro fairly largo in terms of the 
smallest unit of Measurement s then it is pore likely that any 
addttional changes due to PX 411 chew up in more than One unit 
and over many trials a P. component May be more clearly extracted 
frOm theao kinde of test measurements. 
In an'experimant which this author tarried out undep the 26 • direction of A. L. VCAulay (1955) Significant results were 
obtained whon subjects tried to influence the Speed of the 
movellont of a Very,aCall Phybital system knevn es a picrobalante. 
Since the time Measuretantt for the Movements through a oertath 
distance mre carried out by the exptripentor (operating stePe 
watch) tho,results can bp explained by GelP Instead 'of PL. 
That iss the onpariMentor who did not know the fast slow sequence 
which the subject attempted to obtain s might hew been ilneonaciOugli 
induced through WSP to operate tho'stop-tvatch tn agreement with. 
the.subject!a wishos. 
, In thte setting it was observed that a particular subject . 
who felt highly emotional about thistabk managed to 'produce 
times which were quits outside,tho , range of other eXporimental 
end non.i.oxporimental trial The changes were se large that 
they could not be explained in termS of unconscious influences 
through ESP. However the times per trial did not correspond 
to 'the instruction Sequence given to the subject. 
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The Duke Pit experiments with the Mt apparatus* 
The PK apparatus and the automatic recording unit from 
Tremania was reconstructed at Duke end put into operation order 
under considerable difficulties* Although the correct volta00 
could eventually be supplied, the available currant was reduced 
in Ampere and am° of the Solenoids operating the recording unit 
neivir worked coMpleteWeetisfactorily. There wes also nO 
opportunity to introduce temperature controls Or to house the 
• apparatus on a special room* It was situated In the experimentees 
room (203: in the ParapsYchologvtaboratory, Duke University) end 
rested on a skirting board'of a wail* It was hoped that this 
errangesent eliminated Or reduaed small movements of the apparatus 
due to welking or standing on the floor of the same room, but 
such movements cannot be ruled out altogether* More obvious 
drifts in the'right-left distribution end less ambiguous recording 
orrora occurred and could not be eliminated under existing ' 
circumstances* Nevertheless at times distribution sawed to 
remain reasonably stable for one or trio hours and it oes 
decided to test 10 subjatts* 
There was no suitable automatic slide projector or aheeli 
unit tilt provide reinforcing stimuli*, 	 Also the necessary 
interval timers war° not evailablea 
it vas also impracticable to disguiSa the paropsYchological 
nature'of the test in the Duke laboratory* 
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The following teat procedure was adopted 
After 30 machine...trials 6 .0 sUbject-trials were to be 
recor&nd which wore again to be followed by 30 mechinoitriels 
within on test seselon* The 60 subjactotrials were to consist 
of two halves of 30 trials during which the subject wished the 
ball to go in oPPosite directions (rights left). The direction 
to be'shown'firstme to'alternate from test session te test eession* 
The internal control within the subject4rials should be 
•sufficient to exclude other explanations of significant changes 
but the machine-trials were included in tho teat session to 
enable theoxperimenter to decide whether a'test session was 
sufficiently stable to be' accepted; 
The following rules roma established prior to the experimental 
siSasions 'A test session was to be excluded under two conditions, 
each Sufficient on its own* 
I. The 30 'fors° or , 6 post. meohine4-triels only Included 3 
•or less trials of one side* If this happened in the 
°fore°• trials the subject..trials were not be carried out, 
unless there was sufficient time to roadjisst the micrometer 
and to run another 30 machine*trials before the sub3ect7 . 
:trials etc* If the ao °poit° macbine-triale ° reached a session 
' 	one sided Oistribution of 3:or'le95 the whole test was to 
•be excluded,. • 
• .20 ,If in a whole test session (including machine-trials) more 
ihan 5 ambiguous errors occurred(' this sesaiOn woo to be 
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excluded, Athiguous refers to errorS Os print 
(or not printed) on the paper roll of the recording 
untt I,o, a trial not printed, le an ambiguous error 
in the record, but some other form of erros in the' 
records con be corrected without ambiguity and these were 
not counted hereApp, 2o4-207), Since .tha experiment= 
was present during the total test sessions, ambiguous 
crrors'were correctod by the experimenter on the running 
record sheet byp fez, instance, writing down the appropriate 
- numb= not printed, But if five or moro'corrections 
had• been ma 
 
the caviete toot sossion me to be exclUdade 404 
 
the available time only six toot tedsions wore suctossfully -
(frame technicel.paintof Vim) . cOmpleted. 	Another five test 
, copoicine WQr0 stortedand discontinued et :various stages of the 
experiMapt due to *extreme changes in the distribution - Or 
recording breakdowns'. . 	. 
ObViousty the test conditions were not ,quite satisfactory and 
any. evidence for Plt. must be Viewed on a somewhat speculative 
basis, Nevertheless as a background to the 'Tasmanian PK 
experiments It eeems desirat4e, to incl ude the.results of the - 
Six test sessions here. 
.Because of - breakdowns on some intermittent test .the six tett 
sessions did not start with alternate target diteotions and four 
subject% started with the 'right' target and only two with the 'left' 
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target (Appendix 9 6 p.12,1)4 
'Tho 360 subject-trials ter0 diatributed as follows: 
TABU 11 
9Right4eW . diStr1bution of 360 subject-trials du;ing right 
and left targets0 
Right .1.eft 
target right 	83 	97 
target left 	65 	11• 
Testing the difference by chi equate p<0.055 (chi square 
a 3.7 df Alp 1)4 	CA the 'basis of the unsatisfactory test 
controls it would be unjustified to .consider this result. ac 
suggestive evidence for P. But it seOms justified to note 
that this result it not IA disagreement with'the experimental 
OVidence.for PK from the Tasmanian test sessions, 
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A standard PK test with dice 
Throughout the author's stay at the Parapsychology .  
Laboratory, Duke University, PLC tests wore conducted with one 
of the motor driven cages (Rhine & Pratt, KW, p.165), Those 
testa were mainly conducted to meet volunteer students in a 
simple experimental situation,. Some staff merbers of the 
laboratory also participated on e few occasions, 	Because of 
the introductory nature of these toots the stopping point ATM 
not fixed until about half of the tests had been comp/ate& 
Subjects aimed for specific die feces and the same number 
of trials was carried out for each face° 
Mainly because one subject was interesting in carrying out 
low aim tests, a smaller number of equal trials was carried out 
for each target face Wach, under low aim conditions, was to 
be avoided, 
The experimenter was also interested to observe the subject's 
reaction to continuous information about their positive or 
negative deviations during the test iesaion, One test sossion 
consisted of 30 runs of 24 trials ceoch. 	Initially eubjects were 
also given the choice of selecting a target number If they had 
. 	. any preferences but once the stopping, point was fixed and once 
face 
the necessary trials for each target were fixed, this choice became 
more and more restricted. 
Throughout the experiment the motor driven cages were used 
with.slx dice (thrown simultaneously) of equal site. Subjects 
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we Informed about their deviationsby the following cathode 
If, for example'i the number 5 was the target face in a high 
aim test s, one die with this face up was to be ealpected in One 
throw by thence* Hensel if in the first throw ibis target 
appeared -three times the number 42 . was'announced to he subject 
and entered on the scoring .shoeto If at the next throw the target 
fete did not appear -at otiti the number +1 was announced to the 
subject, whore plus one is now the deviation after two trials., 
, 	In low aim tests this procedure wat hot changed but it was 
made clear 0 eubJects that,a(pcsitive.devietion of say +3 which 
could occur early In the toot session was the sort of thing 
they did not wantand that they wanted to end up with p deviation 
of say .404 The length of one twit session was indicated to 
Subjects on the storing sheet. 
. Subjects were encouraged to check tWstOring of tho 
experimenter but some preferred to sit back and did not observe 
the die fseac9 nevertheless the scoring sheet was shown, to all 
Subjects during the toot in order to 'Indicate to them how far 
the test session had pregressed, 
The stoking method was d'glonstrated to subjects participating 
for the first I time 	The experimenter was interested to observe 
subjects under increasing Positive and negative deviations* 
This interest to based on the GESP (individual tests) and on the 
Tasmanian PK test conditions in which subjects obtained similar 
thou h lese , precise information about their progress in the testa. 
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Results* . . 
In the high elm section .900 tuns (150. runs per deface) - 
were carried out r and.in the low aim section 180 runs (30 runs 
per die 1440)4 
For the high aim section a positive deviation of 1435 occurred. 
For the low eta section this deviation was +3 which is negative 
in the sense of 	lor .etm. 	The total deVietioh amounted 
therefore to 4132. The probability that this deviation • 
occurred by chancels leis than 0,103 (MI * 2,2)4 The total 
deviations (Append* 100 pot 578-8°) for five, stages of each 
test session are shown in Fig, 20, 
Total deviations +50 
+30. 
+20 
- +10. 
' run no. per test session 
-12 	13-18 	, 19-24 . PIG. 0 , • Graph of total interval deviations in 36 test sessions with the 
motor driven cage for dice, 
Each interval consists of 6 PK rims per test session. Total deviation 
in 1080 runs m +132. 
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One subject who participated In 11 test sessions with 330 
runs (homer not equally distributed over all target faces* 
although approximately so) obtained a negative deviation of 63 
OR is 1.94; w .0.055). The ebsolute total of all eleven deviations 
from the eleven test sessions of this subject reached 151 
(Appendix 10, pp 21.13,Z). 
Discussions 
The total result may be celled suggestive or marginally 
significant but the selection of a - stopping point half way 
through the experiment and the possibility of scoring OtRAWS 
make the PK hypothesis doubtful. 
The negative deviation of 63 for one subject done over 330 
runs suggests nevertheless that PK processes changed the 
distribution of the (dle feces, 
Prom the results however, it seems difficult to extract 
further evidence for PK in a usy that can be accepted as 
methodologically sound. 
On the basis of subjective. observations there was no sign 
that subjects felt particularly distressed if their deviations 
accumulated in the wrong direction. It Is possible though, that 
subjects tended to reach higher deviations (for bath positive 
and negative deviations) than they would be expected to reach 
in situations where this information is not provided. But this 
is at best, a reasonable simulation. 
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It is intereeting to note (Fig. 20) that the lest of the 
intervals, each consisting of 144 trials, i.e. of 24 throws of 
6 dice, has the highest deviation. While it is ebb' possible 
on a speculative basis to relate this to the particular test 
conditions (calling out progressive deviatione), it cans 
desirable to try out these test conditions again by incorporating 
them into other future experiments., 
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Physiological messuremente and parapsychological processes, 
An average score of 6 in an ESP experiment may support the 
ESP hypothesis; at any rate given .a sufficient number of runs, 
the null hypothesis may be rejected on the Oslo of a my small 
probability« 
Yet among six hits regarded on an average, only ()mean be 
attributed to ESP. Obviously this is one of the difficulties 
of obtaining more detailed secondary evidence about OSP Wefts. 
Physiological processes In the subject and perhaps the 
experimenter aught to be included too • have been studied for 
some timer In order to find phydological concomitants during 
ESP processes.. - 
Berger :himself was interested In porapsychologisal research 
(Roll e 1960) and attempted to develop a theory based on 
physiological considerations. 	However merger apparently did 
not carry out experiments with simultaneous EEO recordings, 
An EEO set.up was donated to the Duke Laboratory about 
20 years ego. 
Publications have appeared from time to time reporting 
attempts to find some physiological changes which are connected 
with parapsychological events (Evans &Osborne 1954 ftlImork4 2 
1962). 
More recently Dean (1961 1962) has found that certain blood 
volume changes may be characteristic of successful and unsuccessful 
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ESP periods, but thee() Changes correspond to levels of success 
rather than to single hits. Tow, in an experiment which 
gave comparatively high ESP scores, also found such overall 
changes (1062) in GSR and plethysmographic meseurementeo 
Tat's attempt (1962) iss perhaps the most tophitticsted up 
to date (see pp. 1j 7 .- 11 , 9: ). Rhine in 1962 in a personal 
communication with the author, tweeted doubt that phytiologicel 
measurements will.evee. contribute towards the understanding of 
parapsychology, but Rhine Is sufficiently open minded to support 
some physiological research in hie , leheratento 
to While the problem of precis* physiological measurement Is at point insoluble, there is no e priori moon why 
phyeiologicaiconcomitents shoUld AO% be discovered,. Since 
whet Is recorded in parepsychologitel expertmeht0s, in the end, 
at least partly a physiological respOnte, oven e nen*phyticel 
theory of psi must at some stage allow for the interaction 
between non.phvalcal and psi processes end the phyeical 
processes of the subject and such an Interaction could* in 
principle, lead to special kindbof changes in the physiological 
processes which con be recorded, 
The above suggestion that precision of measurement cannot 
be improved indefinitely is not only in agreement with 4=0.0 
physics (Heisenberg, 1955), but can be maintained on the 
biological level alone/ The interference of the measuring 
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sYnten Including the human experimenter#, with an organism 
to be observed, is most obvious when certain messUrements 
terminate the animate existence of that organism* 
However there is no reason to 804U20 that the limits of 
precision in physiological measurements have been reached* 
OSR and plothyamograph recordings have led in recent years 
to encouraging result) through the efforts of experimenters like 
Bean and Tenny* 
But the earlier hope that EEO might be an enswer to the 
problem of detecting parapsychological events more directly 
hoe not been fulfilled so far* This disappointment in the 
Berger rhythms vas not confined to parapsychologists and 
was widespread after the early hopes following 	die* 
coverlets* However once the nature of the EEO recordings W*9 
better'underttood* psychologists and physiologists have taken 
a renewed interest in EEO oorh and some specific problems have 
been attacked (Barrett &Herd * 064)* 
EEO recordings perhaps more then other Physiological 
measurements* depend a good deal on techniques equipment and 
on an advanced appreciation of neurological processes which are 
accompanied by rhythmic changes in the action potential which 
can be measured and recorded* 
On the basis of a theoretical course In EEG interpretation 
(et Duke University Hospital) and on the basis of practical 
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measurements at the parapsYchology laboratory, and at the 
Veterans Hospital (Durham, 1444 in which the author 
participated, oome recommendations can be made far parapsychological 
research* 
1* It scoA4 most unlikely that progress will be *ede bY 
simply recording EEG durihg parapsychological experiments 
without a sound appreciation of whet is recorded* As will be 
discussed, theNr!cording of EGG during experiments has its own 
problems* 
2* The best and moot advanced equipment Is just good 
enough to hope for some results* 
• 34 Interpretation of measurements Is difficult and requires 
careful training* 
44 An analyser may help In the interpretation and is a 
highly desirable addition to a set4up but it cannot ?Wade the 
trained interpreter of BEG records* An analysers particularly 
digital afte, may glamorise cortelnirends more reliably thence,* 
be expected from human observers, but information details which 
could be Important in parapsychological research* ere lost in 
this procesc* 
S. An expert technician 'should be available on a full time 
or part time pavement basis in order to keep the equipment in 
*optimal wafting order* To cell In such assistance only when 
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breakdown has occurred is unsatisfactory and will interfere 
with research* 
Pore parapsycholeeicel institution EDS work soma only feasible 
if sufficient Manes is available to follow the above rommusendetions. 
In this situation teem work between a perapsychOlogist snd a 
neurophysiolosist with long ceperiente in EEG work seems highly 
desirable unless a parepsycholOctiot en rely on experience in 
both fields*. It also eeems necessary to plan research slang the 
, lines of an overall plan, at least to some extent* A substantial 
success Mysore after such tpeoject has been started sust be 
Considered as fortUnete -indeed* TO work On e day to day beets* 
"Lot nO See whether we get et:teething and if not we will try 
Something 0160P is net likely to sUcteed* 
some initial steps to find techniques to carry out pare.  
psycholoc4cal tests during EEG recordings will be Included here 
particularly because few pUblidetions about such techniques 
27 
seem to be available* 
27. This work was carried out as a joint effort between 
Dr. Tow, who was then 0 Mebn? of the Parapsychological Laboratory, 
Duke University, and the author* 	As far as this wOrk was carried 
out at the Veterans' Hospital, Durham, Myth Caroline, further 
assistance was provided through a technician at the Hospital who 
Prepared the subjects (placing of electrodes att.) for the 
- recordings* 
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Since speaking or other muscle activities (04* pressing 
a button* but this was not actuelly'tried out) sill Interfere 
with the EEG recording* the following technique wee tried out 
end showed signs of practibility• During an SW recording the 
subject* who wawfamiliar with ESP cards0'was notified by one of 
the two experimentert (El) that the other experimenter (E2) 
either looked at a card or drew if from a pack without looking 
at it* According to instructions given prior to the tEG 
recording* the subject was then to 'make up his Ain& mblch 
_cell he winted to coke.- TO ensure a short sponteneeee 
'response. to the tartlet it may be desirable to restrict the 
decision time through a mad bun to a period of asy* *AO Second 
but this ses not attempted Airing the actual tests. After the 
decision period Eli who did not handle the tenet cards* announced 
slowly the five ESP symbols with a one second pause between ladle 
The technicienterked the EEG record when the drawing Of the 
target card was announced end also at the meet of the tubject'e 
decision period and at each target symbol When it was spoken by 
the eXperimentera 	After another period of S seconds the aubdect 
was asked to name the card which he had selected and this was also 
marked on the recordings 
'It ens possible to detect the subject's cells free the changes 
In the EEG recordings without ambiguity, 	However it is not 
certain whether all artifacts due tounintentionel muecle 
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but the results were presented at a meeting of the staff of the 
parapsychology laboratory after this author had left the 
laboratory end Saleh's report suggested .that the ESP hypothesis 
*an be accepted. 
However the overall ESP score was not significant but the 
difference between the scores obtained under the two DT conditions 
was sufficiently bight to rtlect the null hypothesis; 
The present writer was more interested in the physiological 
measurements and whether It would be poseible to find any 
physiological changes which correspond to MP. hits; For this 
perces* it was of course Important to obtain results which 
show evidence of ESP; This was the case; but *maga scar** 28 were loser than in Tenn" results. 
Ilimerser no significant relationship between hits and phys# 
/*logical changes could be discovered. It may be Of interest 
in spite of this, to describe briefly the technique which seemed 
to have worked satisfactorily and which was stmiler-to that used 
by *Fenny. 
Because of the DT methods there was no time sequence of 
targets. The whole terget sequence was ready Stift t* the 
experiment. 
28. No precise figures can be included here since Tenny's 
matte are net published, as far as Is known.' (Except for a short 
report l9629 su 272) The above remarks are based on personal 
communications; 
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hit should hove occuxred* After these predictions had been 
completed the target sequence was compared with the call Sequence 
and hits were marked. 
In the total experiment 10 test Onions, i.e. 40 ESP nine, 
were carried out with physiological. measurement's 
El predicted the hits on the basis' of the plethysmographic 
and on the basis of the CSR changes. To see whether these 
predictions were more or loss ,often correct then could be 
expected by chew, the total nueber of correct predictions 
and incorrect predictions was compared with the total number of 
corrett calls end incorrect cells end the difference was tooted 
by chi square (Appendix II., ppMft..00* 
The difference was not significant and in no way *mostly° 
in the case of the predictions based on the pleilvemogosph 
recording as well as in the case of the predictions Wad on , 
the eSR recording* 
Since the overall ESP score did net reach a significant 
level the number of Correct predictions per ESP run was tabulated 
for those runs only in Which six or more hits hed'boon secreds 
It was found in a similar analysis as outlined above, that the 
predictions based on the physiological recordings Wee* 
indication of a significant or suggestive relationship between 
the predicted hits and the actual hits; Seventeen runs ware 
used In this analysis (Appendix 11 387 ' 3610 How's. 
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even if it could be assumed that these differences iteal% something, 
it cannot be immedietely concluded that phydolegloal changes 
whith varied in relationship to ESP, had been recorded. This 
would only be possible If a 401 *mount of egroement between 
say two or three independent judges can be found who make predictions 
on the basis of the unmarked (as to previous predictioni by other 
judges) recordings of physiological changes.' 
It seemed to this experimenter that El's choice of aartii0 
changes in the physiological records see (Imperatively arbitrary' 
El could not formulate a rule that covered all his own selections 
and while it cannot be said with Certainty that no rules for We 
selections can be found, this experiment seams to indicate that 
a much more sophisticated approach (fm( the phyelelogicil point 
of view) Is needed before ono can hope to get assistance in 
parapsychological work through physiological recordingu 
These remarks ate perhaps too critical Weave. El did not 
have the aort of ESP result that would seem most suitable for 
a comparison with physiological changes, and perhaps Erspredietions 
should be considered critieilly only if 0 . filar large awW0ar Of 
runs with a fairly high number of average hits can be analysed. In 
Particular it iseeme desirable to go into a more detailed enalvsle of 
single subjects stitch seems difficult in this cite% because oh the 
begs of their total tuns, the expected frequencies were too mall 
for a normal aaalysie'slth chi soar" 
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A GESP test with favourite music targets., 
Short reports hove epPeared preilously of two music tests 
carried out by 11, Schulman and He W4 George and which:me 
reported In theas.MAJANOSiots 19304 and In the . lene=gbalA.Wiles 
19480 respectively. Although it Is %possible to eve/gate 
these early experiments adequately 'rem the short reports which 
were not presented by the experimenters themsetvesp it is 
perhaps surprieing that no further inveetigatiens into the use 
of sounds have been node. 
The present study however, is not undertaken to coeval' 
auditory with visual stimuli, but to explore whether psychological 
factors which appear to be favourable in music tests will, in 
fact, aid parapsychological processes. It is difficult to define 
or even describe the Psychological variables in music appreciation 
edequatellip but terms ouch as *inteftet very personal and sovetiMos 
highly °Motional" Mild probably find egreement with tbalit %SO ore 
interested in music at all: It is likely that this sort of 
experience may be suitable for GESP tests. 
In e wider context the exPloration into music testi, was 
Carried out in the hope of intrOducing a relatively strong variable 
(which may be called *the subject** personal involvement in the 
target variable) which may be comparatively stableovat ewe 
time and mare dominating in its infleenSe MGM than the , 
sensitive subjett.experimenter relationship veriablee, In other 
words it seems desirable to see whether music testa maybe nue 
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easily repeatable even if the subject-experimenter relationship 
Is IRO carefully handled, 	A small improvement in this direction 
might induce sceptical but interested scientists to try to 
corry out parapsychological research. 
It was also of some interest in connection with other 
parapsychological research to see whether the provision of 
special individual targets (fovorito Woos of music) vmuld lead 
to a successful demonstration of MN 
Procedure, 
After nine exploretorY runs of 25 trials each under controls , 
which were probably sufficient to rule out sensory cues and 
after some intermediate investigations into suitable improvements, 
the following procedure woo adopted* 
Among volunteer students for parapsycholgicel tests and 
among Duke psychology students vitio participated In various 
toots for alich they received credit points (parapsychological 
tests were acceptable to como psychology instructors)* those 
students zero selected who professed to hove a strong interest in 
music and to when music had a strong personal moaning. 
They were asked to °sleet their five favorite pieces of music 
or five pieces of music which had the strongoat personal 
Importance to themk No attempt was made to distinguish bet 
most favoroble and most meaningful or Important', If subjects 
had difficulties in selecting five out of e larger number of 
fovorite pieces; they were asked to select: thodo Piesos dhich. 
244t 4V111003 e ul peurial 
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• The experimenter was situated in thelibraey of the 	• 
parapsychology laboratory about three rooms away foe% the ono 
which the aubJect occupied. The dear of the subject's room 
was closed. The ehettestellhing . route between this roan and 
tem libeary was ob'out 20 yards,. The door of the eubJect's 
room was net visible from the library, If the subjet.t pressed 
the Morse key theoxpetimenter could hear a buener in the librarite 
The experimenter could not signal to the aubJect. • 
The experimenter - could see enybody entering the librarV 
and although he had no ebeolute certainty that the eubject 
remained in hreeme an interruptien in the subJect"s buxeing 
would coon have been noticeable. AU. It 1.0 emtra*ellt 	• 
unlikely that any subject left hts room during the test, it le 
even more unlikely that any seebJect could have obtained ow/ 
information about the target without being soon by the experieueetenee 
During the test the experimenter listened to the pieces of 
ausie through dictaphons earphones which were put into the 
external speaker outlet of the tope Montero The recorder 
used was so constructed that the external speaker connection . 
(in this ceee the earphones) disconnected the internal speaker, 
Under these eirmestanees it use found that none of three 
Persona who chocked thus could hoar enything when they wee* 
not more than two feet away from the experimenter and the 
recorder, and when the music was played at maximum volume 
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Prior to etch test session compri9in0 us4ellYi One r0 
of 25 trielsi the experimenter Selected the target order frme 
a esedm menet table (RendCorPoraticet, 19$5) bit e standUld 
procedure with a . dice end coin ho* (Senders, 1.0620 PP41•204 
The Mover* timbers determining the starting 'point in the member 
table were marked on the experimenter's ESP scoring sheet but 
not on the subject's sheete 
The subject wee instructed to start the first trial by 
Pressing the key twice and it was explained that this 'double 
bus.e was the experimenteee signal to play and listen to 00 
first one minute music target. - During 30 to 60 6,0606 the 
subject should attempt to *feel idlat piece Of music wee Playing 
but if neteseary the Subject ehoUldguese the target if he 
. :remained uncertain.. The 000ezi could cheese, to end the playing 
. of the target music after 20 4100.00d$ if farther time was 'felt' . 
•te beefn* help.. 
The subject was instructed to 0044 the. end of the first 
Piece of target  ousie by a Single bun which should be given 
30 to  00 seconds 4140T the initial double buss,toO. etch 
target was played between 30 end 60 seconds according to the 
subject'aeignallingo 
• Pkwas.exploined to the eubJect that It took some time to 
get the second piece of music 'ready and the subject was lirstrovbed 
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to wait for is %wont% efter the. single buzz before eissalling 
'the rtiatt double buss and thereby Stotipg the Oat 4 404 The 
siabjett Was also insthicted to **to during that* 15 SaceOdo. 
the short name of the .0alied4' mtstic On the MP tokkrad Sheet. 
:when the inettections nevi) Clearly understood* the sub ilest 
:was asked to wait for half a Minute before signallirv for the 
first trWo to anew the.experimontor to go into the library 
and to gat the first target tosiadYei. 
counter 
The exprximenter Used the digit of the tape recorder to 
find the first target .(according to the eeleated reedata mother 
socialise) and *Mad for the . fitart eignali The seleetoi Music 
was played end the asperimenter listened to it. lealther with 
indifference Per with - particular excite*** as far oe this can 
judged introapettivel% ■ , At the 400/10440, et the trial the 
xperimenter note Own the short nose of the music target on 
his ESP searing sheet and the corresPending rendes number was 
corked off*: 
As soot as. the end of the first trial wee Signalled the 
• experimenter ttirilad the tape back or. fOrth to find the beginning 
Of the nest welt target acetirding to the tatideatinktaber tahie: 
With the aid of the Counter On the tape tetord0 end parkinge 
on the tape 0044 this could be achieved within less than 
15 seconda40 , 
IA the riati Of each session consieting of 25 triels• the 
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eXperimenter walked with his scoring shoot into the room which 
the subject occupied, and transferred the calls from the subject's 
scoring sheet to his list of targets. This transfer and the 
count of hits werecarried out in the preeence of the subject who 
checked this operation. There eras at no time any ambiguity 
In this procedure. 
The only change in procedure that was introduced for some 
subjects was to increase the interval between trials from 15 
seconds to 20 seconde. This was done utenever In a ;Mime 
test, a subject scored low on actual hits but high on backward 
displacement of the order of 1 0 	He changes of any kind were 
introduced daring test sessions, 
Prior to the commencement of the formal test (after the pro. 
test), the number of test runs (consisting of 25 trials each) was 
fixed as 20. The CESP hypothesis was to be tested on the basis 
of direct hits only. However, although a positive deviation 
was expected, the one tail test was not specified. 
Other features of Interest In the results were to be investigated 
and analysed if possible but this was not to be token into account, 
when the GESP hypothesis was tested. These decleions were 
made on the basis of the results of the protest. 
Results. 
In the pretest the results of 10 rune here to be enalyeed. 
However due to technical failure of the buzzer on two occasions 
only 6 runs sere completed and two test sessions consisting of 
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run 17 and 11 trials each. Adding these two sessions to one +3 
trials the pro*test included 9 runs and 3 trials' 
In 9 runs and 3 trials 453,6 hits would be expected by 
chance. In the preetest 61 hits were obtained, and the 
following velueS were calculated (Rhine & Pratt, 19511 Owen 1962, 
see also AppOndix124090.  
25 
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TABLE 12 
Summary of GESP music results of the pre-test consisting of 
9 runs and 3 trials 
Deviation 
Standard deviation 2 
Critical ratio 6,05 Probability 
Average score. 
Total score 
nUmber of runs 
O +1544 
P 0.05 
* 2454 
004111 
* 6:69 
= 61 
93,45 
Subjects' direct hits par test session 
Subject 
A 	.6,per 17 trials 
B 7 per run 
B 8 per run 
B 4 per 11 trials. . 
C 	6 per run 
C 	5 per run 
C 	6 per run 
D 9 per run 
E 	6 par run 
E 4 per run 
The main test consisted Of 20 runs in which 123 hits were 
Obtained and the following 4lues•were calculeted (Rhine Of Pratt. 
1957i Oben, 1962). 
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TABLE 13 
Summary of CESP results of the main test consisting of 20 rune 
Deviation 	+ 23 
.Standard deviation a !/56 	6•95 
Critical ratio . 55 	= 2.57 
Probability 	=0.0102 
Average score = 6.15 
Total score a 123 
Number of runs 20 . 
TABLE 14 
Summary of results of subjects eh* 'participated in the In test 
C4rset hits per run (figures in brackets indicate proitest 
results for complete runs only) 
Subject 
(6) 
(9) 
(7) 
99 
5, 
56 
(4) 4, 
30 10, 
(6) 79 
20 109 
5, 
7, 
69 6, 
7, 
29 59 79 8 9 
109 
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To see whether there is any trend in the rate of scoring 
during the sequence of trials in each test session, the total 
number of hits per trial 1 to 5 $ 6 to 10$ etc. (for.themain 
test only) were counted (Appendix 12 0 p. 22) and represent by 
a graph (Fig. 21). This was also carried out for a sub.group 
of high and low scoring subjects (Figs. 22 0 .23) 	The division - 
into these groups was made on an arbitrary basis. The results 
of a single subject (F) who contributed most to the positive 
deviation are shown In a similar graph (Fig. 24). 
Total hits 
     
24- 
20 	 
16- 
   
   
‘. 6.40 	1145 	• '160'J20 	210:25 Trial No. 
FIG. 21 'total nutber of hits per interval of five trials in complete 
main test of 20 GESP music. nine: 
Seven subjects, total deviation = +230 
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TO hits 
12 
10 
6 
4 -
2 . 	 Trial NO* 1.0 	6.10 	11015 	16-20 	21-25 
Fig. 22 Total number of hits par interval of five trials in 'low sFAge 
part of,main test consisting,of 6 GESP musk runs. 
Four subjects total deviation m +3. 
Total h 
28, 
  
24 
   
20 
16 
   
   
     
105 	6010 	1140 	16020 	21025 Trial lia4 
FIG. 23 Total number of hits per interval of five trials in * high 'Myer. 
part of main teat ooniisting of 12 GESP ruai4 suns. 
Three avtdeate, total deviation • +246 
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Total hits 
    
  
  
 
.1-5 	' 640 	1-15 	1620 	21.14 Trial Km 
FIG. 4 -Total masher:Of :hitt, per 'interval of . five trials for s :Itigheat' 
• ' scores.' with four GESP music runs in the main, taste. 
One aUbJett. (P) total deviation I* +3.10 
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Discussion. 
The probability thei the deviation of +23 occurred by chance 
is slightly higher than 0001 which is usually accepted as sufficient 
to reject the null hypothesis in parapsychology. 
It seems justified to reject other counterhypotheses on the 
basis of the design of the experiment. There is no feasible 
explanation which could:shown how some or ail subjects obtained 
Information by sensor! means* 
On the basis of the preetest the probability of accueulating 
type 1 errors is at least reduced if not completely eliminated. 
There are mainly three possibilities left to interpret the deviation. 
I. The deviation occurred by chance. 
2. The deviation is due to GESP 
3. The results are based on fraud. 
On a purely subjective basis the experimenter and writer Is 
entitled to reject the third possibility. Although no attemete 
Were mode to perform the experiment as a demonstration experiment 
for hostile sceptics. it can at least be claimed that unintentional 
errors which would favour the GESP hyPotheals are east unlikely to 
have occurred,, particularly since the actual number of trials is 
• 	••• 
fairly small. 
The detaileof the procedure were discussed, with Pratt who 
was then the Deputy . Director of the Parapsychologilaboratory at 
Duke and Who was in agreement with the design* 
Subjective evidence which would tend to support the GESP 
hypothesis is that; 
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The experimenter expected a positive deviation after the 
peolest results* 
The pretest results have a reasonable chance to be also 
due to GESP. 
The main counterhypothesis against GESP in the pre-test could 
be based on the fact that the experimenter played the tape 
audibly in the library and that the subject Obtained sensory 
information. It is difficult to rule out this possibility with 
absolute certainty but on subjective estimations it is unlikely 
that this happened* 
It seems then that one of the aims of the experiment to obtain 
GESP results has been whim/ed. If this statement is accepted 
then the question arises how far the additional alms of the 
experiment have been reached. 
From the individual results of the subjects it is clear that 
there Is no sign Of obviously stable positive deviations. The 
total result rests heavily on subject (F) Who had a positive 
deviation of +11 while the other deviations ranged from 0 to 45. 
Perhaps the instability of scores is more noticeable than real 
if there Is any meaning In the high displacement (4) which 
occurred for subject (F). When she scored (on direct hits) 2 
she had 8 (4) displacements. There wee no general evidence of 
displacements of this type as the total more reached 104 only 
when approximately 100 such dieplacements are expected. 
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Of course only a larger number of test runs can throw some 
light on these speculations but at present it can hardly be 
claimed that the music test gave results which make it a more 
desirable test than card toots. Considering the results again 
it is on the other hand * not impossible that the music test has 
Indeed some of the motivational advantage° discussed earlier. 
The test however also has a number of disadvantages which 
should be mentioned* It is very slow and as a rule a subJeot 
cannot be expected to participate in more than one or two runs 
during s morning or afternoon* Adding the necessary time for 
preparation of the individual targets many ESP card runs could 
be carried out instead of one music run. 
There is also no certainty that music plays any direct role 
in 'the test at 410. The experimenter writes d now the target 
and within approximately 15 oeconds the subject Writes down the 
calls. 
The possibility that the experimenter could act as an agent is 
particularly unfortunate since this may be expected to have a 
bearing on the subject experimenter relationship variable, which 
is supposed to remain comparatively stable., 
To work without an agent is rather difficult because it would 
be more awkward to describe the target to the subject "as being 
the music in the earphones which hang on 0 chair In room X" 
but it would also require the preparation of complete rend= 
sequences of music pietas without the knowledge of the experimenter 
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and If possible, without anybody else's knowledge. Presumably 
a juke box might be changed to select pieces In e random 
-sequence but the possibilities with a tape recorder are rather 
Waited. 
Within the small metesr of eubject and test runs there is no 
obvious evidence that the results depended on the expeelmenter's 
conscious preferenees of music targets although some eubjects . 
had selections which were close to the extremes of the experimentsee 
preference scale* 
It Is impossible to judge whether the changes of time. intervals 
between trials improved the nuMber of direct hits, However there 
Is evidence that this has happened In previous experiments (Seel 
&gateman, 1954)• 
The graph (Pig, 21) showing the rate of scoring hits In 
relationship to the sequential position of the OoOres In one 
run is not of there're typical tieshape discussed by Pratt (1948). 
Indeed the scoring rate of hits is quite low in the first five 
trials per run (Figs. 21,22) and reaches a maximum in the trials 
Noe. 16e20e 
, The subject F with the highest deviation (Flee, 24) differs 
eomewhat from the group results but Is e as might be expected on 
purely logical grounds • more in agreement with the results of 
the total grim* than with the Ueshaped graph referred to above! 
While the speculative nature of this discussion must be 
emphasised, particularly since the total number of runs is email, 
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the apt suggest that GESP processes might have been tapped in 
a promising sort of riely. 
with The close agreement of Figs. 21 and 22 to psychological 
learning curves is particularly interesting but it might also 
suggest to the sceptic that the subjects managed to obtain 
information by s 	moons. 
As indicated in the procedure this possibility cants rejected 
with same confidence. It cannot be categorically stated that 
it would have been impossible for a subject to leave his room 
and approach the library between signalling. But one approach 
to the library was blocked during most of the session through a 
secretary (unless she is accused of collaboration with the subject) 
and the second approach was clearly visible to the experimenter 
over some considerable distancolar aPpremimately)o in either 
case the subject would have been noticed long before he could 
have obtained any information from the experimenter's record sheet. 
Since the none of the target uee written down by the experimenter 
immediately after the subject had signalled the beginning of 
a trial, the tubject could not have signalled and then have run 
near the library to observe from some distance the movement of 
a pencil which may convoy the word even if the word itself is too 
far away to be recognised. 
Since the confidence level et which the null briPetbeele may be 
rejected is comparatively low (1 per cent approximately) it seems 
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to this miter more reasonable for the sceptic to assume 
'a ht. 1 error instead of counter hypotheses in . order to account 
for the results. 
camparison of the music test with ESP card test seats 
desirable. . But there are some difficulties., An experimenter 
interested to develop a music test Is likelyto be biased, and 
there is some evidence that the euperimenter's attitude may 
influence the card tests (Haab, 1960)0, 
There is also a possibility that a subject's 'correct orientation, 
towards the music test may be upset through card tests. In 
• particular . the wide-difference in the speed of the two tests may 
. have a disturbing influence. 
For these reasons no card tests woe carried out stmultandoUsly 
with the musle test, However when itilecame evident at the 
completion of theflUsit test. that One oubjett (F) had cemParativety 
high seores0 the ex0Orimemter tondueted four !Una (Same number se 
in the mimic test) of clESP card taste with her without obtaining 
a significent,or even suggestiVedeviation* 
This doe* not suggest that this subject can only Score success* 
fully in:musle,tostO . and not in Cord tests OUt it does suggest 
that the Subject Is not obviouely . glfted to score a -high nUMber , 
of hits Onder.different condltiOnd. ' 
Further experimentation With larger 00mher Of tlirkt ate 
dearable and probably Nalfied On the basis of the present stUd* 
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. It would of course be desirable to find out ubst role 
(if any) the music as an auditory stimulus end the experimenter 
as an agent, play but this is not easy to sort out experimentally. 
It might be of ore immediate interest to see whether different 
experimenters can obtain similar results with the same group 
of subjects, Le. whether the differences between test sessions 
(same aubjects, s e experimenter) are of the same order of 
magnitude as the differences between test sessions (same eubjects) 
when they are carried out by different experimenters., 
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Summary of experimental reports and'futare work. 
The experiments.deserlbed here were carried out to see whether 
certain test conditions and in particular diagused teste s could be 
developed to demonstrate parapsychological protons. 
It sees to this author that this aim has been achieved 
and particularly the PK results with the automatic apparatus 
can be regarded as fairly well established. 
On rational grounds It can be argued that the test conditions 
were such, that e repetition under o different experimenter should 
lead to the succosaful demonstration of parapsychological events. 
Homer this attempt to provide conditions suitable for repetition 
it not the first one and on the basis of the results Presented hero 
It cahnot be claimed. that a repetition is more wall' Possible 
than, says under normal ESP conditions involving the DI method, 
If the rational arguments which led to the assumption of 
easier repeatability aro sound s than the . experimental efforts 
described here can be seen as a first necessary step. Future 
experiments will show Whether it was a stop in the right direction 
or not but it is hoped that the first step was carried out with 
sufficient care to be able to judge the Success or failure of 
future work. 
Ideally ouch future work should be carried out blit different 
experimenters at different research institutes* 	Homo= it Ooems 
an unrealistic assumption to expect that any suggestions made in 
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this paper will be followed up by many parspsychologists. 
Indeed if one or two take these results into consideration 
when planning their own work the present triter would regard 
this with some satisfaction, 
Perhaps this is too pessimistic -a view but it is lovely 
based on the lack of senior students trained in parapsychology. 
Such students might be prepared to follow up work which has been 
started elsewhere but the research worker who is starting work 
in Parapsychology and who is already established in another field. 
usually has more definite plans of his own. 
The only may to ensure that the second step of this plan is 
over carried out Is to continue with one's own work and a 
few words about such possibilities may be justified. 
The PK apparatus is back at the psychology department of the 
University of Tasmania. For •some of the detailed descriptions 
presented, the apparatus was reconstructed structurally but no . 
attempts have been made so for to put it back Into working order. 
There is little doubt that this can be done but it may be 
desirable to tom out certain changes suggested eiseafttre which 
might reduce the necessary maintenance. It should be possible to 
house the machine in a special test room in the basement of the 
psychology deparntmet in the new building of the Tasmanian 
University and thus certain control difficulties experienced - 
previously should not arise in future work. 
Since it is unlikely that a team approach will develop in 
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this small department within the near future, some steps should. 
be taken to satisfy the sceptical critics that the experimenter
did not interfere with the apparatus or with the recording during 
a test session and it might be desirable to contact, for instance, 
G. R. Price, Hansel and Girden to obtain their suggestions. 
Obviously it Is also of interest to increase the number of 
variables which are measured in future tests. Personality 
variables should be considered and reinforcement stimuli perhaps 
aught to be varied on the basis of a personality assessment. 
Attitudes towards the experimental situation require special 
attention. Unfortunately such an expansion is limited by other 
committments and will be at bast a slow process. 
By courtesy of the physics department, University of Tasmania, 
the essential parts of a microbalance which has been used for PK 
work previously (see phi, :24,2,) were made available to the psychology 
department in 1964. This apparatut provides the opportunity 
to influence a physical system by PK where the upper limits of 
the energy requirements for such an influence are known to be 
extremely small. However some delicate ettcchments would have 
to be constructed to ensure that measurements ore not due to ESP. 
It Deems then that unusual opportunities exist in Tasmania 
and it is hoped that not all will be wasted. 
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Appendix 
The copy of the letter included here had boon incorporated 
in an experimental report which was submitted for examination 
purposes previously. 
SepteMber, 1959. 
"Today I would like you or Dr. Pratt or anybody else 
interested to consider the following argument in connection 
with Mr. Forwald's results. M. Forwald calculated an actual 
side force. Without knowing his arguments which led to his 
calculations in detail it appears to me that his fundamental 
idea must be as followss 
Middle line and theoreticely expected 
end position of dice. 
-- Actual end position of dice due to P.K. 
CA 	
' Fig. 1 
Starting point for dice. 
If we call the perpendicular distance from C to A8 
then I think Mr. Forwald assUmes that a force acted on the dice 
.,which is roughly equivalent to ahifting . a mass representing the 
dice over a distance °d'. I would disagmee with this on the 
Loft 	Right 
Fig. 3 
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following grounds. 	From A to C the dice roll through a 
number of positions each of which is equal or nearly equal to 
an unstable equilibrium. 	In each of these 'positions only 
a minute force (of which the magnitude Is quite uncertain, 
as far as I can see), would be necessary to shift the dice 
Inn left to right or vice verses 
To consider one of these positions should be sufficient 
to describe the seluence. 
Centre of gravity 
Unstable equilibrium 
position. 
Fig. 2 	A small force can shift dice 
from the unstable equilibrium 
position to right or left, 
i.e0 through a small force of uncettain, magnitude we obtain a shift 
of a distance 'W.. This. force cannot be compared with the one 
necessary .46 shift a certain mass (dice) dpresented by its 
centre of gravityithe sOne distance 'Op It semis to Me that 
the total distance d', is merely made up from several distances 
of type '01 where in oath case only a small force of unCertain 
magnitude is acting. Hence the total fore() producing the 
deviation from the Centre line (distance d') is small and 
of uncertain magnitude.. 
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It nay be argued that this (Led my own view) Is not 
correct when the dice have developed a certain momentum prior to 
the section where they are under P,K* Influence, ide, not 
standing but a moving dice with a certain directional force 
IS changing its courted It is true* I thInk o .that from 
0 certain speed onwards my first argument does not hold, 
19e* if the dice were thrown with a considerable speed in 
one direttion v fer instance, mechanically through a pipe 
which IS in a horizontal position on a horizontal table then 
It seems likely that 
3 
  
    
    
Table • 
there will be et certain distance AB over which unstable 
equilibrium poeitions have little influence on the course of 
the dice, However t, as the dice run slower and elower 9 the 
unstable equilibrium positions • and possibly PA, — will 
determine more and more the final resting pointed The material 
and surface of the dice and table may well have something to 
do with where 'IP starts* 
Apart from thie general consideration it seems to me that 
Mr. Forwald's dice falling through the air had little directional 
force in a horizontal direction and I believe that the AB section 
is very small in comparison to tho BC eectiong or In other 
words, that the change in the course of the dice can be 
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attributed to P.K. acting on the unstable equilibrium 
positions * 10e. the actual magnitude (in Dyn) of the side 
force remains uncertain." 
In a reply to this letter Pratt agreed with the 
arewnente set out by this tailor and also mentioned that 
Nash (1956) had reached a similar position. • 
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Appendix 2 
Chi square analysis to test the difference -between the • 
observed frequencies of end calls (and non-end calls) from 
one subject in the Smith 9 et al. (1963) experiment and the 
expected frequencies. 
Symbols called ranged from 1 to 10 and response button 
for the symbols were presented in this. order, 1 9 2 9 3. 9 	•...9 	10. 
.10 	= • 	fo fe total 
end tolls, 1.e. symbols 19 0 9 	. 20 29 
non.,end calls, i.e. syMbols 9 293 9 .0. 99. 91 BO 171 
total 100 loo 2913 
chi square = 	31 
20 SO 
= 6 08 + 1o51 
7e56 
p <0.01 ; df a I 
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Appendix 
Research possibilities in PK 
Pa00631M0330 included here had been incorporated, in an 
unpublished experimental report which was bubmitted for 
examinaticin purposes previou sly. 
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what I am trying to do nos is to consider one branch of 
psi on/y8 PA. and to consider the research possibilities and 
particularly now posibilities In more detail. 	I am also 
attempting to put forward some goals and broader classifications 
which will group some of these possibilities. 
These possibilities are based on evidence and'speculation. 
The evidence may be classified as follows8 
usam ("A" evidence)* 
E.S.P. exists ) 	based on statistical evidence ) psi exists 2, 	P.K. exists ) • with high significance 
Satisfactory Secondary Evidence OW evidence). 
1. Decline pf P.K. in a continuous experimental series 
2, Large differences tn the significance of P.K. results occur. 
30 Subjects are not usually aware of differences in the success 
or otherwise of P.K. scores. 
4. Certain positive findings such as ?Subject "X" had significant 
results (at "Y" level of significance) over a distance "V. 
PA. occurs In situations where the magnitudes of forces 
that could produce the scored change may be small o perhaps 
extremely small. (24) 
Doubtful Secondary Evidence ("C' evidence) (see also page 12). 
I. P.K. space independent.) 
) P.K. nonphysical. 2, P.K. time independent. ) 
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Past this stage P.K. ability cannot be acquired any longer. 
°S.1 0 'S' 2a and 'S' 2b suggest the same experimental 
situationo under optimal conditions only some subjects are 
able to score. 	'S'l stresses hereditary factors while 'S'241 
and °S° 2b stresses the environmental and developmental factors. 
aindatima (hosed on ° B s 2). 
('S*3) P.K. ability exists in all and can operate under optimal 
conditions which have not been found yet. 
kparaglugUmg (based on 81 0 82, 84 and 85), 
('S°4) Assuming that 'S 3 is true and that conditions are 
optimal or that this is not necessary ...the large difference 
in PA'. scores could occur if the 'direction' of P.K. Is 
wrong. By correct direction is maants P.K. acts correctly 
in the prescribed way. 	Per instance, if the number slx 
of a die is wished for and P.K. acts towards this goal. 
But it could be that P.K. does in fact act but towards 
another goal, say the number one. Tho evidence (B4 evidence) 
that this can happen in a systematic way (i.eo for tho 
opposite or for an adjacent number) is strong (43, 44). 
Therefore it is not unreasonable to east= that PA' may 
be active all the time but simplY non.diroctive when no 
significant scores are Obtained. This now term .'non-
directive' may sound like an excuse for non-significant 
results. However, this speculation has cartainexperimental 
Centre of 
gravity 
Fig. 5 
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possibilities which seem to justify this new term* 
annigglatielleA—(based on Bl and E6) 
('S'5) Even If PA* acts and the direction is correct it may 
be that not all experimental runs have conditions where 
P0K* can influence the outcome or final results* This 
can be made clearer if we censider a die in a true unstable - 
equilibrium position* 
Centre of gravity 
exactly above A 
'Fig." 4 
In this position a minute force could peSh the dice either' 
. . 
way* If we have a true Unstableequilibrium position s or 
'a position very close to it then it may be assumed that 
P0K. can produce a scoreable result* ' 
But if we assume that angle e4 is the maximum angle 
which P.K. could overcome then in an experimental tun 
in which is never reached (i.e. the actual angle la 
larger) then it is possible that we do not score P.K. 
. . 
even if it was acting in the correct direction*e If we 
represent the die by the centre,of gravity 'C' thenocis 
the angle which could be overcome (Fig* 5)* For example 
if the desired direction is towerds the right and if 'C' 
i8 in a pOsition at an angle smaller or eqeal to 014. 
to the left then P.K. could overcome this angle and shift 
C to the right* 
// 
Fig. 6 
  
Vertical 
04 movement due to P.K. 
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But if during one run, due to the initial position of 
the die, and its initial momentum, all important (i.e. those 
that decide.the.right or wrong direction), Onstable 0 equilibrium positions have an angle which is larger thano4 
at the wrong side, then even if Peg, produces a maxi
change, ice, shifts the centre of gravity through the 
anglecA in .the correct direction, then this will not 
be sufficient for a correct score. 
Vertical 
CI_ 
Fig. 7 ok 
After C is shifted to Cl the final position will 
still beta the left, ice, to the wrong side, 
This speculation is a fairly clear one for dice end 
has therefore some straight-forward possibilities in dice 
experiments. However remembering that c7 would hove to 
be extremely small if the force necessary to Overcome it 
shall be anywhere near the Heisenberg uncertainty limit, 
it seems possible that the same argument may apply to 
other situations whore P.K. can be scored. For instance, 
a ball which can move to the right or. left lone from a 
single line is, even if accurately manufactured (stool 
ball for ball bearings) not exactly round, and it may be 
argued that the ball goes through unstable equilibrium 
positions too. 
0 	This may be a true unstable equilibrium position as In Fig, 4 or 
an apparent unstable equilibrium position as in Fig6 and Fig. 6. 
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2pecuigtion  
('S°6) The process of P.K. is accompanied by physiological 
concomitants in the subject. 
All speculations are developed as extreme cases. They 
may all be true in a limited way. 
It would not be unusual to call these speculations 
hypotheses and there is soMe justification for this, since 
they can be t(lated. However, at present we can only 
expect that some of the speculations will lead to •Wil 
evidence, i.e their falsehood cannot be proved. 
Before I come to the possibilities I would like to put 
forward some goals or one main goal and several sub-goals first. 
The main goal is to find a theory that will explain the 
evidence in a satisfactory manner. 
First sub-goal: To provide satisfactory secondary evidence 
in addition to such evidence already mentioned, 10e. to 
supply more facts which the theory is supposed to explain, 
or to find lawful relationships which nay be regarded as 
components of the final theorYo 
Second sub-goals To assist in the establiehment of 
satisfactory secondary evidence. The reliability which 
Is low (due to 'WI, 	'B'3, '1:05, and 'WO should be 
increased. This seems to be the key to advancement 
towards the main goal. 
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The al* Speculations end the evidence suggests the 
following possibilities to advance P.K. research. Some of 
the possibilities are obvious and others have been stated 
elsewhere° however it seems desirable to list them all. 
As indicated earlier in this paper I. do not suggest in 
any way that this list is likely tabs complete or.even -
nearly so. 
Egeathiljage: 0 
• P01 Improvement of the experimental design by allowing for a 
better statistical analysis. ('A' evidence). ° 
P.2 To investigate hereditary factors in connection with 
successful P.K. scores. (WO. 
(p) Intelligence tests based on Piaget rather than Wechsler. 
(b) Simple physiological tests such as blood Troup tests. 
(c)"Ethnological and anthrological studies. 
P03 To investigate environmental and developmental personality. 
factors that may correlate significantly . With P.K. ('S'2). 
(a) Age moups ° according to chronological age and also 
, according to appropriate ,tests. 
(b) Any toots measuring developmental and environmental 
Personality factors. 
• (c) Sociological studies. 
P.4 To Investigate any physiological changes which may be detectable 
when a subject attempts P.K. Broadly speaking correlations 
0 	The possibility is either based on or connected to the evidence 
or speculations indicated in brackets. 
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are possible between (I) physiological changes. and 'on*, and 
Ifor P.K. and nonl.P.K.) patterns i.e. directional 
success IS not necessary, (ii) between physiological changes 
and single P.K scores. (P.K. strength: and P.K. directions 
may provide the scores). (*S*4) 
(a) Electro=eencephologram. (45) 
(b) 'Lie detection* techniques. (46) 
(c) Any other tests that will measure any other physiological- -
changes which may be accompanying P.K. output. 
P.5 To'standardise 'motivation (*C ° 3). 
• (a) By playing actual games (using dice).. (47) 
• (b) By using stimuli which are similar to different subjects. 
or which can be adjusted ,sufficiently to be similar. 
• For instances electric shocks. 
P.06 To standardise . Experimenter-subject relationship. 	'C'41. 
(a) By standardising instructions, etc. 
(b) By eliiminating the experimenter in the actual test situation. 
P.7 To pretend that al P.K. experiment is. an orthodox or conventional 
• physical or psychological test, (*C*5). 
(a) By explaining a P.K..test as a physical experiment s, e.g. 
"When yo o wish something strongly, you are emotionally 
involved. If this happens your skin resistance changes. 
This change is measurable through two electrodes connected 
to your hand. The change in resistance'prodUces a. 
change Ina current Which flows through pn electromagnetic • 
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coil thus changing the stransth of the magnetic field. 
This coil will therefore attract the,steel ball rolling 
'from this lane into lane A instoad.of lane $0" 
(b) By presenting strong stimuli, expecting that these. 
stimuli will be strong enough to take care of the 
situation, e.g. overytime a ball rolls into lane A 
the subject receives an electric shock. It may be 
. expected that the subject will 'not "wish" to receive 
a Shock even if no further instructions are given. 
Po8 To test differences between, npn0P.K. and P.K. rathor than 
between P.K* (direction A) and P.K. (direction 8). (W5, 
'Oil y °S'4). 
P.9 To avoid changing of directions or ehonging of period (from 
non-P1K. to P.K.) too quickly, because a certain amount of 
°carry over' may be expected*. (°8°5) (°C°2). 
(0) . By increasing, for instance, thevnumber of dice thrown 
per run. 
( 	By increasing the number of unstable equilibrium 
positions per diceperrun. , 
(c) By using different objects to dice. 
(1) microbalance. (48) 
(11) Spinning coins. (49)_ 
(iii) ball and . right-left chance deviation. 
P.10a and PlOb emy also be tried, on PlOc. 
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The latter case can be illustrated in the following way. 
Fig. 8 
P.11 To design experiments with analogue measurement rather. than 
40 digital measurement. 'Provided that the analogue 
measurement unit is small enough PAe may be scored 
.. positively in cases where a digital system would show no 
. positive resulte at oil.. 	('S'5) 
(a) 'By measuring the time it takes an object to move. 
between two fixed points 
(b) By Measuring spacial deviations of a moving object
from a fixed line reference. (24) 
TO design experiments where the maximum physical forces that 
may be present. near an .unstable equilibrium position are 
meaeurable and tomparatively Small. (8'6) 
For instance 	(i) microbolance. (48) 
(ii) Millikants Oil Drop Experiment. (50) 
All the above possibilities may increase the reliability of 
secondary evidence ('W, 'C' s 'D'„ evidence). If a secondary 
phenomena really exists but can be meesured with a small reliability 
only,. then the reliability is likely to improve when the number of 
subjects or the number of runs is increased. 
. for economic reasons e . or reasons Of general efficiency this 
is generally speaking, undesirable. However, If a new test to of 
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higher efficiency than previous ones, then the reliability may 
also be improved by working with more 'subjects than before, in • 
this neatest. 
P013 To improve the efficiency of the design, and analysis of an 
experiment. 
(a) By selecting successful'sUbjects. from the general public. 
(i) through wirelese instructions ) motivation by competition ) 
(ii) Through television instructions) prizes etc. 
(b) By selecting successful subjects, say from all first - 
• year pSychiology students in as many universities as 
possiblbo 9.go test student on Eiis.P. and index results 
• at some central university. 
. P.14' To improve the efficiency for an experimental.design by 
complete automation (including the recording of deta). 
P.15 To make P.K. success Conscious. .('3'3) 
. (e) By attempting to find subjects who ate conscious of the scores* 
(b) By stimulating the subject through drugs, electric shocke, etc. 
There are some further possibilities which de net necessarily ' 
fall under the group of i9proving reliability Ohd efficiency. If 
successful they would provide .evidence of type ° B 6 4.. 
P.16 To increase the maxims distance over which . P.K.'can be scored' 
1:1017 :To increase the maximum time in precognition experiments. (P.K. 
experiments may be tried too but are more difflcult to design). 
P.18 To vary size of P.K. objects in a systematic way and tO attempt 
to find a mailaut size. 
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P.19 To vary the type of P.K. objects systematically through different 
experiments. 
(a) By varying Surface structure. 
(b) B varying the material (chemical or atomic Structure). 
(c) 'By. varying from inanimate to animate'sobjectse. (1) 
P.20 To test whether non-human animals have'P.K. or Psi abilities. (1) 
P.21 To investigate'normal . (i.e. not experimental) situations where 
psi may have been active.; 
(a) Activities as hcming Of pigeons, pet dogs. etc. 
(b) By investigating certain gatbling scoretAithich tan be 
*easily analysed, 
(c) By investigating certain-hittorical records. ' For example, 
the different results obtained in Milliken's 011 Drop 
experiment. Some attempts may be made to find whether 
-these investiqators hod any strong opinions about the 
results , 'before they started with the experiment and 
.whether there exists any significant -agreement between 
experimenter's expectations and actual result. 
P.22 To investigate Chance sitUations in general, e.g. is it possible. 
to-mdintoin 500 chance Situation - over a long period? 
What ore the causes for change (in one direction) in this chance 
relationship/ This may be called .basic research. 
P0123 To investigate the magnitudes of forces in 'a given chance 
• 
	
	 situation. ('S'5) This may alsobe called basic research but 
may have directlapplications. If it could be shown by physical 
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measurement that a die does not go through any unstable 
equilibrium position's with the angle between vertical line and 
centre of gravity>a (see page 31) during one run, then this 
run need not be scored. 
P024 To investigate any phenomena that are of interest to psychical. 
research groups. 
P.25 To investigate physical Concomitants to psi activity which is. 
not measurable In the subject but 'outside him:p . (4g. change 
of temperature in the room in which the subject is working. (10) 
EgralmtliatmatUheet2maihilMees, 
P05 	Some attempts towards standardisation of motivations have been . 
made, Rhine offered free tickets to the pictures and the playing of'. 
games was tried. (2 947) Aldo various drugs have been tried. (15) 
However* no system was tried yet Which provided a direct reward or 
punishment for right or wrong O.K. acoreso (1) 
NO. °Normal' Stands:Al:option in experimental situations has usually 
been a feature of most parapayihologicaleXporiments. • However 9 
experimentor-subject reletionehip (Walla to be a factor influencing 
psi results even when the 'normal' standardisation of instructions has 
been carried out. The only way to improve this further seams to be 
to eliminate the ekparimentors in the experimental situation altogether. 
This could be achieved by recording of. instructions and complete 
automation of the experimental set-up (including the recording of date). 
P.7 	(see page 52)/ 
P.8 	This type of investigation id most suitable for analogue 
measurements. (°P'11) • For InStance* if the time is measured It takes the 
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ball to roll between two fixed points u thon if the experimental 
series Is separated into P.K. and non-P.K. periods 0 one might expect 
the following graph ( . 0'1), 
es 
w ensu, 
	
k 0 Pk • 	Pk 0.1Puil../ 	140 Pk 
04,1,441  
Fig ,9 . Ikurkd 
But digital measurement (e.g whether a ball goes to the 
right or to the left) may also be used if a reasonable number of 
actual runs are taken together.. If, for instance, the first 30 
runs without a subject (i.e. no P.K.) were 5/5 0 5/5 0 5/5 0 then with 
a subject (i.e. P.K. attempted) 2/e 0 3/70 7/3 and then again without 
a subject (i.e. no Pat.) 5/5 0 5/5 0 5/5, then subtracting right fn 
left we would °brain the following nine scores which could be 
plotted and 	in a similar way as the analogue measutments. 
Fig. 10 
P.9 This can-best be illustrated by a graph similar to Fig. 9. 
1-44.4 QS 
Wank/ r 
StlUekCG 4 
I/UM . 
140 Pk 
  vto P 	(11.... tie) 
	Ot,cce. 
ydur Pk 
anumpk; 
Fig. 11 
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It simply means that because of '13'3, P.K. may start 
earlier and finish later than instructions may indicate. 
Too many trials of the same typo in one direction or simply 
P K. (against non P.K.) will probably result in decreasing the 
right motivation. Therefore PA should be combined with P.S. 
PelO :441re Forwalde s experiment is an example of this possibility, 
(24) Trying P10 in the left.right -ithapco situations for balls 
(Fog 5) Is technically difficult because it would take a 
considerable time to adjust the apparatus, to obtain an approx. 
imate 5Q/50 deviation at each parting lane. 
P.112 This was achieved with the microbalance and I will here only 
mention that the forces necessary to produce a complete shift 
(equivalent to turning a resting die over), were of known 
magnitude and comparatively small. (48) 
P014 This possibility seems very desirable since it will simAiN 
and facilitate P.5 0 P.6p . P.79 P.St P09 0 P.11 and others.. 
P017 The maximum time for precognition may be compared with the 
maximum time during which posthypnotic suggestions will work. 
P0 19c It would here be desirable to attempt to define a hierarchy 
of animate objecte0 For instance one may start with virus 
continuing with bacteria and one may end up with higher 
animals or plants. 
P020 Systematic tests have been carried out with pigeons. (51) 
But it may be possible to try rats and other animals in partic. 
ular it may be possible to test such animals under very Severe 
conditions 42) 
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P.M A certain betting system in Germany seems particularly 
suitable for evaluation. Each week people can choose 6, 
numbers from one to fifty and they will 'win' if they 
'hits . the 'drawn' number combination. It would be interesting 
to see whether more people choose some of the correct numberS 
than could be expected theoretically. To find the theoretical 
distribution we would have to make some adjustments first. 
Some numbers are favoured more than others (e.g . 36 76 13 etc.) 
and the previous winning combination moy:aleo tend to upset 
the pure theoretical distribution. 	However() these changes 
could be estimated by analysing samples over several weeks. 
An analysis of this typo wouldimblve considerable workond 
goodwill of the company would be melded to obtain old betting 
sheets. Suitable electronic counting machines seem necessary. 
Ho:A*6r poeitiVO results wouldAndicate that psi may be active 
in ordinary life when no conscious poi effort Is made. It 
would support P070. 
Pale This was suggested by Professor McAuley, 
• 4,t • , This has always been a reasonable possibility. The man 
' difficulty is to guard against fraud. Since this Is very 
difficult (then are many.reporto on case's where fraud was 
. discovered or confessed under rather controlled coition) 
St is probably not a good starting point for new irivestigotors. 
It may be that the ° Zoitgast* must be taken into account. 
. If ocientiste refuse to even look at any such findings and If 
the co=operation of scientists is desirable then this may speak 
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also against such experiments. However it is possible that 
general parapsychological findings have brought about or are 
about to bring about same changes in attitude, 
P.25 Is less difficult that P.20. WACO (10) found that during 
a sitting mdth a eadiva there was e considerable change of 
temperature In tho room which he recorded outanaticallIN 
Price was net satisfied that the experiment was sufficlenay 
controlled to discard other explanations° However, such 
unintentional side effects may be e for the very reason that 
they are unintentional, more suitable for Investigation* 
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Summary of Coals, Evidence and Possibilities 
1. To find Theory. 
2. To provide mare '8'4 evidence, 
3. To find lawful relationshops. 
4. TO improve reliability. 
Esdamas 
	
Al 	P.K. exists. 	) ) psi exists (statistical) 
) 
tl 	Results decline. 	, 
132 	Large differences in results. 
113 	Psi unconscious. 
134 	Positive findings. 
85 	Replacement occurs. 
66 	P.K. exists only when forces are suitable. 
Cl P.K. space independent. 
'C2 	P.K. time independent. 
P.K. depends on S's motivation. 
C4 	P.K. depends on E-S relation. 
C5 	P.K. depends on S'e belief. 
cgt.....eAusienati on other personality factors. 
High tension of S prodUCes strOng PA. but wrong directions. 
lammlatimas 
Si 	P K limited by hereditary factors (132). 
S2 	P.K. limited by developmental and environmental factors. 
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53 	P.K. universal :if stimu1ated(82), (:3), (:6). 
54 	P.K. may be sometimes non-directive (S2)0 (BO. (D1). 
S5 	Unstable equilibrium positions aro not present in all 
runs 
56 	Physiological concomitants 41st in the subject (C6). 
gatakitiAimo 
P1 	Improve statistical design (Al). 
P2 	Select by hereditory factors (Si). 
P3 	Select by environmental and developmental factors (52). 
P4 	Find physiological concomitants. ($6)0 
P5 	Provide and standardise motivation (:3). 
P6 	Standardise E-S relationship (C4). 
P7 	Pretent P.K. is non.parapSYsholegieel (n). 
P8 	Investigate fluctuations, testing non7P0K0 against 
P.K. periods (135),(D1), ($4). 
P9 	Do not change periods too quickly (05) 9 0:2)0' • 
P10 	Provide more than one chance situation per run (55). 
Pll 	Try enslave measurements -(S5). 
P12 	Decrease forces involved (R6). 
PI3 	Increase efficiency of design and number of subjects. 
P14 	intrease efficiency by complete automation. 
og conscious (S3), 
P16 	increase poSithre.findingm : maximum space independence. 
P17 	Find maximum time independence. 
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• P1B 	Very sin of P K. objects. Find maxima. 
P19 	Vary type of P*K. objects. Include animate matter. . 
P20 	Investigate P.X. ability in nonshuman animals. 
P21 	Investigate 'normal" oituation.where P.K. may have 
been active. 
P22 	Basic research on chance situations. 
P23 	Basic research on magnitude of forces. 
P24 	Investigate particular cases (mediums), 
P25 	Try to find unintentional physical P.X. concomitants 
'outside of' S. 
EnAkthilitv_algounsti No.] to 15 mainly to improve reliability. 
No.16 to 25 mainly to extend the field. 
Further grouping is possib19 0 009,  subJect-related possibilities 
and apparatus related possibilities. • 
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APPendbi 4 
An apparatus for very short projection times 
Reprinted from 
• Vol. 14 No. 1, pp. 39O 
19626 
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Australian Journal of Psychology 
Vol. 14, No. 1, 1962 
AN APPARATUS FOR VERY SHORT PROJECTION 
TIMES 
H. H.J. KEIL 
University of Tasmania
Appendix 4 has 
been removed for 
copyright or 
proprietary 
reasons.
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Appendix No. 5 
GroVille correction applied to the multiple cells In the 
disguised GESP group tests. 
Trial No. 
	
25 8 2 2 3 625 64 	4- 
2 	1 15 17 5 2 	1 225 289 25 4 
3 	3 5 11 13 8 	9 25 121 169 64 
4 	6 12 3 15 4 36 144 	9 225 16 
5 	6 3 12 5 14 36 9 144 25 196 
6 	9 8 7 9 7 81 64 49 81 49 
7 	710 8 12 3 49 100 64 144 9 
3 9 t4 9 5 	9 81 196 81 25 
9 	4 14 5 15 2 16 196 25 225 4 
10 	7 L2 7 11 3 49 144 49 321 9 
11 	8 9 12 3 8 64 81 144 9 64 
12 	7 9 9 10 5 49 81 81 100 25 
13 	6 6 13 7 8 36 36 169 49 64 
14 	5 9' 4 .15 7 	25 81 	16 225 49 
15 	8 10 14 4 4 64 100 196 16 16 
16 	513 510 7 25 169 25 100 49 
17 10 14 5 6 5 100 196 25 36 25 
18 	9 8 9 8 6 81 64 81 64 36 
19 	11 7 9 8 5 121 49 81 64 25 
20 	8 7 8 12 5 64 49 64 144 25 
21 	11 11 8 6 4 121 121 	64 36 16 
22 	6 13 10 7 4 36 169 100 49 16 
23 	5 6 8 15 6 25 36 64 225 36 
24 	10 4 11 10 5 1006 121 100 25 
25 	6 910 . 510 36 81 100 25 100 
26 	7 6 13 10 4 49 36 169 100 16 
27 	5 9 9 9 8 2581 81 81 64 
B C 
706 141.2 77.2 
544 108.8 44.8 
388. 77.6 33.6 
430 86.6 2200 
410 8240 18.0 
324 64.8 ••8 
366 73.2 94 
392 7804 14.4 
466 93,2 29.2 
372 74.4 1064 
362 7244 004 
336 E4.2 362 
354 70.0 640 
396 7942 1542 
392 7E64 1444 
360 73.6 966 
302 76.4 12.4 
326 65.2 1.2 
340 68.0 4.0 
346 69.2 5,2 
35e 7246 74, 
37D 1460 2000 
386 77.2 1502 
362 72.4 8.4 
342 68.4 464 
370 74.0 10.0 
332 66.4 204 
Target symbol No. 
2 3 4 5 12 22 32 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
42 
44 
45 
46 
47. 
de 
49 
50 
51. 
52: 
53 
54. 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
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8 9 2 10 11 
8 4 6 14 8 
4 6 15 9 6 
11 • 13 9, 	3 
7185 2 
9 8 10 8 5 
710 4 811 
4 11 6 6 13 
6 9 9 5 11 
10 8 8 6 
6 14 7 8 5 
•9 11. 6 101. 4 
7 13 6 5 9 
12 11 5 10 2 
9 7.11 5 
7 124 84 
6 7 8 12? 
4 13 10 94 
13 13 5 72 
4 12 16 71 
5 6 11 T 11 
•6 6128 
11 • . 
't 12 6 6 
6 8 16 4 
6 8 13 9 
12 5 9 8 
5 15 3 10 
711 9 7 
9.127 5 
11 10 13 3 
11 14 7- 
10 4 14 1 
64 81 4 100 121 370 74.0 
64 16 36 196 64 376 75.2 11.2 
16 36 223 81 36 394 184 14.6 
121 16 169 81 9 396 79.2 15.2 
49 324 25 64 4 466 93.2 2992 
81 64 100 64 ' 25334 66.8 2.8 
49 100 16 64 121 350 70.0 
16 121 36 36 169 378 75.6 11.8 
36 81 81 25 121 344 68.8 4.8 
64 100 64 64 36 328 65.6 1.6 
36 196 49 64 25 370 74.0 9.0 
81 121 36 100 16 354 70.8 6.8 
49 169 36 25 81 360 72.0 8.0 
144 121 25 100 4 394 78.8 14.8 
81 49 121 25 64 340 68.0 460 
49 49 196 64 16 374 7400 1048 
49 64 144. 49 342 69.4 4.4 
16 169 100 81 16 382 76.4 12.4 
169 169 25 49 4 416 83.2 19.2 
16 144 256 49 463 93.2 29.2 
25 36 121 49 121 352 1004 6.4 
64 36 144 64 333 66.6 2.6 
64 49 121 64 36 334 66.8 2.8 
81 49 144 36 36 346 69.2 542 
16 64 64 256 16 416 83.2 19.2 
36 64 169 81 366 73.2 9.2 
36 144 25 81 64 350 704 6.0 
49 25 225 9 100 408 81.6 17/6 
35 49 121 81 49 336 67.2 3.2 
49 81 144 49 25 348 69.6 5.6 
9 121 100 169 9 408 81.6 17.6 
64 121 196 49 430 86.0 2260 
121 100 16 196, 1 434 86.8 22.8 
5 
a 
9 
4 
4 
6 
8 
3 
11 
336 
14 7 6 6 7 19649 36 36 49 36673.2 
6 II 13 	5 5 36 121 169 25 25 376 75.2 1162 
6 	8 	9.8 9 36 64 81 44 81 326 65.2 1.2 
6 T 4 14 9 36 49 16 196 81 378 75.6 11.6 
5 10 9 8 8 25 100 81 64 64 334 66.8 2.8 
10 6 5 10 9 100 36 25 100 81 342 60.4 4.4 
3 5 15 11 6 9 25 223 121 36 416 83.2 19.2 
8 10 9 9 4 64 100 81 SI 16 342 60.4 4.4 
410 8 . 14 416 100 64 196 16 1392  78.4 14.4 
6 15 8 5 6 36 225 64 23 36 386 77.2 13.2 
117969 121 49 81 64 25 340 60.0 4.0 
• 5 7 11 10 7 23 49 121 100 49 344 OA 4.8 
4 6 13 13 4 16 36 169 169 16 406 842 17.2 
7 7 5 13 8 49 49 25 169 64 356 71.2 7.2 
4 6 13 8 9 18 36 169 64 81 366 73.2 
12 11 	9 	8 144 121 81 64 410 82.0 18.0 
4 12 16 5 3 16 144 2% 25 9 450 90..0 26.0 
5 7 14 7 7 25 49.19 49 49 =8 73.6 9.6 
6 9 7 15 3 36 81 49 223 9 400 804 16.0 
3 14 14 2 7 9 196 196 4 49 454 90.40 264 
6 17 5 4 6 64 289 25 16 34 , 430 86.0 22.0 
4 10 11 11 4 16 100 121 121 16 374 74.8 10.8 
6.5 11 15 3 36 25 121 225 9 -16 834 19.2 
6 0 9 9 8 36 64 81 81 64 65.2 1.2 
4f-42 	9 	5 9 16 144 81 25 81 347 69.4 5.4 
10 	8 	8 11 3 100 64 64 121 9 358 71.6 7.6 
412 9 9 6 16 144' 81 81 36 358 71.6 74 
6 10 8 9 7 36 100 64 81 49 330 66.0 2.0 
2 14 11 9 4 4 196 121 81 16. 18 03.6 19.6 
8712310 64 49 144 , 9 100 11.2 9.2 
10 13 6 8 3 100 169 36 64 9 78 75.6 1196 
7 11 9 9 4 49 121 01 01 16 69.6 5.6 
5 612 9 8 25 36 144 81 64 70.0 6.0 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
n 
72 
73 
74 
75 
116 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
• 83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
SO 
89 
90 
91 
92 
•93 
Trial I to 25 and trial 51 to 75 363.6 
48,0:rthi0 !I 1.92 
• CR 	gs 1.92 
.0 +262.4 
p; 0.05 
337 
97 
	
6. 8 	5 11 
0' 7 S 9 
7.11 	6 	7 
9 9 10 10 
10 
11 
9 
2 
S6 
25 
49 
81 
64 
49 
121 
SI 
25 
64 
36 
100 
121 
01 
49 
100 
100 
121 
01 
4 
346 	69.2 	042 
340 	6049 	440 
336 	6742 	0.42 
366 	73.2 	9.2 
98 8' 8 	9 9 6 64 64 SI 81 36 326 	65.2 	14.12 
99 9- 9 4 9 9 81 01 16 el 81 340 	6E60 	4.0 
100 
I 
11- 5 	9 	6 9 121 25 81 36 81 344 	684 	4.8 
. 	6 - 9 	9 	6 6 
Otsls 9 	1 0 7 1• 1131.8 
. 	4 .. 5 	4 	5 0 ----6.- 
Wend Total. 	3998 
Trial 1 to 100, total of column C 1131.8 
Testing. for GESP (direct hits) 
80/V11318 is 2.30 .  
CR 411 248 0 p<0.02 
Trial 1.to 25, subtotal column C 	363.6 
Trial 26 to 50, subtotal column C a 2504 
Trial 51 to 75,• subtotal column C • 262.4 
Trial 76 to 100, subtotal column C !!) 255.8 
Testing. the difference between the 1st end the 3rd quarter. 
338 
Testing the difference between the combined let and 4th and 
the combined 2n4 and 3rd quarter' 
73\1131;09 m 248 
CR = 2008 . 8 pe 0905 
C 
339 
4pendi* 5 
%maw of indult:Nal results in undisguised GESP" 
group testa with 40 subjects 
No. of calls per 
target No. 
45, 	2,3 4, 
4 	 20 
8 	. 6 	8 	4 	26 	35 
5 	T 	6 . 826 	31 	69 • 
	
5.2 	6 	6 	19 	30 	/0 
10 	4' 	4 	7 	25 	39 	61 
5 	9 	5 	6 	2i 	27 	73 
3 	7 	3 	0 	' 21 	34 	66 
35 	4 	9 	21 	47 	53 
1 	8 . 	5 	721 . 	30 	70 
U ' 2• 	5 , 5 . 	.20 	31 	69 
9 	3 	4 	7 	23 	20 	72 
11 • 5 - 4 	3 	a. 	28 	n 
3 :4' 	5.9 	21 	30 	'6 
8 	2 	5 	B. 	23' 	25 	75 
6 	3 	6.5. 	20 , 32 	68 
5 	6 	7 	4 	22 	29 . 	71 
6 	6 	1 	4 	17 	37 	63 
11 	, 5 	4 	3 	23 78• 
5 	7 	6220 	 62 
340 • 
V 
4 	5 	6 	is 	55 
56 	 a 	26 	31 
8 	7 	3 	25 	42 	58 
5 	3 	6 	6 	20 	37 	63 
10 	6 	5 	3 	24 	27 	72 
6 	4 	7 	5 	24 	36 	' 64 
5 	6 	14 	22 	30 	70 
6 	5 	5 	5 	20 	24 	76 
3 	2 	4 	6 	15 	21 	79 
5 	6 	4 	6 	21 	27 	73 
5 	8 	4 	8.25 	35 	65 
7 	7 	2 	6 	22 	27 	74 
6 	5 	37 	21 	31 	69 
8 	4 	3 	4 	19 	35 	65 
48 	5 	6 	23 	38 . 62 
2' 	2 	4 . 	7 	21 	27 	13 
3 	7 	8 	5 	23 	31 	69 
5 	3 	8 	V 	23 	39 	61 
7 	3 	6 	4 	20 	.45 	63 
7 	6 	2 	8 	23 	32 	6$ 
44 	23 	37 
2698 
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Appendix '5 
Disguised GtSP group tests with 40 subjects. 
Chi square analysis' to test' the difference between 
the nuMber of subjects who made less or more end calls (and 
more or less middle coils) than expected and the number of 
subjects expected to make such cells. 
End calla are Calls for 'target symbol's 19 5 9 and 
,middle calls are calla for target symbols 29 39 4. 
No. of subjects AO made leis end 
'go fe total 
calls than expected 36 20 56 
No.' of subjects who made more end 
calls than expected 4 20 24 
Total. 40 ' 40 :80 
2 	' 2 chi 'cipore as, +1§,.. • 20 	20 
= 12.6 f 12 8 
•p ge OM 1 dg 
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Appendix 6 
Disguised and. reinforced C1ESP experiment with 25 individual 
test sessions. Random number sequences used to determine the 
order of magazines and target slides° 
1 2 3 7 8 ' 9 10 11 12 • 13 14 15 
02 03 13 11 03 09 10 04 10 11 06 01 12 08 03 
09 02 . 08 07 13 12 03 06 14 13 02 07 10 05 12 
04 05 11 06 07 04 06 01 01 09 04 11' 02 02 01 
08 12 03 14 . 10 02 11 08 11 03 . 11 14' 14 04 06 
13 07 05 04 12 CG 07 14 06 07 09 09 '08 13 14 
06 14 09 10 OS 06 01 12 03 01 14 06 904 11 10 
11 10 01 01 01 13 13 09 08 06 08 04 .06 10 08 
16 17 18 19 20 -21 '22 23 24 - 25 
10 05 04 97 11 13 13 02 03 02 
04 11 14 14 10 10 07 07 96 11 
13 01" OS 03 07 03 12 04 01 14 
05 13 06 06 13 *02 04 10 07 03 
02 0311 09 03 11 02 bs 10 05 
07 07 10 01 06 05 05 12 13 07 
12 10 02 11 01 07 09 13 11 09 
) 
) 
25 Individual test sessions Of the disguised and reinforced GESR experiment 
.Four runs per test session 
Subjects 
listed: 
.339-40 
as f 
220-1 
direct hits (-1) displacement No.of calls per target 
1 2 3 4 Total 2 3 4 Total 1 2 3 4 5 1+5 2+3+4 No shock shock 
7 9 4 6 26 4 6 2 9 21 1 38 32 25 4 5 95 13/43 (741) ,. 10/57 (430 
4 4 6 3 17 9 8 8 4 29 
. S . 11 34 28 18? 
, 
20 , 80 8/40 (480) .-,-, 6/60(240 
7 4 4 2 17 3 13 7 7 30 13 26 25 19 17 30 70 4/44 (224) < 6/56 (264 
F 6 5 4 1 16 8 5 3 8 24 11 26 25 23 15 26 74 2/36 (128) -.> 2/64 (72 
• 
R 4 7 5 4 20 9 5 5 4 23 ' 1529. 21 21 14 29 71 17/35 (455).< 16/65 (560 
(Y) 7 7 3 5 22 7 3 11 1 22 11 24 32 26 7 18 82 1/43 (57)< 3/57 (129 
4 3 6 1 14 4 6 6 10 26 16 20 26 22 16 32 68 3/35 (195)< 13/65 (455 
C 4 3 5 6 18 7 3 9 3 22 18 22 20 31 9 27 73 2/35(130) < 9/65 (315 
F 6 6 3 9 24 5 4 6 6 2.1 13 33 30 12 12 25 75 4/39 (244) > 6/61 (234 
H 5 4 7 9 25 7 1 5 3 16 20 20 31 17 12 32 68 3/37 (189) < 7/63 (259 
8 4 8 6 26 5 5 . 4 6 20 18 34 19 20 9 27. 73 3/44 (168)<2 4/56 (176 
5 3 9 4 21 10 6 3 6 25 10 26 29 25 10 20 80 4/42 (232)4:1 8/58 (336 
K 3 10 6 6 25 5 3 4 8 20 18 14 28 24 16 34 66 0/39 < 5/61 (195 
H 4 2 4 6 16 7 3 6 3 19 36 2) 10 18 15 51 49 6/35 (390)‹. 15/65 (525 
9 4 8 5 26 3 6 9 6 24 37 17 14 18 14 51 49 12/42 (696) ;› 12/58 (504 
7 6 8 5 26 8 6 4 6 24 6 28 23 24 19 25 75 5/44 (280) > 3/56 (132 
k _Subjects (Y) and (Z),.did not participate 
) 
) 
) 
) 
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Appendli.31 6 
Disguised and reinforced individual GBP tests with 24 subjects., 
Chi square analysis to test the difference between. tho nudber 
of subjects who made less or more end calls (and more or less 
middle calls) than expected and the number of subjects expected to 
make such calls. ,  
End calls are calls for target symbols •1 5 and middle ,calle 
are calls for target symbols 20 3 0 40 
fo 
No,. of subjects who made less end  
fo total ,. 
calls than expected 21 12 33 
Apo of subjects who made more end 
calls than expected • 3 12 15 
Total 24 24 48 
chi square • ' 	2 	2 :12 	,L2 
tlY 6 • 75 	+ 	6.75 
=' 1305 
p‹. 00001 1 . df 
346 
Appendix 6 
Disguised and reinforced individual GESP tests with 24 subjects. 
Chi square analysis to test the difference between the number 
of subjects who repeated tqrget symbols previously shocked 
more often than previously non-shocked symbols (and the number 
of subjects with reversed repetition tendencies)", and the 
number of subjects expected to make such repetitions. 
• 	 Two test sessions in which one subject participated. 
	
No shock 	shock 
Session 1 	8/40 	6/60 
Session 2 3/44 	4/56 
8/40 3/44> 6/60 + 4/56 
fo fe 	total 
No. of Subjects who repóated mete 
often after shock. 	15 11.5 26.5 
No. of subjects Who repeated more. 
often after non-shock 	S 11.5 .194 
total 	23 23 	46 
2 	2 chi square , • 	 + 4240 
11.5 11.5 
1,06 4. 1.06 
2.12 
p,0.2 0 df = 1 
347 
Appendix 6 
Sem adaptations of standard equipment for automatic 
psychological recordings 
Reprinted from Australian Journal of Psychology, l961, 
Vo1,130 No* 1, pp* 99405* 
Appendix 6
 has been removed 
for copyright or
proprietary reasons.
Appendix 	355 
Random Analysts 
'Cap Analysis. Binmminal Analysis 
Same microMetor Setting, 1000 automatic trials,' 
15.3.'61, 16.3.'61. ..Temperature controlled.. 
Numbers in brackets refer to the number Of 'right and °left . paths 
per 10 trials.. These ore used for the test 'for randomness based 
on the binoMinal . diatributiono 
The other numbers tabulated indicate the amount of gap between 
left 'and right. paths respectively, 
Total No. of right paths 556.. 	Total No.: of left .paiths 442. 
• Length of 	Length of right" trials 'left' trials 
100 	1 
ovromp6iiarsorroweamialmairinelb , 
Length of 	Length 'of 'right" trials vleft° trials 
41....001041001MMIN61.1...SIOIM1  
1 	1 
(6) 5 1 (4) 
2 
(4)  
- 	2 	1 , (5) 1 4 (5) 2 3( 	 
	
1 1 (5) 	3 	3 (5) , 	. ''1 1 
.... 	
93 
• 1 2 	,1 
-1, 4( 2 	• 1  2 (4) (4) .1 	5 (6) 	(6) 2 
1 
(6) 2 1 (4) 
2 	_ 	2 ) . 
1 
1 
1 
. 1 
(3) 
(oonto) 356 
1 1 2 1 
(5 ) 
1 
2 
2. 
1 
)3' 	• 
(5) 
(6) 
(8) 
(3) 
(4) 
(2) 
Length of 	Length of 	Length of 
'left' trials 'right' trials 	'left' trials 
(8) 
(7) 
100 
egg,14011NaliNi.aMmorImmowiarisgaito 
1 	. 2.' 	. 
	
(3) 	1 4 	(7) 
313. 
 
(7) 	4 2 	(3) 
41 	1- 	S. 
(3) 
1 
3 	(5) 
1 
3. 
3 
3 2 
(6) 	1 2 	(4) 
/ 
1 
1 
1 
._L4 
3 
1 	(6) 
ig)5 
3 
1 	(6) 
1 
1•(3) 
1 	(1) 
2 	2 
(5) 	3 2 	(5) 
2 	, 	(2) 
(5) (5) 5 
(5) 	1 	• 	3 	(5) 
(4) 	14* 5 	(6) 
9(  
(7) 	t ' 1 	(3)  2 34 
2 2 ' 
(6) 	4 1 	(4) 
 	1 
• 1 
(8) 	2 1 	(2) 
3 (wrolLsirearowassaarasam... w10.4 
2 1 
1 
1 
2 	(3) 
1 	(2) 
2 	1 
(6) 	1 	, 1 	(4) 
Length of 'right' trials 
-100 , 
(9) 5 •4 5(  
(7)' 	5 
(cont0 
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• Length of 	Length of 'right' trials 'left' trials Length of 	Length of 'right' trials 'left' trials 
100 	1 100 	• 1 
	yeamseratrale1 
•1 	1 
(6) 3 • 3 . (4) • 
5( 	 
(8) 3 2 (2)  
(4) 3 	5 .(6) 
(0 2 2 (2) 
	
3 	' 	'1 
(7) 3 1 (3) - 1'  1 	2 (3) 2 3 (7) 
041.410■911MWRIMMON2tagraciOWamia:* 2 	2 	3 	1 . 
(6) • 	(4) 
	(5)) 1 1 (5) 
( 	 (3) 
(8) 6 	1 (2), 2 1 
2 	 1 
(8) 3 1 (2) 3 
2 	2  
(4) . 1 	1 (6) 
2( 2 4  
1 
(7) 	. 	,(3) 
1 	• 	1 
(3) 1 1 	(7) 1 2 
(2) r  
(5) 1 	(9) 
• , 2 , 	, 2 
(5) 2 2 (5) AL 	1  13 
(1) 1 2 ' (9) 
(6) 4 , 	 2 	(4) 
16.3.61 
.2.20110.71.4111.1410WIMMIZMIMPONIM 
358 
' 	Length of ' Length of 	Length of 	' Length of 'right' trials 'left' trials 	°right', trials s leftg trials 
1179..........1, 	 AO 	k  
	
2 (i 	. 2 (3)  ? 2.7 (5) 	1 2 (5) 	 %)8 .2' 	 1 	 0) .1 	3 (5) 3( 1 3 
(5) 1 	2 (5) 	(12(1 	3 (3) 
3 i (7) 2'' 	1 1 	(3) 	' (2) 	 (6) 6 	 Z )43 
2 )7 1 (6) 	2 	4, ,,,, (7) 	1 	. 1 (3) 	 2 	"I 
4. 	.1 
(4) 	2
2 	• 	3' (7) 1 1. ' (3) 
1 (6) 
' 
3(0F.--, 	LI. 218 . 	 1 
3 	(4) 
(2) 
,(4) 	2 	4 (6) , 2 	2 .  1. 1 	• (4), 2 1 	(6) . 
(7), 1 	 1 (3) 	4)5 . 6  2, to , 	1 1 	 (6) i•• 2 
(7) 5 
	" 2 (3) 	 4 	. 
4( 1 (4) 2 	1 ' (6) 3 	. 1•
(5) 	3 1 (2) 	7w157,...0....:.......ip• 
, 5(.2....... 	 (6) 4 	1 	(4) 
(6) i 2 	
' 
•
'(4)  
-1 	Hi 	1  (3) 1 	4' 1. . (7) 
(3) 	01 	 6 (7) (6) 3• • 8(  2  
1 '2 	 (8) 6 
(4) 	2 	, 	3 (6) 	 4.1 
2 	1 
3 	1 	 (7) 5 1 	(3) (6) 	1 3, (4) 1 )2 
3( 1. 1' '(7) g ,1 	(3)  • 
(6) 
2 3 
1 
359 
(cont.) 
Length of 	1. 
314ht g Walt 	••eft' trials 
Allaiibitosk***04,44wwrootrneolitt 
1 4 	1 (5) 
6 (a) 
L(4) 
I. 	• . 
(3) 
200**~~Nom4004.40141* 
Calculation of 	• .1•000th .(4 ) 	•to.ftt ulole 
0 4 Total Icalth of °right' trial lonotha . n 0 2 arma numb0W 
of 'right° trial lengths n 2 nitarvals., 
JO 0 461 137 
0 0 324 
Ccu3.Uo of tha expected frewoncies ( ) or 4 variouo lap 
longtha. 
pn (1 . 	p 0 04442 
1,0 0.550 
e0 fe for longth 2 	0 044422 0406 u 
060,S3 
;; 	; 
(cont.) 
n length of 
fo 
loft' trials. 
• fo 	fo4 (o'40)2 (to-40)2/ to 
0 324 311036 12.64 159.77 .51 
• 1 129 137.62 8.62 	, 74.30 .54 
2 56 60.83 4.83 23.33 38 
3 28 28489 .89 .79 .03 
4 9 11.88 2488 , 8.29 .70 
> 4 • 14 • 9.42 4.58 . 20.98 2.23 
rmaavomfa■ipmio#4,roe;mmiosvasitestisis 
	 qiowesorstar, 
•• Total 	558 	558 N 4.39 	x2• 
chi SCIUOTO 4039 
• for ,cif 	5.:pt.05 
U femxbucxd 
	
' .1 oocesla ) ! 
10 0.3595 •) ) 9655 45 24417 H. 
120 . 6067a2 - 
 
216 15.1800. , 	; 15.2• 
252.. .22.9992 	23.0 
210:2401994 	2402 
120 . 17.4496 	 17.5 
• 
•0.9 • 
•45 662645 	)• 
10 2.31629 
) 
1 0.2926 	) 
361 
Morainal Analysis 
Calculation of expected frequencies (fe) 
r 
. 	 per 10 trials o 	b=06558r cc, 0.4421 
• 0 10 100 	1 o gamma . 
1 9 100 	00558 0,0006439 
2 8 100 	063114 ; 00=457 
3 7 ;100 	0:1737. .9.003296 
. 46 100 	049695 ; 0.007456 : 
5 -5 100 	4345410 !• 041667 
6 4 1000.03019 043817 
7 3 1100 . .0008635 
a 2 !100 	0409398 0'15. 
0 •1 100 	.0,005243 0.442 
"10 9 loo 0.002926 
100.003 
	
100.35 
(fo-fo) 	(fo*fe)2 (fa4e)2,/fe 
I , 
.01 	; 0.00 
5.5 	. 30.25. 	> 1.73 	• 
402 	•17064. 	1 0.73 
3.0 	, 	9.0. . 	I 0.39 
.2 	.04 	' 0000 
.45 • 	.26 	0.02 
r 1 
distribution , 
per 10 trials fo 	fo 	fe 
11 
7 
15 	15 
20 	20 
:20 	20 
23 	! 23 
10 ) ) 	11 
17,5 
124.2 
;23.0 ! 
15.2 
9.55: 
0,10 
9 
28. 
37 
4 6 
5 5 
6 	4 - 
7, 3 
8 2 
362 
. 100 
ohl quo 	at df ta 5 	F;) .7 
363 
Appendix 8 
Chi square analysis to test the diffetence between subject-  
trials and machine..trials in 25 test Sessions. 
right • 	left 
fo e fo fe total 
Total machine..trials 1597, 1547 903 953 . 2500 
Total. subject-trials 730 780 530 480 .1260 
Total . . 2327 1433 
chi tcitthrole. to 'AE 	+.11e, 
• 1547 953. 780 480 
= 1662 4. 2.62 4. 3.21 t 5.21, 
• a 12066$ p.< .6.001 .# di ca 1 
Chi square analysis to teat the difference betWeen subject - 
trials . and machine-trials in 26 test sessions 9 i.e. the test 
session with the extreme distribution is included. 
. right 	left 
'fp . 	fa 	.fo 	fe total 
Total machine.itriels 1682 	. 1534.. 918 . 966 2600 
Totalsubject.trials 775 	823 .535 487 1310 
Total 	• 2457 	'1453 3910 
chi square 	4f .0. .10! 	az 1634 966 	023 	407 
0 I 41 4. 2.39 4- 2.80 4. 4673 
ct 1143; p 0.001 g df 	1 
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Chi square calculation to test the difference between the 
total fore machine trials and 'post' machine trials, 
right 	left 
fo fe fo fe total 
fore trials 800 798.5 450 451.5 1250 
post trials 797 798.5 1453  451.5 1250 
Total 1597 903 2500 
	
Chi Square =_14L 	2  + 	+.1,1. 
798.5 7985. 451.5 451.5 
= 0.003 + 0.003 + 0.005 + 0.005 
. 0.016 	p• 	.9 for df = 
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Chi square calculations per test session for Tesmanisn 
PK0mtab1no tests, 
• t machine trials per test session 
t * subject totals per test session 
Subject to to fo fe Total 
t 54 49 46 51 100 
A •s 	t 24 29 36 31 60 
Total 78 82 160 
chi some 0•51 + 0•49 + 0•86 +0.81 
2.67 0•2 
to to ft to Total 
93 • t 57 * 43 44 100 
s « t 26 27 24 23 50 
Total 83 67 150 
chi square * 0002 + 0002 + 0•04 + 0004 
0•12 
to to to to Total 
mat 64 64 36 36 100 
§ 	t 32 32 18 18 50 
Total * 54 150 
chi square-0 
Subject 
3 66 
to to to to Total 
m 	t 	84 84 16 16 100 
s 	t 	42 42 8 8 50 
Total 	126 
chi square 0 
24 150 
to to to to Total 
m • t 	16 *T2 24 23 100 
* t 	32 * 10 14 50 
Total 	100 42 150 
chi square • 0.22 + 0.57 + 0.49 +1.14 
242 s p 0.2 
to to to te Total 
m o t 69 67 31 33 100 
a. s t 31 33 19 17 SO 
Total 100 50 150 
chi (square so 0.06 4, 0,12 + 0.12 + 0.23 
Total 
100 
50 
150 
Chi square u 0,37 * 0.20 4, 0076 + 0455 
o 1.96; p< 0.2 
a 0.53 
to to to te 
m a t 47 43 53 57 
$ a t lir 21 33 29 
Total 64 06 
367 
Subject to to to to Total 
t 58 . 53 42 47 100 
I. • .t 22 27 28 23 50', 
. Total 80 70 150 
chi square If, 0,47 + 0053 + 043 + 149 
• 3•02 	01 
to to to to Total 
m 	t 	81. 	75 19 	25 100 
t 	31 	37 19 	13 50 
Total 	112 38 150 
chi square • 048 + 1.44+ 0.97 + 247 
• 5.66 p < 042 
to to to to Total 
a • t. 81 76 19 24 100 
set 33 38 17 12 50 
Total 114. 36 150 
ch !quer* 043 + 10011 + 046 * 248 
• 4,11 p 0605 
So to to to Total 
m • t 45 51 55 49 100 
t 31 25 19 25 50 
Total 76 74 150 
chi square * 0.71 + 0.73 +. 444 + 1.44 
• 4.32 p <045 
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Subject ,;;. 	t 
t 
Totol 
to 
55 
29 
04 
to 
56 
2821 
to 
4$ 
66 
to 
44 
22 
Total 
100 
50 
150 
ehl square 0441 + 042 + 0•04 045 
0•13 
to to to to Total 
t 60 71 32 29 100 
•a • t 39 36 11 14 	50 
Total 107 	43 	150 
cril.squarb go 0013 + 041 +0i23 0•64 
1•33 
to to to to Total 
is t 62 61 36 39 la) 
•a • t 29 30 21 20 50 
Total 91 	59 
C hi aquae titY 0•02 + 0003 4. 0•03 045 
043 
to to to to Total 
la t 57 51 43 49 100 
c a; t 19 2$ 31 25 	50 
Total 76 	74 
CM square am 0•73 1.44+ 444 
4.32 a p< 0.06 
369 
to to to to Total 
Subject ra • t 56 49 44 51 100 
Oat le Zi32. 25 SO 
Total 74 76 150 
chi aware • 1.00 + C.96 + 1.96 + 496 
• 5 es t p 
to to to to Total 
m • t 4t41 59 59 100 
s t 20 20 30 T) 50 
Total 61 	so 	150 
cbl aCtUOTO at 0 
to to to to Tots)), 
t 72 /4 20 26 100 
s t 39 87 11 13 $O 
Total 112 39 150 
chi square, • 0.05 4) 0015 + 17,011 f 0.31 
0032 
to to to 	to 
e • t SS 59 42.41 
• t 31 30 19 	20 
Total 69 61 
CM aware 0,02 4. 0,412 
od.12 
Total 
100 
SO 
150 
am 4. 045 
370 
subjest 
to to to to Totol 
49 4$ 51 52 100 
at 22 23 2$ 21 50 
iota 71 	79 	150 
chl squat* o 402 0•00 0.04 0014 
12 
to 
	
t 	73 
t 	-31 
Total 	104 
Ito 
69 
35 
to 
27' 
19 
46 
to 	tiotol 
31. 	100 
15 	50 
150 
, 	furore 0•23 + 0446 + loot 
2•2$ # p 002 
to to to to 	total 
ost 	1210 2$ 30.100 
$ 	33 36 11 15 	50 
Total 	105 • 45 150 
chi ova. 0106 + 0013 + 041+ 0.2? 
0.57 
to to to to 	Total 
t 	72 66 23 34 	100 
e. t 	2? 33 23 17 	50 
Total 	99 51 160 
obi mum 0055 4, 1.06 + 1.00 4. 2.12 
482 p 	0.0 
40 
+ 0.71 1.67 
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Subioat 
to to to to Total 
go t 01 73 19 23 100 
* « I 323 N 12 SO 
Total 113 	37 	50 
obi future 0.40 + I. 	0.93 + 3.00 
WI? p 
go 
 
to to Total 
15 13100 
s t 45 
TOW, 130 
*hi MOWN 000 + 
t411 110 
(Subject K) 
This test so sion ha* boon itcgolu4od 
es indloatod 	p. 218 
to 
%0? onolvolo 
-a 6.04 4. 0.40 t 0.07 f 0.70 
p.c0.3 : for df a 
right 	left 
fo 	fa. 	fo 'fa 	total 
1580 	908 4920 	2500 
158 	109 ,92. 	250 
Y1012' 2750 
.., 	92. 
Total •machine-trials 	1597 
second interval total 	141 
of subject-trials 
' Total 	1738 
chi square 
 
 
1580 , 920 , , 158 
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Chi square calculations to test the difference between each 
interval- total of subject-trials and the complete total of 
machine trials. 
Each interval total consists of the isum Of 'right' and the 
sum of 'left' trials from corresponding intervals of 10 
trials per 25 test sessions. 
Total machine-trials 	• 
• first interval total o 
) subject-trials 
; 
Total 
ji 
, right 
	
fo 	fe 
1597 	1589 
151 	159 • 
1748 
 
ca2 	4. 042 
159 	91 
fo 
903 
99 
1002 
chi square. 1589 	911, , 
left 
fe, 	total 
911 	2500 
91 	250 
2750 
= 0.18 , +1.0 + 0414 3.14 
p 1“402 for df # 
total machine-trials 
third interval, total of 
subject-trials 
Total 
right 
fo 	fe 
left 
fo 	fe 
1597 .1577 903 923 
138 158 112 92 
1735 1015 
373 
total 
2500 
250 . 
2750 
2 + .222 chi' square = 202 
	
1577 	923 . • 158 . 	92 
= 0.25 + 0:43 + 4.35 + 2.53 
= 7.56 	 p< 0.01 for . df = I. 
Fourth interVal total of subject-trials a the right-left 
distlibutionis the same as in the first interval. 
Hence chi square: 1.21 $, < 0.3 for df = . 1 
. 	right 
fo 	fe 
left 
fo 	fe total 
Total machine-trials 	. 1597 1584 903 916 2500 
fifth interval total of 
subject-trials 
145 158 105 .92 250 
Total, 1742 1008 2750 
chi square = 132. + 112 .+ 112 +112 . 
. 1584 916 	158 • 92 
= 0.11 +0.18 + 1.07 + 1.85 
= 3.21 	p< 0.1 for df 
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Analysis of variance to compare the machine-trials with 
the subject-trials in the Tasmanian PK experiment. 
Interval totals of left-trials only were obtained'. Each 
interval total consists of the sum of left trials from corres4 
ponding intervals of 10 trials per 25 test sessions'. 
Test session 	• Interval totals 
trial No of left-trials 
1,-10 77 
11420 94 
21430 99 
. 	31440 9/ 
41-50 -79 
51 460 99 
61-70 109 
71480 112 
. 	81 49Q .99 
914100 105 
' 101, 110. 	. 94 
1114120 83 
121-.t130 97 
131140 86 
141-450 • 93 
) 
) 
) 
) 	'fore' 
) 
) machine-trials •: group 1 
.) 
) 
) 
subject-trials : group 2 
'post' 
machine-trials : group 1 
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.group.1 mean , = 20. .= 90.3 
10 - 
group 2 mean P p,21 104.8 
5 
gross mean = 903 + 524 = 95.133 . 15. 
Total . sam. of sqUares = 18.1332 + 14332 + .3.8672 + 
4.1332' +6.1332 +. 141332 + 1..1332 + 1.8672 + 961332 4.24332 
3:8672 + 13.8672 + 16.8672 + 3.8672 + 9.8672 
Total sum of squares = 328.805 + 1:284 + 14.954 + 
17.082 +37.6144 . .1.284 + . 147.210 1. 3.590 + 83.412 + 
4.550 + 14.953+192.294 + 284.500 + 14.954 + .97.358 
F 1243.844 
Sum Of .squares within group 1 =' 13.32 + 3.72 + 8.12 + 
0.72. + 1.3 +1.12 +7.32  + 6-72: 4.32 + 2.72 
= 176.89 + 13.69 + 75.69 + 0.49 + 1.69 + 13.69 + 
53.29 + 44.89 + 18.49 + 7.29 
= 406.10 
Sum of squares within group 2 * 5.8 2 + 4.22  + 7.22  + 
5.82  0022 
= 33.64 4 - 17.64 + 51.84 + 33.64 + 0.04 
=136.8 
Total sum of squares within groups = 406.10 + 136.8 
= 542.9 
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Sum of squares between groups 
d1  = 95.133 - 90.3 , 
d 2  4.8332 
• 
• 2. 
di = 23.3589 
10d1
2
= 233.579 
. d2 = 95.133 - 104.8 
d22 = 9.6672 
' 
d22= 93.5476' . 
5d2 = 467.738 
Total sum of squares' oetween groups = 233.579 + 467.738 . . 
= 701.317' 
Control. 542.9 + 701.317 = 1244.217 zr 1243.844: 
Source of variation sum of squares df petimated variance 
701 ..311' 	'- 
41.762 
7014211, = 16. 793 
41.762 
p = 0.01. for F = 9.07 and :p = 0.001 for F = 17.81 
between groups 
within groups 
701.317 
542.9 
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Undisgulead test with the PK apparatus at Duke 
	
right 	left . target target 
SubJect 	right left right left 
A 	target right first 
B target left first 
C 	target right first 
D target left first 
target fight first 
P 	target right first 
total 
10 20 6 24 
11 19 6 24 
le, 12 15 15 
1 , 13 12 
14 IA 8 22 
14 16 12 1$ 
$3 97 65 115 
CU square analysis to test the difference between the right* 
left distribution whacks/oh% target is wished for end the diftte* 
/aft distribution when the left target is adehed for. 
right 	left 
fete fo fa totsl 
target right 	83 74 97 106 ISO 
target left 	65 74 115 tt6 160 
total 148 	212 	360 
chi Ware 10 it2 + _12 • w 
1,09+ 1.09 f 0.76 • 006 
• 340 
p‹. 0•55 	df • 1 
-7 
0 
.1 
-4 
+1 
45 
+1 
0 
+4+1.6 '  
46 - +8 
+7+15 
+1 46 
.10 46 
: 44 +12 
+7 +14 
0+14 
+2 +4 
a2''45 
'+1 	42' 
'4-3 +10 
+3 +16 
+3 46 
.4 1 .27 
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- PK dice tests with rotating cage. 
Test sessions with Miss Shearer at subject are marked. S 
High air target ' . -faces 
Accumulated deviation at the end of successive intervals of 144 trials each. The end of the 5th interval coincides with the and of one test seiQio 
Deviation within each Interval. 
'Target 3 
4 
Target 4 
Target 5 
Target 2 
S 
Tarciet I 
+2 '+446 	+5 . 46 :  
.2 '.4+1 
1 +5+3 
+5 +4 +6 
+4 46 #) 
.4 
-4 -5 -13 
.6 .2 42' 
+3 .3 0 
12 +9+14 
+3 +10.49 
.6 -13 .20. 
-.4+1+446 
0 +2 0 
+3 .6 +3 
+1 "440 
-7 .6 -4 
. 5 .6 
2 Q 49 
+2 45 
.4 - +3 46 
+2 +6 43 
.3 .2 -6 
11 +5 46 
+2 _43• +7 
-3 .3 .1 
.6 	-46 
+812 
+7. +14 
+14 	+14 
-13 45 
+1 	#2 
'+7 	440 
+15 	446 
-+3 	+6. 
.26 	 .27 
4,15 	420. 
+17 416 
.10 	40 . 
12 +16 
+2 	48 • 
46. 	+15 
.4 	.7 
.6 	0. 
e.7 	-1 
.8 '48 
45 	+1 
+7 	48 
Interval Ho. 
1 2 3 
0 +2 .2 -3 
+3 '.949 .7 
+1 .5 .6 
-1 +4 -3 
.4 .3- 0 
+2 +9 -4 
.2 +4 .+3 +2 
.4 +7 +3 49 
+2 +4 »3 +14 
-3 .4. .4 
+11 .6 +3 +4 
+2 +1- .44 
.3 0 , +2 49 
42 +2 - +2 4 
+5 .7 
4 .46 .2 +5 
45 4 +4' -1 
+4 +2+3 45 
0 +5' +3 
4 .43 .0 
-6 +4 44 -1 
40 .6 +3 +7 
+12 .3 t5 +1 
+3 +7 4 
06 -7 .6 
otal 
379 
+22 
+10 
+7 
•11 
49 
Targat 6 
+11 +6 +14 +22 +22 
0 +11 +11 +16 +10 
	
+1 +1+1 	44 +7 
+10 +9 +7 	45 +11 
46 	46 +9  
+11 	-5 +8 +8 0 
0 	+11 	0 +5 - -6 
+1 	0 0 +3 +3 
+10 4 •-2 -2 +6 
•-9 	+4 +11 	0 +3 
133 Total . +16 +6 449 +30 +34 
  
3
8
0
 
[Total  
+
 
Ca•  
GCTI  
Signs reversed 
Interval No  
S 	C 	11  
.41 
+ 	
I 
1
 i' V
 1
 
V
 I 1
•  l' 7 
et 
IZ• OI O. 6+ C- 
17C+ 0C+ 60+ 9+ 914  
LIL+15 +29 +20 +55 1  
I triAl 
+ 	
i 
7 
High aim total 
Signs for high alp target 
Interval NoO Is 	C  
	
I+ . Z+ 	V+ 	Z°  
9n.' 	V+ a+ 
9+ a+ c+- c+ 
c+ 	If 	I+ 	S+ 	C+ 
- 	Z+ 	9+ 	9.. 	.0-  
0-- .S+ 	C+ 	9.' 	0-  
Signs as for high, aim targets  
. Interval No.  
IS 	C 	I  
8+ L+ 	S+ I+ C+ 
ZI 4* I- G+ I+ a+ 
6+ 	VI+ 8+ 	94,. •C+ 
•
CI+ 04+ 6+ 	8+ el. 
L- 	Vo 	V- 01-: V- 
S- 	V- it-' V- 
L.°N  
01 	
to) 	
•Cr 	
t0 	
%
0 
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Appendix II 
Copy 
SHORT LIEMORANDIA1 
(written by w. selmh) 
Experiment by J. Keil and W. Satoh with Psychology Students 
on May 15, 16, end 17, 1962. 
It was late in the year. The eeniors hod their preoccupation 
with their exams, but the experimenters went ahead with the experiment 
because they could not have done so before. 	At the sees time they 
realized this handicap. 
• 	Object 
A study of physiological variables and ESP. 
The influence en the . menifestation of ESP wten the subject le 
told that the deck of 2$ cards 0111 be in one pile, or in 5 piles of 
5 cards each put each one near the other. 
This separation of the 5 piles was inspired by Dr. BO Onetto. 
E2 had done en experiment with him, comparing the hits when the deck 
of 25 was in one pile, and when it wee in 5 piles(DT) (separated 
by 5 rubber bands) but put one on top of the other. D. BO scored 
less on the Moe But later he case end said he would do better 
on DT5 If the 5 piles were separated from each other m , not put one 
over the other. 	He scored higher on the five piles separated this 
way. 
So, if a sophisticated person like Or. BO with two PH. Ol.'s 
and 2 viers of parapsychology, thinks so, the students would be more 
likely to think so too. But nothing was mentioned to then! 
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Number of RUM, 
we planned to do four suns with each subject* If one started 
with DTI with ono subject, we started with DT with the next subject* 
And when we started with DT's in the first run, we followed It 
with DT and then o DT and so on, thus alternating theme 5 
We asked for 20 subjects planning to make 80 runs, but milt 
IS stated up and 11 gems* 
. Procoduto 
When the subject came, the experiment was explained to him. 
He was times the first room whore the Polygraph wail, and tow the 
. dock of cards would be when in one and in five piles. 	Then he was 
taken to the second Office Aare he sat on a comfortable reclining 
armchair (chaise loungo) .ii 
The elactredes MVO attached to the subject for the 5.11. 
and the PlothisMo#001 and he was stilted a first question with throe 
possible mestere. 
"Do you think it is possible to guess more thanschanCer 
1#014 
"44 de 
I don't kemm4 
• Ne ,d10 not use the woad ESP, te avoid any i'counteroreettiOn 
from this group of Subjects. we wanted them to think for the antwix4 
The second egestiOn was, *do yoU prefer Di l or  DV° "Do you 
think you will Score higher On DTI or DT6 
2 wrote the minors then left for the room where the Polygraph •
383 
was* to ..• (would you please describe what you did?) 
DUring that time E i tried too'easel" the subject tremble possible 
tenseness. He turned off the big light and left on a small Indirect 
one. He tried tomato the subject es comfortable as possible and 
tried to soothe him by soft words, asking him to forget all these 
usual thoughts, to *relax* as much as possible and to let wit" 
come. And when "Mi comes. 
He had better listen to his unconscious, so to spook, or to 
what comes from there without reasoning or thinking of the nuMber of 
times he celled one symbol or the other. Just to roll ilmma down as 
wildly els they come, without thinking at all of them. 
Usually It did not take e long time because the explanation 
of the experiment and the experiment itself Wed to be done In one 
hour, for the next subject was due, (the Experimenters talked 
after the experiment, so that it might be more fruitful to spend 
more time on the relexetion4 on a nowt eweariwawt). 
hen the signal was given by Experimenter 2 that he was reed's 
Expertmenter I said to the subject to start when he wants to and 
waited for him to start. He pressed a button at every call, that 
lurked a dot on the polygraph record. 
At the end of the four runs Experimenter I took the subject to 
the record room where Experimenter 2 was and checked the diagrams 
of the ST and Roth. He said what he thought would be a hit and 62 
marked them on a new recafd sheet. 
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After that, we checked the cells of the subject with the first 
record aheato If the following subject was there we postponed 
the results to another time (tme separation of the experimenters 
spattered later to be a handicap *muse when the subJect moved part 
of his body (be was instructed not to, but sometimes could not help 
it), this could not be recorded on the diagram to enable the 
observer to separate this movement .1nsa the natural physiological 
mations, 
Results 
As our statisticians Glither t is in your part of the world 
(In Japan, Indlso etc.) I am giving you a copy of the total hits 
end misses in both cm and Plethismograph• 
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Physiological measurements during ESP tests. 
A = Plethysmograph correctly predicted hitt.a. 
= GSR correctly predicted•hitsris 
C = ESP hits4.. 
D = Total: predicted hit ts per test session. 
E = Calls per. test session. 
AID 
2/25 
1/25' 
4/31 
1/21 
7/23 
10/28 
3/26 
9/27 
:II/26  
Total 49/257 
• 13/0 
1/26. 
1/17 . 
. 2/19 
.2119' 
4/23 
• 6/24 
•6/19 
'7/18 
5/22 
38/210 
.13/10o 
18/1W 
•17/1m 
24/1oo 
18/too . 
24/1oo 
22/mo 
29/1oo 
i.5/100 
27/100 
207/1000 
'10 test sessions with 'physiological measurements. 
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Chi square analysis to test the difference between the 
•nUmber of correct end ineorroct . predictions (based on the 
plethysmographic recording) and the number of correct and 
incorrect calla. 
plethysmographic 
. 	correct 
• 
fo 	to 
incorrect 
fo 	fe total 
predictions . 49 52 206 . 205 257' 
calls 207 204. 793 , 796 1009 
Total ,256 1001 ,1237 
chi Square m 0.17 0.04 4- 0004 0.01 
Chi couareanalysis to test the difference between the 
number of correct and incorrect predictions (bated on the 
CSR recordings). and the.nuMber.of correct and. incorrect cells. 
.correct 	incorrect 
to 	te 	V  to 	Is total 
08R predictions 	:38 	43 .172 167 210. • 
Palls 	207 '202 '793 . ' 796 1000 
'Total 245 . 965 . 	• 1210 
chi square = 048 t 0.12 4. 10.15 0.03 
'tm 0.88 
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For runs with 6 or more tits only. 
Total, 
B/D  
1/1 ' 6/25 
1/6 ' 1/3 6/25 
2/110 0 . 6/25 
1,45' 0 12/25 
2/6 2/5 8/25 
10/28 6/24 24/100 
2/12 3/4 15/to 
6/18 5/12 24/15 
0/5 1/6 • 7/25 
7/14 4/11 19/5o 
32/104 . 25/87 127/425 
Chi square analysis to test the difference between the 
nuMber of correct and incorrect predictions (based on the 
plethysmogrophic recording) and the number of correct and 
incorrect calls (for runs with 6 or more hits only). 
correct 
fo 	fe 
incorrect 
fo 	fe total 
.plethysmogrephic 32 32,5 '77 16.5 .109 
• predictions 
calls 127 126.5 298 298.5 425. 
Total . 159 3•5 534 
chi square <001 
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Chi square analyile to test the difference between the 
number of 'correct and incorrect predictions (basal on the 
(ER recordings) and the number of correct and incorrect 
calls (for runs with 6 or more hits only). 
correct 	incorrect 
fo fo fo fe total 
GSR Predictions 25 25.8 62 61.2 87 
calls 127 126.2 298 298.0 425 
Total 152 360 512 
chi square';<0.1 
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Appendix 12 
Example of target reminder sheet in GP teat with favourite 
mutic tergate. 
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Appendix 12 
Gail test with favourite music targets. 
, Total hits per interval of trials 
1-5 -10 	t1-15 otal seviat- ons 
Io.of fruns 
All test sessions. 14 21 	25 32 ci 23 
'Low scoring' 
subjects 2 . 	8 11 
'High scoring' 1 
subjects . 12 13 14 	'20 0 26 
Single subject with • 
highest scores 6 4 8 	7 6 11 . 
